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“You look at where you’re going and where you are and it never makes sense, but
then you look back at where you’ve been and a pattern seems to emerge.”
Robert M. Pirsig
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Abstract
Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences
Department of Socioeconomics
Doktor der Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaften
Environmental Policy:
How context affects behavior
by Hendrik B RUNS
This thesis focuses on two important aspects of climate change. First, it deals
with recent behavioral instruments to induce individual climate protection,
as well as their behavioral underpinnings. Second, it investigates possible
factors supporting the emergence of skepticism towards climate change in
the light of increasing online news consumption. All of the studies presented
here draw insights based on lab- and field experimental data and test causal
hypotheses. Central findings are: (1) Neither does transparency on the potential influence and purpose of a pro-environmental default reduce its effectiveness, nor do different aspects of psychological reactance change that. (2)
Defaults can have detrimental effects on highly intrinsically motivated contributions to climate protection, relative to recommendations and mandatory
minimum contributions, although interaction with source information appears to be negligible. (3) Proclaimed doubt in the independence of news
media does not appear to negatively affect consumers’ trust in news mediaand scientific sources reporting on recent events in climate change. Findings contribute to a better understanding of how pro-environmental nudges
work, their effectiveness in relation to conventional instruments, and of the
role of proclaimed media distrust on public trust in media and scientific
sources reporting on climate change. The former is central to an improved
understanding of behavioral instruments that become increasingly important worldwide as governmental policy-tools. The latter is essential for a better understanding of contemporary online environments and their impact on
the emergence of fake news, echo chambers, and filter bubbles.
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Zusammenfassung
Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences
Department of Socioeconomics
Doktor der Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaften
Environmental Policy:
How context affects behavior
von Hendrik B RUNS
Diese Thesis widmet sich zwei zentralen Aspekten des Klimawandels. Erstens beschäftigt sie sich sowohl mit neueren Verhaltensinstrumenten zur Motivation individuellen Klimaschutzverhaltens, als auch mit deren Verhaltensgrundlagen. Zweitens untersucht sie mögliche Einflussfaktoren auf die Entstehung von Skeptizismus gegenüber Klimawandel, insbesondere vor dem
Hintergrund des ansteigenden online Nachrichtenkonsums. Alle der hier
vorgestellten Studien ziehen Schlussfolgerungen auf Basis labor- und feldexperimenteller Daten und testen kausale Hypothesen. Wesentliche Ergebnisse sind: (1) Weder beeinflusst Transparenz in Bezug auf potentielle Effekte und Absichten eines umweltfreundlichen Standardwertes dessen Effekt,
noch wird dies durch Aspekte psychologischer Reaktanz verändert. (2) Im
Vergleich zu Empfehlungen und verpflichtenden Mindestbeiträgen können
Standardwerte nachteilige Effekte auf Klimaschutzbeiträge mit hoher intrinsischer Motivation haben. Die Interaktion mit Informationen zum Urheber
der Interventionen erscheint vernachlässigbar zu sein. (3) Verkündetes Misstrauen in die Unabhängigkeit der Medien scheint weder einen negativen Einfluss auf das Vertrauen von Konsumenten in Nachrichtenmedien, noch auf
das Vertrauen in wissenschaftliche Quellen, die zum Klimawandel berichten, zu haben. Die Ergebnisse tragen zu einem besseren wissenschaftlichen
Verständnis der Wirkungsweise umweltfreundlicher "Nudges", ihrer Effektivität im Vergleich zu konventionellen Instrumenten, und der Rolle verkündeten Medienmisstrauens auf das öffentliche Vertrauen in Medien- und wissenschaftliche Beiträge zum Klimawandel bei. Ersteres ist zentral um Verhaltensinstrumente, welche als Politikinstrumente weltweit an Bedeutung
gewinnen, besser zu verstehen. Letzteres ist insbesondere für ein besseres
Verständnis von gegenwärtigen Online-Umgebungen und ihrem Einfluss auf
die Entstehung von Falschmeldungen, Echokammern, und Filterblasen von
Bedeutung.
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1 Introduction
Finding solutions to climate change is one of the biggest inter- and intragenerational challenges for societies on a global scale. Temperature-, as well as
a variety of co-occurring changes, e.g. shifts in precipitation patterns, sea
level rise, glacier meltdown, intensification of and changes in the oscillation
of extreme weather events, will have dire ecological, as well as social and
economic consequences on macro- and micro scales. These intertemporal
changes will affect nation states and people irrespective of their causal role
in climate change, and regardless of their economic, social, and ecological
means to mitigate, or adapt to these changes (IPCC, 2014). In other words,
those responsible for climate change are neither necessarily those that suffer
the most, nor are they automatically viewing themselves as the ones most
responsible to mitigate the consequences for everyone. This situation necessitates that strategies to tackle climate change be developed - and that these
instruments will be accessible to most, if not all actors that face negative consequences - in the present or future.
This thesis focuses on two important aspects of climate change. First, it
deals with current instruments to induce individual climate protection, as
well as with their behavioral foundations. Second, it investigates possible
factors underlying climate change skepticism developing in contexts of online news consumption. All of the studies presented here rely on experimental data and test causal hypotheses.
Political strategies to tackle climate change have ambitious goals. In December 2015, member states of the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) adopted the Paris Agreement. The agreement
postulates the aim to limit the average global temperature increase to 2 ◦ C,
including efforts to limit the increase to 1.5 ◦ C above pre-industrial levels
(UNFCCC, 2015). The ambitiousness of this target becomes apparent when
realizing that integrated assessment models assume the large-scale use of
technologies to realize negative emissions in order to reach this target in the
allotted time (Anderson and Peters, 2016).
Still, an important strategy to tackle climate change is mitigation, incorporating strategies to motivate reductions of greenhouse-gases (GHG) by
individuals. Generally, strategies to cope with climate change broadly fall
into the categories a) mitigation, b) adaptation, and c) climate engineering.
Of these, mitigation aims at realizing the temperature-limit goals postulated
in the Paris Agreement primarily by means of reducing emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2 ) to the atmosphere. In order to reach the ambitious goals
set in Paris, mitigation strategies, as well as carbon sequestration to achieve
negative emissions, need to be applied soon and on large scales (Anderson
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and Peters, 2016). This includes national, sub-national, but also non-state actions, such as individual lifestyle changes, especially from the high-carbonemitting individuals estimated to produce nearly 50 % of emissions (Wynes
and Nicholas, 2017; Rogelj et al., 2016; van Vuuren et al., 2018).
Voluntary individual carbon mitigation as a contribution to climate protection is subject to intensive scientific investigation, especially in the fields
of economics and psychology. Conceptually, individual behavior such as
lifestyle changes, e.g. reducing electricity consumption, living car-free, avoiding airplane travel, or eating vegetarian (Wynes and Nicholas, 2017), can all
be understood as contributions to a (large) public good. Formally, the supply
of a public good resembles a dilemma-situation, in which there is a lack of
incentives for rational actors to forfeit individual gains for the benefit of others. Therefore, rational actors would not contribute to public goods, i.e. they
would not reduce their CO2 emissions, constituting a market failure resulting in climate change (Stern, 2008). However, numerous empirical and experimental findings have shown that individuals contribute to public goods,
specifically to climate protection, e.g. by means of voluntary direct and indirect GHG mitigation (e.g. Fehr and Gächter, 2000; Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003;
Gintis et al., 2005; Lange et al., 2014). Consequently, various motives, respectively preferences such as fairness, reciprocity, conditional cooperation, altruism, warm-glow, intrinsic motivation, social norms, image motivation, or
inequality aversion, have been invoked to rationalize observed contributions
(e.g. Sugden, 1984; Andreoni, 1988; Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Bénabou and
Tirole, 2006).
Based on this, environmental economics and environmental psychology
have come up with various instruments to motivate public good contributions, esp. by means of inducing individuals to reduce their GHG emissions.
The most prominent instruments can be subsumed under the categories a) information provision/ education, b) economic incentives (prices and quantities), and c) mandates/ bans. As such, these instruments range from informing people about possible behaviors that reduce their emissions, over providing monetary incentives for climate-friendly, and disincentives for climatedamaging behavior, to mandates and bans of these. However, all of these
instruments have been exposed to different forms of criticism. For example,
economic interventions, especially environmental taxes and subsidies, have
been criticized for their potential to negatively influence peoples’ intrinsic
motivation to protect the environment (e.g. Frey, 1992; Cardenas et al., 2000;
Goeschl and Perino, 2012; Perino et al., 2014; Rode et al., 2015). So have
bans and mandates, which bear the same potential for negative side-effects
(Falk and Kosfeld, 2006). This negative interaction of interventions with the
intrinsic motivation of individuals is labeled motivation crowding-out and
limits their potential of mitigating individual GHG emissions. Similarly, the
provision of information to foster pro-environmental attitudes, expected to
induce respective behavior change, has repeatedly been shown to be limited
by the attitude-behavior-gap (also: value-action gap) (Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002). In other words, being informed that the environment needs protection, or that individual reductions in GHG emissions are needed in order
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to reduce global warming, does not automatically result in the respective behavior, even when individuals share these views.
One concept to explain the attitude-behavior-gap and motivation crowding comes from the intersection of economics and cognitive psychology: bounded rationality. This concept can be seen as the core of behavioral economics
and has thus also become central to behavioral environmental economics
(Croson and Treich, 2014). Bounded rationality is a model of human decision making brought forward as an alternative to the assumption of perfect
rationality in neoclassical economics, i.e. the homo oeconomicus. Boundedly
rational decision making is characterized by the use of behavioral heuristics,
i.e. rules-of-thumb, and the influence of behavioral anomalies, both resulting
from limits to cognitive capacity, willpower and self-interest characterizing
"real" humans (Simon, 1955; Simon, 1990; Thaler, 2016). Thus, models of
bounded rationality, contrary to their counterparts assuming perfect rationality, incorporate behavioral regularities that have been empirically found
to systematically affect human judgment, decision making, and ultimately
behavior. Examples of such empirical regularities are cognitive myopia, loss
aversion, hyperbolic time discounting, distaste of risk and ambiguity, the effect of small probabilities, affect-based, or rule- and role-based decisions (see
Weber and Johnson, 2012).
The incorporation of bounded rationality into (behavioral environmental)
economics resulted in new instruments of behavioral change: nudges. Behavioral economics took note of the systematic departures of behavior from
perfect rationality and included them in their models. Picking up pace in the
1980s, its emergence resulted not only in the creation of empirically-founded
theories and models of economic decision making, abandoning the assumption of rationality, but also in complementary, or even substituting interventions to induce behavioral change, such as motivating individuals to behave pro-environmentally (Gowdy, 2008; Shogren and Taylor, 2008; Croson
and Treich, 2014). Behaviorally informed instruments rely on the influence
of "supposedly irrelevant factors" (SIFs). SIFs had hitherto been "assumed
away" based on the argument that they were not relevant in market contexts
and that models should assume that market actors behaved "as if" they were
perfectly rational and thus insensitive to SIFs (Thaler, 2016). Interventions
using SIFs are often called nudges and are usually defined as interventions
that alter behavior without using financial incentives, or limiting choice options (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008). Although this is the core of their definition,
additional characteristics are that these instruments a) attempt to change behavior directly, instead of indirectly via attitudes, b) primarily work subconsciously, and c) exploit, or rely on, the bounded rationality characterizing
human decision making by changing SIFs. An example of a SIF is the default selection of one of several options between which a decision has to be
made. A rational actor would choose an option according to his preferences,
maximizing his private utility, irrespective of the chosen default. A boundedly rational actor, however, might consider the default option first, and then
evaluate all other options in relation to it, potentially increasing the chance
of choosing the default value (Dhingra et al., 2012). Very recently, nudges
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have been applied to an increasing degree by national governments, as well
as NGOs in order to induce behavioral change. Areas of application range
from financial security, over education, energy-saving, health, and job training, to program integrity and compliance, as well as home affairs. One of
their advantages is that they have been relatively cost-efficient (Benartzi et
al., 2017).
Naturally, while nudges gained a lot of political, as well as scientific attention in the years following their emergence, they have also been subject
to various forms of criticism. While these criticisms are also philosophical
(Rebonato, 2014), or theoretical (Grüne-Yanoff and Hertwig, 2015), they are
often empirical, i.e. questioning their effectiveness, efficiency, and ethicality
(Sunstein, 2018). The first two papers presented in this thesis contribute to a
better understanding of the ethicality of nudges, as well as their effectiveness
in relation to conventional instruments. As a specific nudge, default values
for individual contributions to climate protection are investigated. The latter is operationalized as monetary payments to buy and retire carbon emission allowances of the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EUETS).
The first paper provides evidence on the question whether nudges work if
decision makers are made aware that they are being nudged, and whether
individual traits and perceptions moderate its effect. The second paper evaluates the relative effectiveness of nudges compared to conventional policyinstruments. It focuses on their potential to have unintended side-effects, as
well as on the influence of information provided on the actor responsible for
their implementation.
The first paper, titled "Can nudges be transparent and yet effective?", builds
on recent research suggesting that nudges potentially motivate people to
(sub-) consciously behave opposite to the intervention’s goal (e.g Costa and
Kahn, 2013; Haggag and Paci, 2014; Hedlin and Sunstein, 2016; Arad and
Rubinstein, 2017). Such side-effects can be a means of protesting against interventions that aim to change behavior or attitudes and are perceived by
decision makers as a limit to their behavioral freedom, or autonomy. The
mental and behavioral state causing such a reaction is known in the psychological literature as psychological reactance (Brehm, 1966). Another critique,
which, for a long time, based primarily on anecdotal evidence deduced from
the theoretical foundation of the nudge paradigm, claims that nudges only
work if people are not aware of being nudged. Replicating and extending the
work of Loewenstein et al. (2015) and other researchers (Kroese et al., 2016;
Steffel et al., 2016; Bang et al., 2018), this thesis does not find evidence that
nudges "work best in the dark" (Bovens, 2009, p. 217), or that psychological reactance accounts for variance in behavioral responses to transparent
nudges. The latter finding is supported by findings of Goswami and Urminsky (2016).
The second paper has the title "Point at, nudge, or push private provisions to a
public good? Field experimental evidence for experts, politicians, and nobodies" and
starts from the empirically founded premise that behavioral autonomy has
intrinsic, and not just instrumental value (Falk and Kosfeld, 2006; Bartling et
al., 2014). Applying this to the recent application of nudges as governmental
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policies to affect individual decision making, the paper investigates whether
defaults interact differently with intrinsic motivation (if they interact at all),
compared to recommendations and mandated contributions to climate protection. Thus, the paper extends the research of motivation crowding, which
has exclusively been discussed in relation to economic instruments, to the
nudge paradigm. Additionally, the paper builds on recent research that provides evidence on the potential role of regulator information on the performance of these interventions, especially defaults (e.g. Brown and Krishna,
2004; Altmann et al., 2015; Tannenbaum et al., 2017). Central results indicate
that neither intervention increases average contributions to climate protection. Additionally, it shows that low default values can crowd out highly
intrinsically motivated people, and that information on the source responsible for the implementation of any intervention does not change how decision
makers react to these interventions.
The third paper, titled "Does proclaimed doubt in media spill over to doubt in
science? A laboratory experiment in the context of climate change", focuses on another challenge important in the context of the Paris Agreement, and climate
change more generally: climate change skepticism and denial. Skepticism
and denial concerning anthropogenic climate change can be exemplified by
the withdrawal of the United States under the Trump Administration from
the Paris Agreement in 2017 (Shear, 2017). Although most likely not its only
explanation, the withdrawal is in line with climate change skepticism, and
is often described as difficult to comprehend from a scientific perspective,
because the causal role of humans on climate change is mostly agreed upon
among scientists (Dunlap, 2013; Cook et al., 2016). Nevertheless, skepticism
exists, and it has various facets, which can be political, societal, public, private, as well as (pseudo-) scientific. Consequently, climate change skepticism
has become the subject of scientific investigation, resulting in multiple theories attempting to explain climate skepticism not primarily as a consequence
of lacking intelligence, but rather as a result of various types of motivated
reasoning (e.g. McCright and Dunlap, 2011; Kahan et al., 2012; Campbell and
Kay, 2014). Very generally, motivated reasoning, or motivated cognition, describes a process of making inferences not primarily based on the objective
and unbiased application of contextual information, but rather based on using information in order to arrive at a pre-set goal (Kunda, 1990). Such a goal
could be to maintain, or strengthen one’s cultural identity, i.e. identification
with a (cultural) group, keeping one from holding beliefs that could alienate
someone from his or her peer group (Kahan et al., 2007; Kahan, 2017; Kahan
et al., 2017). As a specific example, it has been proposed that climate change
deniers oppose the existence of climate change because they do not like its
suggested solutions The underlying reason is that proposed instruments often rely on governments intervening in the market, which tends to disagree
with the political beliefs held among Republicans, but not among Democrats.
This is consistent with the empirical observation that Republicans are more
likely to be skeptical of climate change, compared to Democrats (Campbell
and Kay, 2014). Such forms of motivated cognition are characterized by a biased consumption of information, in order to avoid contradicting with views
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and beliefs shared with peers, and thus lowering the risk of being expelled
from the group (Kahan, 2017).
Motivated skepticism of climate change is fueled by the rapid growth
of online environments used for public discussions. Like for other topics,
debates on climate change are increasingly happening online, including the
comment sections of online newspaper outlets, blogs, as well as social networks like Facebook and Twitter (e.g. Dunlap, 2013; Newman, 2017; Walter
et al., 2018). These environments facilitate, and almost appear to consolidate
the emergence of filter bubbles, fake news, and echo chambers (Lazer et al.,
2018). These concepts, as well as their role to exert social influence have recently become the focus of scientific investigation (e.g. Allcott and Gentzkow,
2017).
The third paper in this thesis contributes to the contemporary issue of
public skepticism towards the news media and science on climate change. It
starts with the observation that public proclamations of doubt in the independence of news media are nowadays expressed publicly by politicians. It
asks whether these proclamations can motivate consumers to doubt the credibility of news media, and whether such distrust spills over to the science underlying news media articles on climate change. Although the experimental
evidence presented in this paper does not allow to make such a conclusion, it
nevertheless points towards pathways for further research in such directions.
Methodologically, the three papers presented in this thesis were written
to an increasing degree in light of pervasive contemporary discussions about
the lack of replicability of experimental findings in (social) psychology and
empirical economics, often labeled "replication crisis", or "credibility crisis"
(e.g Wagenmakers et al., 2011; Open Science Collaboration, 2015; Ioannidis
et al., 2017; Maniadis et al., 2017; McShane et al., 2018). Central causes of the
problem are questionable research practices (QRPs) such as p-hacking, optional stopping, selective reporting of variables and experiments, not mentioning experimental conditions, and labeling exploratory as confirmatory
hypothesis testing. These practices can spuriously increase the likelihood of
finding evidence in support of a hypothesis, albeit at the cost of type I error control (John et al., 2012). These practices can inflate the false-positive
rate above the commonly reported threshold of 5 %, consequently leading to
non-replicable experimental findings and decreased credibility (Simmons et
al., 2011). Also, underpowered studies, primarily as a result of a low number
of participants, add to the replication crisis not by causing a high rate of false
negatives (the probability of falsely "accepting" the null hypothesis), but of
false positives (the probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis) (Button et al., 2013). Additionally, a lack of power causes an overestimation of
effect sizes (Ioannidis et al., 2017). This results from the file-drawer problem,
caused by lacking incentives for researchers to publish results that do not
reject the null-hypothesis. Although none of the above procedures are prohibited, they have a negative impact on the positive predictive value, i.e. the
probability that a positive research finding reflects a true effect. In the long
run, these practices lead to non-reproducible findings, i.e. bad and unreliable
science (Button et al., 2013).
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Several strategies have been brought forward to counter some of these
developments. Some scientists argue for a lower critical p-value in order
to label significant findings (Benjamin et al., 2017), while other researchers
claim that this misses the problem and other solutions must be found, i.e.
transparency and honest reporting (Lakens et al., 2018b), or a complementary
continuous- instead of exclusive threshold-interpretation of the p-value (McShane et al., 2018). Contemporary practices, such as preregistration of study
design and hypotheses, a priori power analyses, and Bayesian statistics are
not direct solutions to these challenges, but they help to alleviate the negative long-term effects and inadequate interpretation of empirical findings.
This thesis attempts to abide to a state-of-the-art methodological paradigm
facilitating the reproducibility of empirical science insofar as the second and
third paper use preregistration and a priori power analyses, while the third
paper additionally applies Bayesian statistics to inform the interpretation of
null results. Some advantages of preregistering the design, hypotheses, and
statistical procedures of an experimental study are that, ultimately, p-hacking is discouraged, ensuring truthfully controlled type I errors (Nosek et al.,
2018). Additionally, scientific journals, e.g. Nature Human Behavior, incentivize preregistration by allowing for acceptance in principle, potentially alleviating the file-drawer problem, i.e. not publishing insignificant studies
(Nature Human Behaviour, 2017).
Power analyses as such are often used wrongly, i.e after having gathered
the data, finding non-significant results, and then using the low observed
power as an argument that there was just not enough power to detect the
true effect. However, a posteriori power analyses do not provide more information than the p-value, such that the above argument is circular and thus
flawed (Hoenig and Heisey, 2001). Consequently, a priori power calculations
in the presented papers were used based on prior information about expected
effect sizes, in order to recruit the most appropriate number of participants.
The use of Bayes factors in addition to p-values can help to quantify the
relative evidence for the null vs. the alternative hypothesis. This is important
because conventional null-hypothesis testing does not allow to interpret nonrejection of the null as support for the null (Dienes, 2014). In order to quantify
the relative evidence "in favor" of the null hypothesis, Bayes factors can be
helpful. The third paper uses this approach to inform its conclusions.
The following four chapters describe the experiments in which the outlined methodologies have been applied to, as well as a conclusion. The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 will present experimental evidence
concerning the effect of transparency on the effectiveness of a pro-environmental, and more generally pro-social, default. Chapter 3 presents field-experimental evidence on the performance of a pro-environmental default in
relation to conventional instruments, as well as their interaction with intrinsic motivation, and with source information. Chapter 4 presents experimental evidence on the causal role of distrust-statements on trust in a news- and
scientific article on climate change. Chapter 5 concludes.
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2 Can nudges be transparent and
yet effective?
Authors: Hendrik Bruns, Elena Kantorowicz-Reznichenko, Katharina Klement, Marijane Luistro Jonsson, Bilel Rahali
Published April, 2018 in the Journal of Economic Psychology, 65, 41-59.
The data and scripts in support of the findings are openly available at OSF under
DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/569YZ.
Abstract: Nudges receive growing attention as an effective concept to alter people’s decisions without significantly changing economic incentives or
limiting options. However, being often very subtle and covert, nudges are
also criticized as unethical. By not being transparent about the intention to
influence individual choice they might be perceived as limiting freedom of
autonomous actions and decisions. So far, empirical research on this issue is
scarce. In this study, we investigate whether nudges can be made transparent
without limiting their effectiveness. For this purpose, we conduct a laboratory experiment where we nudge contributions to carbon emission reduction
by introducing a default value. We test how different types of transparency
(i.e. knowledge of the potential influence of the default, its purpose, or both)
influence the effect of the default. Our findings demonstrate that the default
increases contributions, and information on the potential influence, its purpose, or both combined do not significantly influence the default effect. Furthermore, we do not find evidence that psychological reactance interacts with
the influence of transparency. Findings support the policy-relevant claim that
nudges (in the form of defaults) can be transparent and yet effective.
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Introduction

Nudges, a concept coined by Thaler and Sunstein (2008), describe a diverse
set of instruments that utilize behavioral insights in order to affect individual
behavior, without limiting options or significantly changing economic incentives. They have become an alternative to economic interventions. While
nudges affect behavior by changing the context, thus primarily focusing on
automatic decision processes, incentives can be seen to change cognition instead, thus focusing on conscious decision making (Dolan et al., 2012). The
recent success of this approach is as a direct consequence of conceiving individual behavior as bounded, instead of perfectly rational and selfish (Bolton
and Ockenfels, 2012). Nudges are evolving into a popular form of soft regulation in various fields such as health, finance, and environmental protection
(Sunstein, 2014a; Alemanno and Sibony, 2015; World Bank, 2015; Lourenco
et al., 2016). Despite its growing popularity, the use of behavioral insights in
policy-making is subject to criticism (e.g. Hausman and Welch, 2010; Rebonato, 2014). One remarkable and often criticized aspect of nudges is that they
often influence individual behavior without being noticed by the affected
subject (Dhingra et al., 2012; Hansen and Jespersen, 2013; Sunstein, 2016).
This raises the concern that nudges covertly violate individual autonomy and
are therefore unethical (Bovens, 2009; House of Lords Report, 2011). Such
regulation thus lacks the transparency that characterizes other regulatory instruments. For instance, when the government imposes a tax to reduce consumption of a product (e.g. cigarettes, or carbon dioxide), people are aware
of this tax and can compel the government to justify it (Sunstein, 2014b). On
the other hand, when the government sets an opt-out system instead of an
opt-in system to promote certain behavior (e.g. organ donation) it exploits
several psychological biases, often without people’s awareness (Hansen and
Jespersen, 2013). Felsen et al. (2013) demonstrate in a vignette study that a
significant proportion of individuals have reservations towards nudges they
perceive as covert. Additionally, another recent research stream provides evidence of the intrinsic value of decision rights and autonomy (Fehr et al.,
2013; Bartling et al., 2014; Owens et al., 2014). To address this criticism, we
investigate whether nudges can be made transparent without reducing their
effectiveness. In this context, we take into account that the covert nature
of nudges is often said to be essential for their effectiveness (Bovens, 2009;
House of Lords Report, 2011). Also, we acknowledge that telling people that
the nudge is used to influence their decision potentially evokes a perceived
threat to their freedom, leading them to experience psychological reactance.
The latter can be defined as "the motivational state that is hypothesized to
occur when a freedom is eliminated or threatened with elimination" (Brehm
and Brehm, 2013, p. 37). This could not only inhibit the effect of the nudge
but could even lead to the opposite effect than the one intended. We presume
that experiencing reactance is mitigated when information on its purpose
substitutes or complements the nudge. According to salience theory (Bordalo et al., 2012), providing the purpose increases the degree to which the
ultimate goal of the nudge, relative to its means of behavioral influence, is
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taken into account during the decision process. This hypothetically reduces
the propensity to elicit a state of psychological reactance. Therefore, this phenomenon is important when investigating the influence of different types of
transparency on the effectiveness of nudges. We report evidence from a laboratory experiment where subjects can contribute to real climate protection.
The nudge is a default value that intends to increase contributions. Such a
default in a public goods context, unlike nudges aiming to improve individual outcomes, attempts to increase positive external effects that only benefit
the individual in the aggregate, but affords them to forfeit immediate personal economic gains.1 Thus, this context is more likely to produce a state of
psychological reactance and is thus suitable for testing it.
In general, there are different mechanisms through which a default potentially influences behavior, e.g. as a reference value and anchor (for construction of preferences), through provision of social norms or information,
or through inertia (by imposing pecuniary or cognitive costs on deviating
from the default). Sunstein and Reisch (2016) provide a review on defaultmechanisms. Note that Cappelletti et al. (2014) provide evidence from a public good game that defaults do not work as recommendations, i.e. as information provision in such a context. We expect the default value to increase
contributions through two possible ways. First, it can increase the fraction
of people picking the default value. Second, it can induce people to increase
their contribution towards this value. We discuss our possible mechanisms
in the second section and relate them to our findings in the last section.
The type of transparency that accompanies the default varies across treatments and consists of either informing decision makers about its potential
behavioral influence and/or informing them about its purpose to increase
contributions to climate protection. After the experiment, we assess two different measures of psychological reactance. Thus, we test whether the influence of transparency is limited to a sub-group of participants distinct in
their proneness to show psychological reactance (trait reactance). Additionally, we test whether transparency influences the perception of a nudge as a
threat for freedom of choice, and whether it functions as a source of anger
(state reactance).
Recent findings from Arad and Rubinstein (2017) illustrate why our investigation of transparency and psychological reactance in the context of
nudges is important. Their findings suggest that some subjects may consciously act contrary to the encouraged action, presumably in order to protest
against the intervention of the government. The authors argue that full transparency of nudges, thus, may even lead to the opposite outcome than the one
intended (as opposed to simply eliminating the effectiveness of a nudge).
Some people behave in a completely different way simply out of protest
against being manipulated. Contrary to this argument, findings by Sunstein
(2016) from a nationally representative survey in the USA show that there is
widespread support for nudges, and that transparency concerning the nudge
1 Hagman et al. (2015) divide nudges into pro-self and pro-social.

While the former nudge
people towards making better decisions for themselves, the latter nudge people towards
behavior that benefits society.
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will not diminish its effectiveness. Reisch and Sunstein (2016) show that there
is also a general support of nudges in six European countries.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only three empirical studies directly relevant to our research question. Loewenstein et al. (2015), in a laboratory experiment, find no evidence that informing subjects that they were
presented with a pro-self default option influences their effectiveness. Similarly, Kroese et al. (2016), in a field experiment, find no evidence that making
subjects aware of the purpose behind a pro-self default has any effect. Steffel
et al. (2016), in several hypothetical and marginally incentivized consumerrelated experiments, find no evidence that stressing the potential behavioral
influence of a pro-self, as well as a pro-social default impacts their effectiveness, although it affects perception by the consumer.
While existing evidence unanimously suggests the impact of transparency
on effectiveness of nudges is absent, our research augments the extant literature in various ways. First, subjects in our experiment face a trade-off
between real monetary payoffs and real contributions to a (global) public
good. By contrast, two of the previous studies employed relatively abstract
and stylized environments and did not demand subjects to make (substantial) financial tradeoffs. Although Kroese et al. (2016) investigate behavior
in the field, they do neither study pro-social nudges, nor do they incorporate both types of transparency. Second, we investigate the distinct, as well
as combined effect of two types of transparency on the default effect. Previous research focused exclusively on either of these two categories. However,
there are reasons to expect that informing decision makers about the potential behavioral influence of a nudge has different consequences than informing them about its purpose. Third, we enrich our analysis with the concept
of psychological reactance, allowing for a deeper understanding of potential
channels through which transparency influences default effects. Recent research on nudges, although focusing conceptually on the role of reactance
(Arad and Rubinstein, 2017; Hedlin and Sunstein, 2016), did not investigate
its interaction with transparency.
Consequently, we contribute to the topic of transparency of nudges in various ways. First, we enable a more nuanced view by investigating two types
of transparency, thus contributing to a better understanding on how transparency works and whether policy-makers can make nudges more transparent without diminishing effectiveness. Second, our experimental setup, albeit controlled, sets up a realistic context, enabling us to make more valid
inferences about the impact of transparency on nudges in "the real world".
Third, we widen the discussion on transparency by investigating its connection to the concept of psychological reactance.
To preview our results, defaulted contributions are significantly higher
than in the control group, even when accompanied by either type of transparency, including both types. In addition, contributions in the treatment
groups (with or without transparency) do not significantly differ from each
other. Thus, we replicate the lack of an effect of transparency, indicated by evidence from the studies outlined above. Finally, we neither find evidence that
trait reactance interacts with transparency, nor that transparency changes the
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perception of nudges as freedom threatening or sources of anger. Therefore,
our findings advocate that nudges (in the form of defaults) can be transparent and effective.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2.2 we discuss psychological reactance as a conceptual background to covert nudges,
followed by derivation of behavioral predictions. We lay out the experimental design in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we present and analyze the results.
Section 2.5 concludes.

2.2

Conceptual framework and behavioral predictions

Since Brehm (1966) introduced the theory of psychological reactance, many
studies have explored this phenomenon. Social influence attempts (such as
nudges) that are detected by an individual may be perceived as a threat to
freedom of choice (Brehm, 1966). The elicited state of psychological reactance may result in behavioral and cognitive efforts to reestablish freedom as
well as uncomfortable, hostile, aggressive, and angry feelings (Dillard and
Shen, 2005). Consequently, people may try to restore their freedom by exhibiting exactly the restricted behavior, thus, in our case, strongly deviating
from the default value. In addition, they may devaluate the source of threat
(the initiator of the nudge), increase their liking for the restricted freedom, or
counter-argue against the imposed option (Brehm, 1966; Dillard and Shen,
2005). People react in such a manner not only to obvious and direct, but also
to subtle and subliminal threats (Chartrand et al., 2007).
In order to investigate whether transparency influences the effectiveness
of pro-social nudges, specifically defaults, we chose the context of climate
protection. With climate change being one of the major challenges faced by
society on a global scale today, information-based instruments and nudges
are becoming increasingly important to increase individual contributions to
climate and environmental protection (Allcott and Mullainathan, 2010; Araña
and León, 2013; World Bank, 2015).
One way to contribute to climate protection is to offset (parts of) one’s
own yearly CO2 emissions by donating to specific charitable organizations
(in the experiment, referred to as "climate protection fund"). These organizations use donations to purchase and delete carbon emission licenses from
the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS).2 Buying carbon licenses is an effective way for individuals to contribute to climate protection,
when compared to, e.g. electricity-saving (Perino, 2015). Therefore, individual payment for carbon license retirement is a relevant context in which the
influence of transparency on the effectiveness of a pro-social nudge can be
investigated.
2 The

EU ETS is a European market that prices carbon emissions and allows regulated
industries to trade their emission rights. Buying licenses off the market increases the scarcity
of emission rights, resulting in higher prices and thus increasing the incentives for regulated
firms to invest in emission-reducing technology.
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Based on psychological reactance theory we expect that mentioning the
potential influence of a default will evoke the most reactance and thus reduce
its effectiveness. In contrast, the sole provision of the purpose, i.e. climate
protection, should evoke little reactance since this induces perspective taking. In addition, it renders the positive goal of the contribution more salient.
According to salience theory formulated by Bordalo et al. (2012), more salient
attributes will be over-weighted in the decision process. Based on this argument, providing the purpose will work as an additional nudge and thus
increase the default effect. Finally, accompanying the default with both types
of information will be the most transparent form of the nudge. Due to combining the hypothesized "downside" effect of reactance and "upside" effect of
the salience of the purpose of the nudge we expect the contribution level to
be in between the other treatments. In sum, hypotheses concerning people’s
contribution decisions in the presence of the default are as follows:
H1: If participants are confronted with a default, contributions will be higher
compared to when there is no default.
H2: If participants are informed that the default may have an influence on
their decision, contributions will be lower compared to when they are not
informed.
H3: If participants are informed of the purpose of the default, contributions
will be higher compared to when they are not informed.
H4: If participants are informed of the potential influence of a default and
of its purpose, contributions will be higher than with information solely on
influence and lower than with information solely on purpose.
Although it is not the purpose of this paper to identify the mechanism
underlying the potential default effect, hypothesizing about a transparencyeffect relies on certain assumptions regarding this mechanism. Transparency
can only exert an effect if subjects are aware of the transparency and consequently of the default. This necessity rules out default effects that rely on
unawareness (Madrian and Shea, 2001). If defaults work via costs of opting
out (Johnson and Goldstein, 2003), providing a reference point (Samuelson
and Zeckhauser, 1988; Dinner et al., 2011) or an anchor (Dhingra et al., 2012),
transparency could have an impact.3 More precisely, information regarding
the potential influence of the default then increases the awareness of decision
makers to the manipulated structure of the decision. This in turn then may
cause reactance. Mentioning the purpose of the default and thus justifying
its use has the potential to mitigate reactance. However, note that Wilson et
3 Note

that the potential impact can vary considerably between these mechanisms, and
that it can also be close to zero. The point is that here, as opposed to the case of unawareness,
transparency could logically influence the default effect.
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al. (1996) observe anchoring effects despite forewarning, suggesting an unintentional and subconscious working mechanism that could also apply to defaults working as anchors. If defaults work as an implicit recommendation
(McKenzie et al., 2006), a persuasion attempt (Brown and Krishna, 2004), or
a coordination device (Cappelletti et al., 2014) it is less clear whether transparency has an effect. Informing decision makers on the potential influence
given their interpretation of the default as a recommendation, persuasion
attempt, or coordination device would provide no additional information,
because decision makers would already be aware of this potential influence.
Mentioning the purpose would increase the salience of the climate protection
goal, causing a similar effect as when any of the previous mechanisms is at
play.
When analyzing findings with respect to psychological reactance, we hypothesize that trait reactance interacts with the type of transparency accompanying the default value. Specifically, we expect that:
H5: If participants are informed that the default may have an influence on
their decision, the default effect for participants with higher trait reactance
will be lower than for participants with lower trait reactance.
We further hypothesize that the evaluation of a default as freedom-threatening, autonomy-decreasing, manipulative, and pressuring (perceived threat
to freedom), as well as its potential to elicit negative emotions (anger) differs
with respect to the types of transparency accompanying the default value.
Specifically, we expect that:
H6: If participants are informed that the default may have an influence on
their decision, experience of state reactance will be higher compared to when
they are not informed.
We deduce hypotheses H5 and H6 exclusively with respect to a default
accompanied by information on its potential influence, because we expect
this type of transparency to increase the salience of the potentially manipulative and autonomy-threatening default-characteristic. For the purpose of
the default, the conceptual link to reactance is less clear. We therefore abstain
from formulating specific hypotheses.

2.3

Experimental design

The laboratory experiment consisted of five experimental groups, of which
one was the control group.4 We conducted 11 sessions in the Econ-lab of
4 Prior

to the experiment, pilot sessions were conducted in Germany (n = 16), Sweden
(n = 25), France (n = 29) and The Netherlands (n = 32). The pilot session in Germany focused on developing the design, which was further improved on and tested among Master
students in the Netherlands, Sweden, and Bachelor students in France. The experimental design was not identical in all these pilots. Therefore, findings these sessions are not included
in the data analysis.
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the Erasmus School of Economics at the Erasmus University Rotterdam, the
Netherlands, recruited with ORSEE in June 2016, and additional 15 sessions
in July 2017 in the WiSo-lab of the University of Hamburg, Germany, recruited with hroot (Bock et al., 2014). A total of 498 students participated
in the experiment using the z-tree software (Fischbacher, 2007). Of these,
53.21% were female, the average age was 23.74 years (median: 23 years), and
about half (53.01%) studied economics. More information on the differences
between samples from both locations, as well as a disaggregated analysis of
effect-differences are provided in Appendix A.2.1.
All participants were randomly assigned to separate computer terminals
and were instructed not to communicate. They were given instruction sheets
that were read aloud (see Appendix A.1). All participants received an endowment of 10 Euro and were asked to indicate how much (if any) of their
endowment they would like to contribute to the "climate protection fund".
The remaining amount was their private payoff. After the experiment, they
were paid according to their decisions, and contributions were used to retire
real carbon licenses from the EU ETS, through donations to "TheCompensators*".5
In the control group, participants were presented with a text box where
they could enter their contribution in any integer amount between 0 and 10
Euro. Neither a preselected default value for the contribution, nor any additional information were presented. In the other experimental groups, subjects encountered an 8 Euro default contribution in form of a button (see Figures A.1 - A.2 in Appendix A.1). They could either press this button or choose
another one that stated "Different amount". In the latter case they were referred to another screen that contained exactly the same information but with
the addition of a text box where they could insert any amount between 0 and
10 Euro. In three of four default treatments, the default was complemented
by a sentence that induced transparency, respectively on the default’s potential influence, its purpose, or both. Table 2.1 shows the exact wording used
to provide each type of transparency in the respective treatment group.
The Default+Info transparency message informs subjects about the fact
that they may be (subconsciously) affected by the default value. It resembles
the wording by Steffel et al. (2016) which they use in order to deploy a default
ethically. We expect that this wording stimulates the participants defensive
systems against the threat to their behavioral autonomy, potentially motivating reactant behavior. The Default+Purpose transparency message informs
subjects about the purpose of the default, i.e. increasing contributions to the
climate protection fund. The wording implies the existence of a default effect,
increases the salience of the purpose and, contrary to Default+Info, causes
subjects to focus on the goal instead of the fact that it potentially threatens
5 "TheCompensators*" is a non-profit association founded in 2006 by researchers from the
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research. They offer a way for individuals and firms to
compensate for their emissions. With donations, they buy and retire emission rights from the
EU ETS. At the end of the experiment, all participants received an email with a confirmation
and a certificate of aggregate experimental donations to "TheCompensators*".
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their behavioral autonomy. The Default+Info+Purpose combines both messages. Once subjects made their decision, they received information regarding their contribution, their private payoff and the amount of CO2 that would
be retired with the contributed amount.6
TABLE 2.1: Experimental design

Experimental group

Default value

Transparency information

Control
Default

No
8 Euro

Default+Info

8 Euro

Default+Purpose

8 Euro

Default+Info+Purpose

8 Euro

No information
No information
"Please consider that the preselected
default value might have an influence
on your decision."
"Please consider that the preselected
default value is meant to encourage
higher contributions for the climate
protection fund."
"Please consider that the preselected
default value might have an influence
on your decision. This is meant to
encourage higher contributions for
the climate protection fund."

Notes: The table reports the experimental group, the respective default value presented to participants, as well as the respective transparency information as it was
shown to the subjects.

After making their decision, participants answered a questionnaire measuring, among others, their attributed importance to climate protection, and
their belief in the effectiveness of retiring emission rights as a measure to protect the climate. In order to find out whether reactions to the different types
of transparency can be explained by psychological reactance, we have two
approaches. First, we assess participants’ perception of the default value as
freedom threatening, autonomy-decreasing, manipulative, and pressuring,
as well as its tendency to evoke negative emotional reactions, such as irritation, anger, annoyance, and aggravation. We refer to this as state reactance
(Dillard and Shen, 2005). Second, we measure subjects’ proneness to psychological reactance, referred to as trait reactance, with Hong’s Psychological
Reactance Scale (Hong and Faedda, 1996). Both measures were assessed after
subjects made their decision of how much to contribute.7 Relevant questions
are in Appendix A.3.
6 At

that time, "TheCompensators*" offered to retire licenses at a price of 5.53 Euro. Note
that this price can be different from the actual spot-price at the time we conducted the experiment, since "TheCompensators*" buy batches of licenses at a specific price and then retire
them based on the donations they receive, irrespective of price-changes that appear in the
meantime.
7 We assume that measuring reactance items before treatments would have introduced
an "additional nudge" with a potential influence on contributions. Kruskal-Wallis tests and
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After conducting the sessions in Rotterdam, we calculated observed power
for the most important tests. For H1, simulated post-hoc observed power
analyses produced power coefficients of 0.72, 0.26, 0.51, and 0.46, respectively
for Control vs. Default, Control vs. Default+Information, Control vs. Default+Purpose, and Control vs. Default+Info+Purpose. Concerning Findings
2-4, post-hoc observed power analyses for the estimates in model (1) produced power coefficients of 0.22, 0.87, 0.95, respectively for Default vs. Default+Information, Default vs. Default+Purpose, and Default+Info+Purpose
vs. Default+Information vs. Default+Purpose. In order to further substantiate Finding 2, we conducted additional sessions for the Control group, Default, and Default+Information groups. The number of additional observations based on an a priori power analysis. The simulation suggested that
pooling data from all sessions allowed to detect a true difference of roughly
1.15 EUR (Cohen’s d = 0.37) in mean contributions between the Default and
Default+Information group 78.81 % of the time.

2.4

Results

We present and discuss findings in the following way: First, we demonstrate
main results regarding the effectiveness of defaults and their interrelation
with transparency. Second, we analyze the measures used to investigate the
relevance of psychological reactance to transparency of defaults.

2.4.1

Default effects

Overall, 498 subjects contributed 1,385.5 Euro to retire carbon licenses, resulting in 2.78 Euro per subject. Of all participants, 68.27% contributed a positive
amount, and 9.44% opted for the default value. Table 2.2 presents summary
statistics of the variables divided by experimental groups. Figure 2.1 presents
the respective mean contributions.
A Mann-Whitney test of H1 rejects the null hypothesis of equal contributions between Control vs. Default (W = 5486, p = 0.001), Control vs.
Default+Info (W = 4974, p < 0.001), Control vs. Default+Purpose (W =
1275, p = 0.032), and Control vs. Default+Info+Purpose (W = 1376.5, p =
0.046). Overall, we find evidence for a default- and pull-effect.
To check robustness of the default effect we focus on contributions as
an outcome variable in Tobit regression. The Tobit model accounts for leftcensored contributions and allows testing effects on the latent, unobserved
contribution variable. This means we assume that at least some subjects
would choose to take from instead of contribute to the public good. Thus,
we interpret the dependent variable as desired contributions, and indeed
even damages, to climate protection. This assumption is common in dictatorgames and empirically valid (Engel, 2011).
Steel-Dwass-Critchlow-Fligner multiple comparison tests do not show any significant difference between treatments for all state and trait reactance items. This suggests there is no
significant effect of treatments. However, we cannot completely exclude a potential common
impact of all treatments on reactance.
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TABLE 2.2: Descriptive statistics of all outcome variables to assess the default effect

Contribution
Group
Control
Default
Default+Info
Default+Purpose
Default+Info+Purpose

Contributed

Picked
default

Mean

SD

Mean

Mean

1.82
2.95
3.04
2.92
2.85

2.66
2.98
2.98
3.19
2.95

51.76
70.76
74.07
71.79
65.85

0
12.28
8.02
15.38
17.07

n

85
171
162
39
41

Notes: The table reports summary statistics (means and standard
deviations) of different outcome variables, as well as the number
of subjects per experimental group. Outcome variables are: contributions to the climate protection fund, the percentage of subjects
contributing a positive amount, as well as the percentage of subjects
contributing the default value.

We begin with a restricted model limited to the treatment variable, then
add a dummy variable indicating that subjects perceive climate protection to
be (very) important, and proceed to add other relevant covariates shown in
Table 2.3. The reason we add importance to protect the climate separately
is that a Chi2 -Test rejects the hypothesis that subjects are equally distributed
among the treatment groups with respect to this variable (χ2 (4) = 34.37, p <
0.001).
By controlling for this variable, we ensure that estimates of treatment effects are not conditionally biased. Because the questionnaire is taken by subjects after being exposed to treatments, there is a risk of the respective manipulations being the reason for the differences in importance-ratings. Regarding Tobit models in Table 2.4, un-restricted model (3) includes all covariates,
i.e. rating of the importance of climate protection, gender, age, no previous
experience with experiments, judgment of buying emission licenses from the
EU ETS as an ineffective tool for climate protection, and a location dummy.
Model (1) predicts that a mere default, a default plus info, and a default
plus its purpose lead to higher average contributions compared to no default.
The effect of Default+Info+Purpose is marginally significant. When controlling for subjects’ perception of the importance of climate protection in model
(2), coefficients change. This results in significance for Default+Info+Purpose.
Importance of CP positively predicts the latent contribution variable. A likelihood-ratio test suggests that model (2) fits the data significantly better than
model (1) (χ2 (1) = 33.09, p < 0.001). Controlling for additional covariates
increases precision of the estimated average treatment effects. A likelihoodratio test suggests that un-restricted model (3) fits the data significantly better
than restricted model (2) (χ2 (5) = 66.40, pp < 0.001).
F1: There is a default effect on contributions for a default, a default plus
information, a default with added purpose, as well as for a default with both
types of transparency.
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F IGURE 2.1: Mean contributions per experimental group

Contribution [EUR]

5
4
3
2
1
0
Control

Default

Default
+Info

Default
+Purpose

Default
+Info
+Purpose

Experimental group

Notes: The figure shows mean contribution levels in the experimental
groups. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

2.4.2

Influence of transparency on default effectiveness

A Kruskal-Wallis test for equal contribution distributions in the treatment
groups is not significant (H (3) = 0.484, p = 0.922). So are respective pairwise comparisons with Dunn’s test (not reported). Consequently, there is no
evidence for either of H2, H3, and H4.
As above, we augment our analysis by focusing on contributions in stepwise Tobit-regression (Table 2.4). In un-restricted model (3), an omnibus
Wald-test for equality of parameter estimates for Default, Default+Info, Default+Purpose, and Default+Info+Purpose does not lead us to reject the null
hypothesis (F (3, 488) = 0.49, p = 0.692). The same holds for the restricted
models. There is no evidence of unequal contributions in the treatment groups.
Consequently, there is no evidence that transparency significantly reduces
contributions.8
F2: Informing participants that the default may have an influence on their decision does not significantly decrease contributions compared to when they
are not informed.
F3: Informing participants about the default’s purpose does not significantly
increase contributions compared to when they are not informed.
F4: Informing participants that the default may have an influence on their
decision, as well as of the default’s purpose does not decrease or increase
8 Estimated

treatment-effects of un-restricted regression models are plotted in Appendix
A.2 (Figures A.4, A.5, and A.6).
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TABLE 2.3: Descriptive statistics of covariates

Age

Gender
(Male)

Importance
of CP

No exp. EU ETS
Expnot
erience effective

Experimental group

Mean

SD

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Control
Default
Default+Info
Default+Purpose
Default+Info+Purpose

23.75
24.16
23.92
22.28
22.68

4.94
4.29
4.53
4.65
3.72

48.24
43.27
45.06
53.85
58.54

76.47
82.46
88.27
51.28
63.41

23.53
29.82
25.93
20.51
19.51

60
60.23
56.79
64.1
58.54

Notes: The table reports summary statistics (means and standard deviations) of
different covariates per experimental group. Covariates are: age of participants,
percentage of males, percentage of subjects perceiving climate protection as (very)
important, percentage of subjects without prior experience with experiments, as
well as the percentage of subjects judging license retirement as an ineffective mean
for climate protection.

contributions, compared to the other types of transparency (including no
transparency at all).
Of the additional covariates, Gender and EU ETS not effective are significant. Being male, as well as judging the EU ETS as not effective to protect the
climate, negatively predict the latent outcome variable. The former finding
is consistent with evidence from dictator games (Engel, 2011). Findings on
gender differences in public good games are ambiguous, however (Croson
and Gneezy, 2009). In the context of real contributions to climate protection,
evidence by Diederich and Goeschl (2014), while suggesting that female subjects are less indifferent to climate protection, do not support a higher willingness to pay for emission certificates of women. Findings with respect to
age somewhat align with those of Borghans and Golsteyn (2015) who find,
in a less restricted sample, that the default effect does vary with age. However, at around 22 years (the mean of our sample) they find a relatively large
default effect. This may explain why we find a default effect, but no effect of
age.

2.4.3

Psychological reactance and transparency

To test if reactions towards the combination of a default value with different types of transparency can be explained by psychological reactance, we
measured subjects’ proneness to experience psychological reactance.9
9 To create an index for trait reactance, we constructed dummy variables for each of the 14

items of the scale, which are equal to 1 when the subject responded with "Agree" or "Strongly
agree" to the respective question, 0 otherwise. We then added the dummies for each subject
to create the index, which ranges from zero to 14. Findings are consistent for trait reactance
included as a (un-weighted) factor-based score.
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TABLE 2.4: Stepwise Tobit-models with and without interaction term

Default
Default+Info
Default+Purpose
Default+Info+Purpose

(1)
Contribution
1.868∗∗
(0.587)
2.056∗∗∗
(0.586)
1.866∗
(0.839)
1.628x
(0.829)

Importance of CP

(2)
Contribution
1.718∗∗
(0.571)
1.758∗∗
(0.577)
2.612∗∗
(0.845)
1.921∗
(0.779)
2.806∗∗∗
(0.517)

Gender (Male)
Age
No exp. Experience
EU ETS not effective
Hamburg

(3)
Contribution
1.659∗∗
(0.539)
1.670∗∗
(0.538)
2.528∗∗
(0.784)
1.896∗
(0.779)
2.350∗∗∗
(0.502)
-1.045∗∗
(0.353)
-0.0406
(0.0403)
-0.577
(0.425)
-2.512∗∗∗
(0.347)
-0.0494
(0.453)

React
Default+Info × React
Default+Purpose × React
Default+Info+Purpose × React
Constant
Sigma
Observations
Log Pseudolikelihood
F
Prob > F
Pseudo R2

0.357
(0.497)
3.969∗∗∗
(0.152)
498
-1088.416
(4, 494)=3.33
0.010
0.007

-1.824∗∗
(0.644)
3.848∗∗∗
(0.153)
498
-1071.872
(5, 493)=8.64
<0.001
0.022

1.986x
(1.094)
3.591∗∗∗
(0.143)
498
-1038.671
(10, 488)=13.19
<0.001
0.052

(4)
Contribution

(5)
Contribution

(6)
Contribution

0.165
(0.438)
-0.0343
(0.730)
-0.260
(0.726)

0.0152
(0.429)
0.858
(0.750)
0.169
(0.670)
2.810∗∗∗
(0.558)

-0.0897
(0.106)
-0.108
(0.145)
0.183
(0.276)
0.0646
(0.224)
2.259∗∗∗
(0.314)
3.888∗∗∗
(0.153)
413
-929.4
(7, 406)=0.76
0.624
0.002

-0.0977
(0.102)
-0.109
(0.141)
0.208
(0.285)
0.0316
(0.206)
-0.0734
(0.563)
3.766∗∗∗
(0.152)
413
-915.187
(8, 405)=3.98
<0.001
0.018

0.00216
(0.410)
0.841
(0.775)
0.174
(0.756)
2.353∗∗∗
(0.534)
-1.065∗∗
(0.391)
-0.0200
(0.0431)
-0.522
(0.451)
-2.329∗∗∗
(0.368)
-0.102
(0.504)
-0.0783
(0.0971)
-0.0764
(0.133)
0.114
(0.250)
-0.0483
(0.190)
3.072∗∗
(1.100)
3.550∗∗∗
(0.147)
413
-890.107
(13, 400)=7.36
<0.001
0.044

Notes: The table reports estimates of Tobit models with contributions censored at 0 as the dependent variable, with and without interaction terms. Robust standard errors are in brackets. Default+Info, Default+Purpose, and Default+Info+Purpose denote the respective
treatment group, with Default as the base category. React measures subjects’ proneness to experience reactance in a metric scale, and is
mean centered. Def+Inf × React, Def+Pur × React, and Def+Inf+Pur × React are interaction terms of the transparency type with proneness
to experience reactance. Importance of CP is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the subject perceives climate protection as (very) important.
Gender takes the value 1 if the subject is male. Age denotes the age of the subject. No exp. Experience is a dummy which takes the value 1
if a subject did not participate in another experiment before. EU ETS not effective is a dummy that takes the value 1 when a subject judges
license retirement as an ineffective mean for climate protection. Hamburg takes the value 1 if the subject is from the Hamburg, as opposed
to the Rotterdam sample. Significance levels: x (p < 0.10), ∗ (p < 0.05), ∗∗ (p < 0.01), ∗∗∗ (p < 0.001).

Specifically, we test whether subjects’ reactions towards different types of
transparency accompanying the default differ depending on subjects’ trait
reactance. Therefore, we run regressions with an interaction term of the
treatment variable and the trait reactance index. The latter is centered on
the mean, so that treatment-main-effects are meaningful (Table 2.4). Note
that this regression excludes observations from the control group. For reasons of brevity, we focus on the main effects of trait reactance, as well as on
interaction-effects.
As in previous Tobit models, model (5) fits the data better than model (4)
(χ2 (1) = 28.42, p < 0.001), and model (6) fits the data better than model (5)
(χ2 (4) = 50.11, p < 0.001). We find no significant main effect of trait reactance, nor do we find that the different types of transparency and the trait reactance index interact significantly for any of the three model-specifications.
In other words, there is no evidence that the effect of different types of transparency on average contributions is conditional on subjects’ trait reactance.
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F5: The influence of information on the default effect does not depend on the
level of trait reactance of participants.
In order to test whether reactions to different types of transparency can
be explained by psychological reactance, we create an index for each of the
two state reactance-categories, i.e. for the perceived threat to freedom and
the anger-category.10
We model the log odds of subjects being in a higher level of each of both
ordinal indexes on all explanatory variables used above (Table 2.5). Note that
this regression excludes observations from the control group since subjects in
this group were not presented with the default option which they could rate.
None of the coefficients modeling treatment effects are significant.11
F6: Combining the default with information about its potential behavioral
influence does not increase participants’ experience of state reactance.
Age negatively predicts experienced anger triggered by the default value.
The finding that experiencing negative emotions decreases with age is known
in the literature (e.g. Charles et al., 2001). Both approaches that are linking
different types of transparency of a default to psychological reactance suggest that subjects neither perceive a default value differently based on the
type of transparency accompanying it, nor does their inherent propensity to
show psychological reactance change the way they react to these different
types of transparency.

2.5

Discussion and conclusion

The experiment advances the discussion of nudges and transparency by providing empirical evidence on the effect of transparency on the performance
of a pro-environmental default value. Despite the widespread application of
nudges, many researchers and consumers are concerned of the potentially
manipulative nature of behavioral interventions. In democratic societies,
public authorities are expected to be transparent with regard to their actions
and intentions. Therefore, covertly "exploiting" people’s psychological biases potentially inhibits perceived legitimacy, and ultimately effectiveness of
such policies. The most straightforward solution to this problem is to instruct
policy-makers to disclose information regarding the potential influence of
10 We

constructed a dummy-variable, which is equal to 1 when the subject "agreed" or
"strongly agreed", resp. replied with "to some extent" or "very" to the respective statements,
for each item (see Appendix A.3). Then, we added the respective dummies in each category, to form two indexes, each ranging from zero to four. Findings are consistent for when
both dependent variables are included as (un-weighted) factor-based scores in linear OLSregression.
11 This finding is consistent with non-parametric tests for differences of individual items
of the scales (not reported).
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TABLE 2.5: Ordered logistic model of state reactance

(1)
(2)
Threat To Freedom
Anger
Default+Info
-0.00294
-0.167
(0.199)
(0.223)
Default+Purpose
-0.0297
0.0868
(0.418)
(0.453)
Default+Info+Purpose
-0.0686
-0.560
(0.330)
(0.470)
Importance of CP
-0.0275
-0.334
(0.232)
(0.276)
Male
-0.0798
-0.300
(0.190)
(0.217)
Age
-0.0594∗∗
-0.0832∗∗
(0.0183)
(0.0268)
Participated
-0.0221
-0.0560
(0.192)
(0.242)
EU ETS not effective
0.183
0.173
(0.191)
(0.216)
Hamburg
-0.0120
-0.325
(0.250)
(0.260)
Cut 1
-3.125∗∗∗
-2.029∗∗
(0.528)
(0.683)
Cut 2
-2.270∗∗∗
-1.126x
(0.524)
(0.679)
∗
Cut 3
-1.088
-0.251
(0.517)
(0.685)
Cut 4
0.346
0.508
(0.525)
(0.718)
Observations
413
413
Log Pseudolikelihood
-640.583
-443.190
Wald Chi2 (9)
12.96
19.80
2
Prob > Chi
0.165
0.019
2
Pseudo R
0.008
0.024
Notes: The table reports estimates of ordered logit models with ratings of defaults as threatening to freedom, and anger arousing as the respective dependent variable. Robust standard errors are in brackets. Default+Info, Default+Purpose, and Default+Info+Purpose denote the respective treatment group, with Default as
the base category. Importance of CP is a dummy that takes the value 1 if the subject perceives climate protection as (very) important. Gender takes the value 1 if the subject is male. Age denotes the age of the subject.
No exp. Experience is a dummy which takes the value 1 if a subject did not participate in another experiment
before. EU ETS not effective is a dummy that takes the value 1 when a subject judges license retirement as
an ineffective mean for climate protection. Hamburg takes the value 1 if the subject is from the Hamburg, as
opposed to the Rotterdam sample. Significance levels: x (p < 0.10), ∗ (p < 0.05), ∗∗ (p < 0.01), ∗∗∗ (p < 0.001).

the nudge, and its purpose. However, this suggestion raises the concern that
nudges will no longer be effective. As expressed by Bovens (2009), nudges
"work best in the dark". The results of this study suggest that this concern
might be overstated.
The experiment provides evidence that defaults increase contributions to
climate protection even when complemented by disclosure regarding the potential influence of the default, its purpose, or both. Furthermore, there is no
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evidence that information on the potential behavioral influence and/or purpose of the default triggers psychological reactance. Likewise, there is no evidence that subjects differing in their proneness to experience reactance also
differ in how they react towards the default with additional information.
These findings suggest that despite the initial concern over the inhibiting
influence of transparency, nudges in the form of defaults can be transparent and at the same time effective. In order to preserve the effect of defaults
and increase the legitimacy of behaviorally informed policies, policy makers
should be transparent about their motives, as well as the potential behavioral influence of the instrument. The motive and how it is perceived by the
decision maker has been found to matter for advice (Kuang et al., 2007).
Our findings replicate and add to previous evidence on the influence of
transparency. Loewenstein et al. (2015) and Kroese et al. (2016) reported that
pro-self defaults were effective in health contexts even after disclosing information about them. Our study extends this conclusion to pro-social nudges,
a type that is widely used in the context of public policy-making. Moreover, we extend findings of Steffel et al. (2016) by examining the influence
of transparency in a more realistic setting where participants’ decisions have
an actual consequence for them, and for the environment. Findings are also
useful for the private sector and NGOs aiming to include nudges in their inventory to increase contributions to environmental protection, and possibly
other public goods, e.g. charity.
Although several recent studies link nudges to psychological reactance,
they do so either indirectly, or they deal with hypothetical and attitudinal, instead of behavioral outcomes (Haggag and Paci, 2014; Arad and Rubinstein,
2017; Loewenstein et al., 2015; Hedlin and Sunstein, 2016). By measuring
both state and trait reactance, we enable a more direct way of assessing the
interaction of psychological reactance with the influence of transparency on
the effectiveness of a default value. To our best knowledge, Goswami and
Urminsky (2016) is the only study that assesses the interaction of trait reactance with the size of a default value on behavioral outcomes, i.e. charitable
giving. They find no significant interaction effect. On a more general level,
our findings, in line with theirs, suggest that psychological reactance plays
a minor or no role with respect to behavioral effects of defaults, and, in our
case, transparency. In fact, a possible explanation of this might be the relatively high default value, which is 80 % of the experimental endowment.
Instead of eliciting psychological reactance, such a high default might lead
subjects to ignore it altogether.
Findings suggest that the default value is an effective way of increasing
individual voluntary contributions to climate protection. Increased aggregate contributions are consistent with inertia, as well as anchoring. A higher
fraction of participants picking the default value instead of specifying another amount in the default, compared to the control group, supports the
inertia/ effort reduction explanation. However, deviation costs in the experiment are marginal (the subject had to make two mouse-clicks, as well as to
type in the contribution amount, instead of just making one mouse click on
the default button), and contributing the default value is also consistent with
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an anchoring explanation: Subjects may choose the default value not only because of inertia, but also because they consider this value first and only then
employ reasons against it, conditional on what they wanted to contribute initially. This anchoring-explanation is consistent both with picking the default
and moving towards the default, whereas inertia is only consistent with the
former behavior (Dhingra et al., 2012).
We observe that subjects who contribute a positive amount do contribute
more on average, when there is a default value with either type of transparency, but the differences to the control group are not significant. Additionally, we observe an increase of subjects giving a positive amount due to
the default, which is consistent with the anchoring explanation. Together,
our findings suggest that increased aggregate contributions in the default
groups are due to an increase of the fraction of subjects contributing, as well
as of an increase of the fraction of subjects choosing the default value, but
not because of increased average contributions of subjects that contribute.
Inertia, as well as anchoring may therefore both be reasons for why we observe default effects. Intuitively, we would expect anchoring to play a more
pronounced role in real world applications of pro-environmental nudges, especially if defaults result in repeated and/or significant financial costs. For
someone who highly values environmental- and climate protection, deviating from a default, which may be perceived as conveying information about
social norms, can incur non-financial costs, especially if he or she aims to uphold a positive self-image. Maintaining a positive self-image, as well as being
consistent with social norms, can be achieved by decreasing (not necessarily
closing) the gap between default value and initially intended contribution.
Note that our design does not allow to unambiguously identify the underlying mechanisms causing the default effect in the experiment. Anchoring is
consistent with the interpretation of the default value as an implicit recommendation, a persuasion attempt, coordination device, or a reference point. If
a decision maker regards the default as an implicit recommendation, she may
consequently increase/decrease her donation relative to her preferences, after seeing the default. However, we cannot identify whether she interpreted
the default as a recommendation.
Furthermore, while being able to differentiate between the effects of different types of transparency is insightful for policy-makers, the difference
between the information and purpose treatments is not analytically clear.12
Communicating the purpose of the default implicitly reveals that the default
is expected to have an effect on individual decision making, without spelling
it out. Still, we think that the findings concerning this type of transparency
are important for practical purposes.
Further research could evaluate the role of trait reactance on how subjects respond to different types of transparency for different types of nudges,
i.e. social norms or framing. Additionally, building on the shortcoming of
our experimental design, further studies should further investigate the link
between transparency and the different underlying working mechanisms of
defaults and other types of nudges. Since our experiment has a rather limited
12 We

thank an anonymous reviewer for this remark.
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number of subjects, field experiments can establish statistically more powerful findings for interaction effects. Due to a more realistic context, a field
experimental approach would also increase external validity. Nevertheless,
our experiment is less abstract than a "regular" laboratory experiment due
to the fact that contributions have a real effect on climate protection Harrison and List (2004). The current study focuses on one type of nudge, and a
specific context. Further research is needed in order to determine the overall
influence of transparency on the effectiveness of nudges. Moreover, results
might be context-specific, thus requiring further investigation into pro-social
nudges. Delving into the welfare implications of transparency can also become a promising research endeavor (Sunstein, 2015).
Overall, our findings advance the understanding of how nudges in general, and defaults specifically, affect individual behavior with social consequences, and how policy-makers can increase their transparency without
limiting their effectiveness.
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3 Point at, nudge, or push private
provisions to a public good? Field
experimental evidence for experts,
politicians, and nobodies
Authors: Hendrik Bruns, Grischa Perino
The data and scripts in support of the findings are openly available at OSF under
DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6BDNK.
Abstract: This paper investigates differences between a default, a recommendation, and a mandatory minimum contribution on private provision
of a large scale public good (climate protection). Information on the regulator (neutral experimenter, expert or politician), its interaction with the
intervention type, as well as with pre-intervention intrinsic motivation on
voluntary contributions is analyzed. Data are from an online framed field
experiment with a sample representative of the German internet using population. Main insights are: neither a recommendation nor a default close
to the pre-intervention average change contributions; identifying the regulator reduces contributions when accompanying the recommendation, but not
the default; contributions above the pre-intervention average are reduced by
the default but increased by the mandatory minimum relative to the control;
only the default negatively interacts with high intrinsic motivation; and regulator attributes neither interact with intrinsic motivation, nor with the type
of intervention. The study contributes to the discussion of nudges as public policy instruments by comparing them to alternative interventions, i.e.
pointing at or pushing contributions, and by shedding light on making the
source of the intervention transparent.
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Field experimental evidence for experts, politicians, and nobodies

3.1

Introduction

Nudges are interventions that alter behavior without using financial incentives or limiting choice options (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008). At the same
time, they go beyond the mere provision of information, aiming not at attitudinal, but rather behavioral outcomes as the target of influence. Governments and private actors increasingly use them to substitute or complement information provision campaigns, taxes and subsidies, or mandates
(Lourenco et al., 2016). Particularly, nudges are means to motivate voluntary private contributions to public goods, like environmental- and climate
protection (World Bank, 2015; Bühren and Daskalakis, 2015), or charity (Altmann et al., 2014; Goswami and Urminsky, 2016). Nudges allegedly alleviate
the problem that soft interventions, such as information provision, do not
reliably translate attitudinal changes to behavior (Croson and Marks, 2001;
Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002). Nudges, per definition, attempt to achieve
this by predictably changing behavior instead of attitudes, via deliberate and
autonomy-preserving changes in the decision context. Additionally, they
owe their prominence relative to traditional economic incentives, including
restrictions, to the latter’s potential to negatively interact with decision makers’ intrinsic motivation (Cardenas et al., 2000; Falk and Kosfeld, 2006; Meier,
2007; Reeson and Tisdell, 2008; Goeschl and Perino, 2012; Perino et al., 2014).
As of yet, although nudges are not without criticism concerning their effectiveness (Jachimowicz et al., 2017), there is limited evidence that their effectiveness depends on the intrinsic motivation of decision makers.
Yet, recent research highlights the intrinsic importance of behavioral autonomy, e.g. of preserving decision rights for decision makers (Fehr et al.,
2013; Bartling et al., 2014; Owens et al., 2014). Restricting choice autonomy and decision rights has been established by Falk and Kosfeld (2006) as
a cause for motivation crowding out, defined as an intervention’s negative
effect on intrinsic motivation (Bowles, 2008). Our paper is the first to answer
how nudges, more specifically defaults, differ from recommendations, and
restrictions of choice options in their effect on and interaction with intrinsic
motivation to contribute to a public good.
A second concern with nudges and interventions more generally is the
influence of regulator-attributes, i.e. their characteristics perceived by the
decision maker, on the effects of these instruments. For example, regulators’
party affiliation has been shown to affect how decision makers respond to
nudges (Tannenbaum et al., 2017), perceived motives of the policy maker
have been shown to influence the effects of defaults and recommendations
(Brown and Krishna, 2004; Kuang et al., 2007), informational asymmetries
between default setter and decision maker influence default effects (Altmann
et al., 2015), and financial incentives backfire when perceived as governmental instead of neutral interventions (Perino et al., 2014). Additionally, findings
by Falk and Kosfeld (2006) show that motivation crowding-out is affected by
whether or not the imposition of control results from a regulators’ conscious
decision, or from an exogenous experimenter. Consequently, we investigate
the effect of revealing the identity of the regulator on and interaction with
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intrinsic motivation to contribute to a public good.
We present data from an online framed field experiment with a sample
representative of the German internet using population, in which participants act as decision makers facing a combination of intervention and real
regulator-attribute, also measuring a proxy for intrinsic motivation prior to
treatment allocation.
Major findings are: (1) Neither recommendation nor default close to the
pre-intervention average affect average contribution changes relative to a
control without an intervention. (2) Revealing the identity of the regulator
reduces average contributions for the recommendation, but not the default.
(3) Contributions above the pre-intervention average are reduced by the default but increased by the mandatory minimum relative to the control. (4)
The default negatively interacts with high intrinsic motivation. This is neither
the case for a mandatory minimum contribution, nor a recommendation. (5)
Regulator attributes do not interact with intrinsic motivation for either type
of intervention. (6) The relative effect of interventions does not depend on
the type of regulator responsible for its implementation.
While the main insight is the comparative crowding out of intrinsic motivation due to a default, the absence of a statistically significant recommendation-, and default-effect on aggregate contributions, taking into account
intrinsic motivation, is equally important in light of the recent praising of
nudges as effective and efficient policy alternatives (e.g. Benartzi et al., 2017).
Additionally, while the positive effect of mandatory minimum contributions
on average contributions is by design, contributions above the contribution
threshold are in contrast to related findings by Falk and Kosfeld (2006) still increased relative to the control, rendering this intervention the most effective
in raising contribution levels. Hence, the study contributes to the literature
on the relation between regulator-information and intervention effect, as well
as to the literature investigating the potential of behavioral interventions to
induce unintended effects.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide direct and controlled experimental evidence on the relative performance of these three types
of interventions, the role of regulator-attributes, as well as their interaction
with intrinsic motivation to make real contributions to a large public good.
Findings therefore help to better understand the distinction between nudges
and other ways to affect behavior (Hansen, 2016). Outcomes are insightful
for regulators and policy makers insofar as they help predicting who should
prefer to use which intervention, i.e. a pointer, a nudge, or a push, in order
to increase private contributions to a public good.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: section 3.2 outlines
the experiment, outcome measures, behavioral predictions, participants, and
statistical analyses used. Section 3.3 presents the data analysis and hypotheses tests. Section 3.4 discusses important caveats of the design, while section
3.5 concludes.
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3.2

Experiment

The experiment was conducted online with a sample drawn from the panel
of a professional survey and market research company in Germany. The basic
choices resemble a modified dictator game, where the recipient of monetary
contributions is climate protection representing a large scale public good as
in e.g. Diederich and Goeschl (2017). Data collection is divided in two stages
and three elements: The first element corresponds to Stage 1 and consists
of a questionnaire conducted about three weeks prior to Stage 2. The latter
had two elements: the incentivized experiment and an exit questionnaire.
Importantly, Stages 1 and 2 were set up in a way that participants could not
link the two stages. As they are registered panel members of a professional
survey company, being contacted to participate in a survey in itself is not
sufficient to create a link between the two stages.
Here, the description of the experiment is limited to Stage 2. As part of
the experiment, subjects made two contribution decisions, of which the second was modified according to the treatment they were randomly assigned
to. According to a Random Lottery Design (RLD), only one of the two decisions was realized. After the experiment, we donated one randomly chosen contribution of each participant to the non-governmental organization
"TheCompensators*"1 , which buys and retires emission rights from the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS). The experiment was implemented online with Limesurvey, a tool to design and conduct online surveys. Participation was possible via personal computers and smartphones
from any place with internet access. The experimental design was registered
and made available online at the American Economic Association’s registry
for randomized controlled trials (AEARCTR-0001661).2

3.2.1

Experimental procedure and treatments

Subjects stated their age, gender, and education, before reading the instructions. After a comprehension test question, they were endowed with 100
Credits (∼ 5 EUR or ∼ $6) and made a baseline contribution decision. Subjects where then randomly allocated to treatments, where they encountered
either a recommendation, a default, or a mandated minimum amount, each
of 35 Credits to contribute to climate protection. The respective intervention
was combined with either no information on the source responsible for the
implementation of the intervention, with information labeling the source as
an expert on environmental science and climate change policy, or with information characterizing her as a politician. Note that the information provided
on the regulator is factually true and represent different stages of her career.
Furthermore, during the experimental design phase she specified the value
1 "TheCompensators*"

is a German non-profit association founded in 2006 by researchers
from the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research. It offers a way for individuals and
companies to compensate for their emissions and thus contribute to climate protection.
2 In April 2016, we conducted a laboratory pilot experiment in the experimental research
lab at the University of Hamburg. Findings from these sessions were used to develop and
improve the experiment.
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at which the interventions were targeted, i.e. 35 credits out of 100, which she
could choose from a range of contribution levels pre-specified by us. That
the targeted level turned out to be close to the pre-intervention average of
contributions was a coincidence as similar studies report lower mean and
median contributions (Diederich and Goeschl, 2014; Diederich and Goeschl,
2017; Bruns et al., 2018).
Table 3.1 shows the labels of the respective experimental groups, i.e. the
combinations of factor levels, from the fractional factorial design. Subjects
in the control group made the same decision twice without any intervention. Before making the baseline contribution, subjects where informed that
the payout-relevant contribution decision would be randomly selected at the
end. The decision space for contribution c of all subjects was identical in
the baseline decision, i.e. c ∈ [0, 100]. In the second, treated decision, the
decision space differed only for the case of the minimum mandatory contribution, where subjects could specify a contribution c ∈ [35, 100].

TABLE 3.1: Experimental design

Intervention type
Source type

No Intervention

Recommendation

Default

No regulator
Control
Rec-No
Def-No
Expert regulator
n/a
Rec-Exp
Def-Exp
Political regulator
n/a
Rec-Pol
Def-Pol
Notes: Shows the labels for treatment groups.

Restriction
Res-No
Res-Exp
Res-Pol

In treatments with information on the regulator’s identity, this was presented to subjects after they had made their baseline choice in the following
sequence: first a screen with a picture of the person and a short paragraph
about her background (expert or politician), followed by the intervention and
contribution screen that linked the intervention to the person and also gave
the option to review the picture and career info. Participants were told that
the person was real, that she was involved in the design of the experiment,
and that her name was revealed at the end of the experiment. The detailed
paragraphs about the expert, resp. political regulator were, respectively:
Expert: "This person received a PhD on the topic of ’Energy-efficiency policy as
a contribution to climate protection’ from the University of Lüneburg, graduating as
Dr. phil. Before that, she received a master’s degree in environmental sciences from
the same University. For several years, she worked as a research associate in this
field."
Politician: "This person is a politician. She is a member of the German Federal
Parliament and an ordinary, resp. surrogate member in numerous committees and
commissions. In the past, she was executive director of an administrative district for
her party. Additionally, she worked as a delegate and councilor in a district- and city
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council of a German city with around 70.000 inhabitants."
Subjects in non-regulator-information treatments skipped the corresponding screens and directly proceeded to the contribution decision that also contained the treatment intervention. Subjects in the control group saw an interface identical to the first decision. Subjects in the recommendation group
were presented an interface consisting of a sentence that the respective regulator (if any) recommended them to contribute 35 Credits. In the default
group, they were confronted with two radio buttons, of which the option to
contribute 35 Credits was pre-chosen. Subjects were free to choose the second button which allowed them to specify another amount. This set-up was
accompanied by a sentence that the respective default was implemented by
the person previously presented to them (if any). When facing a restriction
on possible contributions, they saw a text-box identical to the control- and
recommendation groups. However, they could only specify an amount between and including 35 and 100 Credits. Here again, the intervention was
linked to the respective regulator (source), if any was provided. In each of
the cases where no source information was provided, the interventions were
introduced neutrally by stating "35 Credits were set as a default/mandatory
minimum contribution", resp. "It was recommended to contribute 35 Credits". After the contribution decision, subjects were informed about the consequences of their realized decision. Subjects then answered a short postexperimental questionnaire. Instructions and screen-shots are in Appendix
B.1.

3.2.2

Outcome measures

The main outcome of interest as specified in the pre-analysis plan is individual contribution to climate protection, measured in Credits. The withinsubject design allows to construct a contribution change variable by subtracting the first-round contribution from the (treated) second-round contribution. We include the first-round contribution as a measure of the latent
intrinsic motivation to explain the deviation of final (treated) contributions
from intrinsic motivation (Allison, 1990).

3.2.3

Behavioral predictions

Based on previous research we expect that the change in subjects’ contributions between the first and the second decision depend on the intervention
they encounter in between and their ex-ante level of intrinsic motivation, i.e.
the contribution level in decision 1. For example, Bruns et al. (2018) show
that a plain default, as well as a default complemented by information on its
purpose and likely influence, increases individual contributions to climate
protection. For recommendations, i.e. advice or "cheap talk", Croson and
Marks (2001) provide evidence for its effectiveness in threshold public goods
game. Cappelletti et al. (2014) show in a public goods game that preference
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for a recommended contribution increases when it is set as the default, indicating that a default effect is stronger than plain advice.
Only a restriction on choice options objectively limits choices and should
therefore lead to control aversion. In general, research on motivation crowding is concerned with the effects of economic incentives and restrictions of
choice on intrinsic motivation, e.g. to contribute to a public good.3 Varying
the default level, Goswami and Urminsky (2016) report evidence on a "scaleback" and a "lower-bar" effect for donation-defaults, describing the situation
when low defaults decrease average contributions, and increase the number
of subjects choosing the default value, respectively. Contrary to our experiment, they do not observe intrinsic motivation, and hence cannot observe
the difference between default value and intrinsic motivation for each individual. To the best of our knowledge, this procedure is new for nudges and
enables us to establish a link to motivation crowding.
In Falk and Kosfeld (2006) crowding out by a restriction of the choice
set occurs when implemented by a principal who personally benefits from
higher contribution levels but not when implemented by the experimenter.
The latter is in line with results by Goeschl and Perino (2012) in the context of
a large scale public good. Cardenas et al. (2000) provide field-experimental
evidence that exerting control by imposing an upper-limit on resource extraction in an environmental dilemma-situation increases self-interested behavior, which they interpret as crowding out of other-regarding preferences.
Reeson and Tisdell (2008) describe similar behavioral patterns in a laboratory
public goods game with mandatory minimum contributions. They observe
crowding out of voluntary contributions after discontinuing the regulation.
Although Fitzsimons and Lehmann (2004) provide evidence that psychological reactance, a cognitive or behavioral reaction to perceived threat to freedom, potentially eliciting behavior similar to motivation crowding-out, can
occur as a reaction to recommendations, these interventions, as well as defaults, per definition, do not interfere with choice options and are therefore
hypothesized to not interact with intrinsic motivation. Based on this evidence, we state the following hypotheses:
H1a: Recommendation and default induce an increase in contributions from
decision 1 to 2 relative to the control group.
H1b: Contributions above 35 are expected to decrease relative to the control
group in the mandatory minimum condition, and more so the higher the initial level of intrinsic motivation (crowding out).
Research also suggests that the source information complementing an intervention affects its performance, and that motivation crowding occurs because decision makers assess the decision situation based on what they know
about the institution or person responsible for implementing the intervention (Bénabou and Tirole, 2003). For example, Brown and Krishna (2004)
3 For

a general review of research on motivation crowding see Bowles and Polanía-Reyes
(2012). Rode et al. (2015) provide a review in the context of conservation policy.
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provide experimental evidence that the default effect decreases when the default setter conveys the impression that he or she follows his or her own
profit-maximization agenda at the expense of the decision maker. Results
indicate that decision makers treat defaults as informative about default setters’ intentions. Altmann et al. (2015) enrich this by providing evidence from
a laboratory experiment that the effect of a default on behavior depends on
how information and interest with respect to the choice outcomes differ between decision maker and default setter. Their underlying model, which is
consolidated by the data, suggests that, if interests between default setter and
decision maker are aligned, defaults are more informative for the latter agent.
Additionally, the model suggests that default effects are strongest when decision makers are less informed than default setters. Tannenbaum et al. (2017)
show that party affiliation plays a significant role when assessing behavioral
policy interventions like nudges: party affiliation of a default setter affects
decision makers’ ratings of defaults as ethical, coercive, and manipulative.
Kuang et al. (2007) report evidence from a pure coordination game that advice is less effective when its source is perceived by decision makers as selfinterested. In other words, advice that results in a positive payoff for the
adviser and costs for the advisee is less effective than the same advice coming from an external adviser. Some of the experimental findings reported
by Falk and Kosfeld (2006), as well as Goeschl and Perino (2012) suggest
that the information of the source responsible for restricting choices or imposing a tax plays a role. Evidence presented in Perino et al. (2014) shows
that information of the source responsible for a pro-environmental subsidy
may change its effectiveness. Consequently, the effectiveness of all types of
interventions discussed in this paper, soft-interventions, nudges, and economic instruments, is potentially affected by information of the source complementing it. Also, this information appears to influence factors relevant
to motivation crowding. Based on this evidence, we state the following hypotheses:
H2a: Providing source information (differently) affects behavioral responses
to the interventions.
H2b: In particular, the provision of information on the regulator responsible
for implementing an intervention interacts with intrinsic motivation to contribute to climate protection, and
H2c: The influence of an intervention on contributions to climate protection
depends on the type of regulator responsible for its implementation.

3.2.4

Participants

The final data consist of 806 observations with a mean age of 49.90 (SD =
15.66, Median = 51) years, 51.86 % women, with 33.75 % having lower, 33.37
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% middle, and 14.76 % higher education, while 17.74 % hold a university degree.4 Aggregated and disaggregated distributions of these covariates, distributions of answers given to central questions from the questionnaires, as
well as a detailed description of data cleaning are in Appendix B.2. The respective questionnaires are in Appendix B.3.

3.2.5

Statistical analyses and power analyses

An a priori power analysis suggested that in order to detect an interaction
effect between intervention and provided regulator information with a standardized effect size of Cohen’s f = 0.13 (medium effect), with a power of
80 %, assuming an alpha level of 0.05, and using a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) while excluding the control group (9 groups, d f = 4) needs
n = 720. This test is what we powered the study for. A two-tailed WilcoxonMann-Whitney test with the same parameters as above and group sizes of
n = 80 detects an effect of d = 0.46 (medium effect) 80 % of the time. This is
adequate, keeping in mind that Jachimowicz et al. (2017) estimate a default
effect of d = 0.59(CI95 = [0.45; 0.74]) in a meta study including 71 default
studies. A power analysis for regression model (3) presented below shows
that 160 observations (two experimental groups) allow to detect a standardized minimum effect size of f 2 = 0.05 (medium effect) for an interaction, i.e.
one tested, and 8 overall predictors 80 % of the time (Faul et al., 2009). This
calculation does not take into account that change scores increase the statistical power due to a reduction of statistical variance in the dependent variable
(Allison, 1990).
All tests are based on a difference-in-difference design. H1a-H2a are tested
with non-parametric Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney tests. H1b and H2b/c are
tested with the following OLS regression models:

(c2i − c1i ) = β 0 + β 1 ITi + β 2 c1i + β 3 ( ITi × c1i ) + ei

(3.1)

(c2i − c1i ) = β 0 + β 1 STi + β 2 c1i + β 3 (STi × c1i ) + ei

(3.2)

(c2i − c1i ) = β 0 + β 1 ITi + β 2 STi + β 3 ( ITi × STi ) + ei

(3.3)

For each individual i = 1, ..., n, c1i is the first-round contribution as a proxy
for intrinsic motivation, and c2i is the (treated) second round contribution.
ITi indicates the intervention type, STi the source type, and ei the error term.
We estimate model (1) for observations without source information, and model
(2) separately for each intervention type. We are mainly interested in the coefficients of the interaction terms β 3 , as well as in the marginal effects of either
treatment ITi or STi conditional on intrinsic motivation c1i . Each model is
estimated via OLS, using heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors.
41

subject indicated to have no education or to still be in school.
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3.3

Findings

3.3.1

Descriptive statistics

Table 3.2 shows summary statistics of baseline contributions, second round
contributions, their difference, as well as the difference after Falk-Kosfeld
adjustment.5

TABLE 3.2: Descriptive statistics of contributions by experimental group
Base contribution
M
Control
40.27
No Source
Recommendation 31.59
Default
30.73
Restriction
31.56
Expert
Recommendation 36.77
Default
31.77
Restriction
36.03
Politician
Recommendation 32.48
Default
33.31
Restriction
30.11

Contribution

Contribution
change

Contribution
change > 35

n

SD

Med

M

SD

Med

M

SD

Med

M

SD

Med

34.91

40

35.29

34.86

20

-4.97

23.26

0

-2.65

14.33

0

75

33.68
30.51
33.96

20
20
20

31.73
26.66
47.86

29.14
20.89
21.35

35
35
35

0.14
-4.07
16.30

20.37
26.63
26.11

0
0
20

-3.66
-8.31
-0.22

15.78
20.94
18.03

0
0
0

90
83
86

36.09
33.42
32.81

40
20
30

29.88
27.05
48.57

28.48
22.37
20.56

35
35
40

-6.88
-4.71
12.54

19.19
22.43
24.18

0
0
10

-7.66
-8.22
-1.11

18.04
18.72
15.28

0
0
0

77
73
79

32.43
30.41
32.67

20
30
20

29.00
25.81
46.29

28.32
20.66
18.20

25
35
40

-3.48
-7.49
16.18

11.10
22.28
22.42

0
0
20

-3.92
-8.60
-0.61

9.94
17.08
11.61

0
0
0

83
81
79

Notes: Shows M = mean, SD = standard deviation, Med = Median for important variables. Contribution changes are constructed
by subtracting baseline contributions from (second round) contributions. Contribution changes > 35 are constructed by setting
all baseline contributions below 35 to 35 Credits, as well as all second-round contributions below 35 to 35 Credits, and then
subtracting the former from the latter.

Distributions of baseline contributions do not significantly differ between
experimental groups, according to a Kruskal-Wallis test (H (9) = 6.626, p =
0.676). This is expected because subjects were randomly allocated to treatments after making the baseline contributions.
A Wilcoxon signed rank test marginally rejects equal dependent distributions between first and second round contributions in the control group
(V = 235.5, p = 0.050). This is evidence that subjects change their contribution in absence of experimental manipulation from round one to round two,
warranting statistical analyses of difference-in-differences.
Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of contributions (c2 ) after categorizing
the latter into the four categories: c2 = 0, 0 < c2 < 35, c2 = 35, and 35 < c2 ≤
100. The white dots in Figure 3.1 show the respective fractions of subjects
contributing 0 ≤ c1 < 35, i.e. in round one.
The main insight of this graph is that the default increases the fraction of
subjects contributing the default-value, while this is less pronounced in case
of a recommendation. A neutral default is even more effective in attracting
contributions than all three mandatory minimum contribution treatments,
5 Because

subjects in the restriction treatments had a different choice set in the second
decision, i.e. a mandatory minimum contribution of 35, instead of 0 Credits, mean contributions and contribution changes are higher by design. By means of Falk-Kosfeld adjustment
we can compare individual changes of contributions between both rounds that take place
above 35 Credits between all treatment groups (Falk and Kosfeld, 2006).
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where this value is the lowest possible value, which is consequently picked
very frequently.
F IGURE 3.1: Categorized contributions by experimental group.

Percent contributing
resp. amount

100
75
50

9.64
46.67

33.33

35.06

20.55

14.81

34.25

40.74

21.92

22.22

37.35
6.02

54.22

0

23.33

20.78

29.33

15.56

11.69

27.78

32.47

26.51

Control RecNo

RecExp

Rec- Def- Def- DefPol
No
Exp
Pol
Experimental groups

53.16

54.43

51.16

46.84

45.57

30.12
14.46

25
24

48.84

21.69

23.29

22.22

0

0

0

0

ResNo

ResExp

ResPol

Contribution category
>35
<=100

= 35

<35
>0

=0

Notes: Shows the fraction of subjects whose contribution falls in the
respective category per condition. White dots indicate the fraction
of subjects that contributed 0 ≤ c1 < 35 Credits in round one. The
center of the white dot is thus the first-round equivalent to the sum of
the two light shaded bar-parts depicted here. The respective fractions
are shown as percentages within the respective category bars.

3.3.2

Finding 1: Effect of intervention type on contribution
changes

We test for intervention effects in treatments without source information on
average contribution changes, as well as on contribution changes above 35
Credits. Figure 3.2 shows the distributions and the p-values of pairwise comparisons via Mann-Whitney-U tests (p-values of all pairwise comparisons are
in Appendix B.2). There is no significant recommendation-, resp. defaulteffect on average contribution changes. Also, the two types of interventions
do not differ from each other.
In order to compare to observations facing the mandatory minimum contribution, we test for equality of distributions of contribution changes taking
place above 35 Credits, i.e. for participants with medium to high levels of intrinsic motivation. Tests indicate that, for changes above 35 Credits, there is
a default- and restriction-effect, but no recommendation-effect. Mean contribution changes above 35 Credits are negative for all treatments. Compared
to the control group, defaults reduce contributions substantially (three times)
more while the restriction reduces them less (one twelfth).
Furthermore, contribution changes above 35 also differ between intervention types. The ranking is: restriction, recommendation/control, default. The
only pairwise comparison that is not significant at conventional levels is that
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between recommendation and control group. Hence, relative to the control
group, a default reduces and a restriction increases intrinsic motivation to
contribute to the public good at hand.
F1: Neither recommendation nor default affect average contribution changes.
The default and a mandatory minimum contribution decrease, respectively
increase contribution changes above 35 Credits relative to the control group.
The recommendation has no significant impact on contributions above 35 relative to the control group.
While there is no aggregate intervention effect for recommendation and
default, indicating no support for H1a, Figure 3.1 shows that the fraction of
subjects contributing exactly the recommended, resp. default value is higher
compared to the control group. The absence of effects on average contribution changes is likely caused by the recommended/default value turning out
to be very close to the average contribution in the first choice. In a similar
experiment where the default value is 80 % of the endowment (compared to
35 % here) and the average contribution without intervention equals 18.2 %
(rather than 40.3 % here), there is a significant default effect but the proportion of subjects picking the default value is much smaller (12.3 %), but also
0 % in the control group (Bruns et al., 2018). We cannot identify the level
of the default as the single cause, because there are confounding differences
between these experiments.
F IGURE 3.2: Kernel probability densities of contribution
changes (> 35) by type of intervention
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Notes: Shows kernel probability densities of contribution changes
(left) and contribution changes > 35 (right) by interventions without
source information. Significant pairwise comparisons from MannWhitney-U tests are shown. Significance levels: x (p < 0.10), ∗
(p < 0.05), ∗∗ (p < 0.01), ∗∗∗ (p < 0.001).
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However, the size of monetary defaults in donation contexts has been subject to investigation. For example, Goswami and Urminsky (2016) find that
higher defaults lead to a small linear positive effect on donations, also reporting that lower defaults increase the likelihood of contributing a positive
amount, and also that higher defaults decrease the likelihood the default
value is chosen. Altmann et al. (2014) report evidence that higher defaults
increase the likelihood that this value is donated, however not finding an
effect on average or overall donations.6
The relatively low size of the pre-defined value in the current experiment
cannot explain differences between choosing rates of this value between a
default and a recommendation. Subjects are more likely to contribute 35
Credits when it is set as a default, than when it is recommended. This difference helps to gain insights into likely causal channels by which the default
works in this particular case. First, it is unlikely that the default works solely
as a recommendation (McKenzie et al., 2006), since then we would expect a
similar recommendation effect. This is in line with findings by Cappelletti
et al. (2014) who find no evidence that defaults work as recommendations
in a public good game. Second, the same might be the case for the default
working due to providing a reference value or anchor, associated with loss
aversion (Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988; Dinner et al., 2011; Dhingra et
al., 2012). Both interventions can be said to provide a reference value or anchor, although arguably a recommendation does this not as prominently as
a default. However, both mechanisms might play a larger role for subjects
who are insecure about their intrinsic motivation and are consequently influenced by this value (Jachimowicz et al., 2017). Third, it is likely that the
defaults works due to inertia (Johnson and Goldstein, 2003), i.e. peoples’
tendency to stick to it to reduce effort. Inertia is consistent with the observed
neutral aggregate effect, assuming that it is independent of intrinsic motivation. Subjects with low, as well as high intrinsic motivation stick to the
default, and thus increase/decrease their contribution, canceling out on the
aggregate. We further investigate this in Section 4.4. While this is potential
evidence for an inertia explanation of the default, the fact that this is also the
case for a recommendation suggests that anchoring is also possible. Note that
the attraction effect of the default cannot be caused by participants economizing on efforts in making a first-time choice in an unfamiliar context (unlike in
Bruns et al. (2018)), since they have already made such a choice a few seconds
earlier.

3.3.3

Finding 2: Interaction of intervention type and intrinsic
motivation

The experimental design allows to test for treatment effects conditional on
intrinsic motivation, providing us with evidence regarding an intervention’s
relative potential to crowd in or crowd out intrinsic motivation. Panel (a) of
Figure 3.3 plots the estimated effects on contribution changes caused by the
6 In

both of the previously mentioned studies, the respective design does not allow to
translate the default size to a fraction of the endowment, because the latter is unobserved.
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F IGURE 3.3: Intervention effects on contribution changes (> 35)
relative to control conditional on baseline contributions
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Notes: Shows estimated effects of using an intervention relative to
no intervention conditional on base contributions on contribution
changes (top), as well as on contribution changes > 35 conditional
on baseline contributions > 35. (Adjusted) baseline contributions are
median-centered. Grey areas represent simulated 95 % confidence intervals (10,000 draws).

neutral default, resp. the recommendation relative to no intervention, conditional on median-centered base contributions from model (1). Estimation
results are shown in Table B.5.7 Defaults increase contributions relative to
base contributions for subjects with intrinsic motivation below the median,
and decreases them for subjects with higher-than-median intrinsic motivation. Note that the target level of all interventions is close to the median contribution in choice 1 that is used to quantify pre-existing intrinsic motivation.
Both effects cancel out on the aggregate, consistent with the non-significant
difference between distributions in Def-No and the control group (Finding 1).
The estimated coefficients are not significantly different from zero for recommendations. The negative marginal effect of intrinsic motivation on contribution changes in the control group gets stronger when the default (instead
of no intervention) is used to influence contributions. The marginal effect in
the setting with the anonymous recommendation is not significantly different from the control situation. Post-hoc tests indicate that the marginal effect
of intrinsic motivation is significantly lower in case of a default compared to
a recommendation (B = −0.34, CI95 [−0.54, −0.14], p = 0.001).
7 Relevant estimates are robust to the inclusion of covariates and can be obtained from the

authors upon request.
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Panel (b) of Figure 3.3 shows estimated coefficients of adjusted contribution changes caused by the neutral default, recommendation, and restriction,
relative to no intervention, conditional on centered and adjusted base contributions. Graphs show that when subjects face a default they reduce their
contribution (typically by choosing the default). The effect is of course more
drastic for high base contributions. The effect is very small for recommendations and non-existent for restrictions. The marginal effect of intrinsic motivation on adjusted contributions in the control does not change due to the restriction or the recommendation, albeit due to the default. Post hoc tests indicate that the difference of the marginal effect is significantly lower for the default compared to the recommendation (B = −0.58, CI95 [−0.84, −0.32], p <
0.001), and compared to the mandatory minimum contribution (B = −0.60,
CI95 [0.32, 0.87], p < 0.001). The effect of intrinsic motivation does not differ between the mandatory minimum contribution and the recommendation
(B = 0.014, CI95 [−0.32, 0.35], p = 0.933).
F2: Both the mandatory minimum contribution and the recommendation do
not crowd out high levels of intrinsic motivation to contribute to climate protection. The default crowds out high intrinsic motivation.
Note that, although the default also crowds out, this effect is offset in the
aggregate by a positive (crowding-in) effect for subjects with low intrinsic
motivation. Put differently, contributors that would have contributed more
than the default value are reducing their contribution, while contributors that
would have contributed less than the default value are increasing their contribution. This effect appears to be exclusive to the default, as there is no such
significant indication for a recommendation or mandatory minimum contribution. The fact that we observe motivation crowding out of highly intrinsically motivated individuals by a default is consistent with findings reported
by Goswami and Urminsky (2016). Interestingly, in our setting, enforcement
of a minimum contribution did not reduce individual contributions made by
those who had previously been contributing above the regulatory requirement. Thus, our findings do align with Falk and Kosfeld (2006) and Goeschl
and Perino (2012) who both find no crowding out for restrictions originating from a neutral experimenter. Along the line of reasoning of Reeson and
Tisdell (2008) this may have been caused by subjects with high intrinsic motivation perceiving the mandatory minimum contribution as a means to coerce
free-riders to conform to a perceived social expectation of contributing to climate protection. In this case, a retraction of this intervention may lead to
negative consequences like motivation crowding only in the long-run, because this would then be perceived as a retraction to the previous "unfair"
system.
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3.3.4

Finding 3: Effect of source type on contribution changes

To see whether the type of source affects contributions to climate protection, Figure 3.4 shows the distributions of contribution changes for the different interventions, disaggregated by the source type. Compared to the recommendation without source information, providing political, resp. expert
source information induces a significantly stronger reduction in contributions. However, all recommendation treatments are indistinguishable from
the control group. Relative to a neutral default, source information has no
significant effect. Again, distributions in all default treatments are indistinguishable from the control group.
The null hypotheses that the distributions of contribution changes above
35 Credits are equal across source types is not rejected for either type of intervention.
Neither the recommendation with any type of source information leads to
adjusted contribution change distributions different from the control, nor do
combinations of expert information accompanying the default. Compared to
the control group a default and a restriction imposed by a politician significantly affect contribution changes above 35. The default induces a stronger
reduction and the mandatory minimum a more moderate reduction in contributions relative to the case without an intervention. P-values of all pairwise
comparisons are in Appendix B.2.
F3: Neither the recommendation nor the default with source information affect contribution changes compared to the control group without an intervention. While providing source information has no effect for the default, it
decreases the contributions for the recommendation relative to an identical
intervention without a specified source. Changes in contributions above 35
are affected if a politician is identified as the source of the intervention. The
decrease in contributions is larger for the default and smaller for the restriction, each compared to the control group.
There is no evidence for an effect of source information provision for a
default on average contribution changes. However, a default decreases high
contributions when initiated by a politician. This can consequently be explained by the politician being perceived as profit-maximizing (Brown and
Krishna, 2004) or an information asymmetry about the social preferences of
the decision makers relative to the politician (Altmann et al., 2015). According to Kuang et al. (2007) the finding that a recommendation decreases contributions only when complemented by source information suggests that both
an expert and a politician might be perceived as self-interested by the decision maker. However, this does somewhat contradict the positive effect
of political source information on the mandatory minimum contribution. A
post-hoc rationalization of this finding could be that politicians have a mandate to coerce people into contributing to climate protection, but that they
should not use a default, which could be viewed as more covert relative to a
mandate, to get people to contribute.
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F IGURE 3.4:

Kernel probability densities of contribution
changes (> 35) by type of source
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Notes: Shows kernel probability densities ofcontribution changes
(left) and contribution changes > 35 (right) by source information
for each intervention. Significant pairwise comparisons from MannWhitney-U tests are shown. Significance levels: x (p < 0.10), ∗
(p < 0.05), ∗∗ (p < 0.01), ∗∗∗ (p < 0.001).
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3.3.5

Finding 4: Interaction of source type and intrinsic motivation

We also test for effects of the source type conditional on intrinsic motivation,
thus investigating the motivation crowding potential of this aspect of the
decision context. Panel (a) of Figure 3.5 plots estimated coefficients of contribution changes caused by providing source type information along different levels of baseline contributions, from model (2). Estimation results from
model (2) are shown in Table B.6.8 Relative to the negative effect of baseline
contributions for recommendations without source information, provision of
expert and political source information has no significant effect. The positive
baseline contribution effect for a default also does not change significantly
due to provision of source information.
Panel (b) shows that the effects of complementing a recommendation with
information about an expert or politician do not significantly change the effect of adjusted baseline contributions on contributions above 35. The conditional effects of providing source information for a default on contributions
changes above 35 are primarily positive for most adjusted baseline contributions. However, the respective interaction coefficients are not significantly
changing the adjusted baseline contribution effect. The positive conditional
effects for high adjusted baseline contributions suggest that the crowding out
effect of the default is dampened when an expert or a politician are identified as the source of the default. For restrictions, source information does not
have an interaction effect with baseline contributions.
The effect of intrinsic motivation given an intervention does not depend
on whether the source is an expert or politician, as opposed to an unspecified source. This is the case for adjusted as well as unadjusted contribution
changes as the dependent variable.
F4: The provision of information about the source does not crowd out decision makers’ intrinsic motivation to contribute to climate protection.
Although not confirming H2b, the absence of any significant source effect on motivation crowding complements results in the literature. Falk and
Kosfeld (2006) find that control aversion only occurs when subjects see the intervention as a conscious decision of an actor that is trying to control them in
order to serve their own self-interest but not so if the intervention originates
from the experimenter. Our results are in line with theirs if both sources are
not perceived as (narrowly) self-interested. This is plausible, since the person
identified as a source does not receive any monetary or other direct benefits
as a result of the choices made in this experiment - unlike the sources in their
experiment. An important insight here is that the neutral default appears
to be the major cause of negative motivation crowding, relative to a default
implemented by an expert, resp. a politician.
8 Relevant estimates are robust to the inclusion of covariates and can be obtained from the

authors upon request.
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F IGURE 3.5: Source effects on contribution changes (> 35) relative to no source information conditional on baseline contributions (> 35) for different intervention types
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Notes: Shows estimated effects of providing source information relative to no source information for the respective intervention and conditional on base contributions on contribution changes (left), as well
as on contribution changes > 35 conditional on baseline contributions
35 (right). Baseline contributions (> 35) are median-centered. Grey
areas represent simulated 95 % confidence intervals (10,000 draws).
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3.3.6

Finding 5: Interaction of intervention- and source type

Estimation results from model (3), i.e. estimates of OLS-regression including
an interaction of intervention and source type are presented in Table B.7.9
None of the estimates of the respective interactions are statistically significantly different from zero at conventional levels (all p > 0.2). This suggests
that neither the impact of a recommendation nor restriction relative to a default, on individual contribution changes differs conditional on the type of
source responsible for the implementation of the respective intervention. Additionally, Figure 3.6 shows that the differences of the intervention effects on
predicted (adjusted) contribution changes do not change significantly when
varying the source. Overall, there is no support for H2c.
F5: The influence of an intervention on contributions to climate protection
does not depend on the type of regulator responsible for its implementation.
F IGURE 3.6: Predicted values of contribution changes (> 35)
for source type conditional on intervention type
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Notes: Shows values for contributions changes (left) and contribution changes > 35 (right) predicted by the OLS-models in Table B.7
conditional on source type and intervention type.

In line with findings 2 and 4, where source effects were minor or nonexistent, there is no evidence of a substantial interaction effect between interventions and sources responsible for the intervention. In relation to results
in the literature, this could imply that the source type variation used in this
experiment was missing an aspect that was crucial for producing significant
differences in responses. One candidate is that the payoff of the source was
not affected by choices made within this experiment, which is what seems
to be driving the source effects in Falk and Kosfeld (2006). The source specific differences reported in Goeschl and Perino (2012) and Perino et al. (2014)
9 Relevant estimates are robust to the inclusion of covariates and can be obtained from the

authors upon request.
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occur with monetary incentives, not with nudges or restrictions. Moreover,
on top of the source, these earlier experiment simultaneously varied whether
the change in conditions was framed as an explicit intervention as opposed
to a change e.g. in market conditions.

3.4

Discussion

We critically reflect on and discuss two aspects of the experimental design
that might inhibit the potential of this experiment to make unbiased causal
inferences: First, a within-subject design bears the potential of carryover effects, i.e. interpreting the measurement of intrinsic motivation as a treatment
hypothetically affects second round contributions, and also may do so differently by treatment. To address these issues, we conducted one-round versions of two experimental groups (Control and Def-Exp) and tested if measuring baseline contributions prior to random treatment allocation significantly affected second round contributions compared to a between-subjects
design without baseline measurement. We find that the distributions of second-round contributions in both two-round-designs were not significantly
different from respective distributions in the one-round-designs (Control1R vs. Control-2R: W = 2896.5, p = 0.174; Def-Exp-1R vs. Def-Exp-2R:
W = 2791.5, p = 0.717). Additionally, a robust OLS-regression of contributions on the number of rounds interacted with the treatment does not provide a significant interaction effect (B = −7.44, p = 0.239) (see Table B.8 in
Appendix B.2).
We also test whether announcing to subjects ex-ante that they were about
to make two decisions systematically affected their base contributions. Testing for equal contribution-distributions in the one-round control group (no
announcement of a second contribution decision) versus pooled baseline contributions from control and Def-Exp groups (including announcement of a
second contribution decision) indicates marginal significance (W = 5648, p =
0.071). This could suggest that subjects initially contribute more when they
are allowed to change their decision at a later stage, compared to when they
only make one decision. This may serve as evidence that subjects "overstate"
their intrinsic motivation in our experiment. The difference-in-difference approach applied in our analysis should eliminate any distortion caused by this
phenomenon.
Second, sample selection caused by attrition (attrition bias) potentially
causes biased results (see e.g. Gerber and Green, 2012). Although (potential)
participants are reminded to participate several times, 143 (chose to) drop
out at either point during the trial. Tests reported in Appendix B.2 indicate
that subjects who drop out of the experiment are older on average. Data do
not suggest that dropping out of the experiment correlates with treatment
assignment (χ2 (11) = 13.428, p = 0.266). The latter fits the observation that
most subjects dropped out before they had to make the first contribution decision, i.e. before they encountered the treatment. This suggests that subjects
do not drop out because of the treatment. Nevertheless, we still do not know
what subjects that dropped out would have contributed.
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3.5

Conclusion

This paper presents framed field experimental evidence on how different
types of interventions, as well as information provided on regulators responsible for such interventions affect the relation between intrinsic motivation
and individual voluntary contributions to climate protection. Findings show
that neither the recommendation, nor the default affect average contributions
to climate protection if interventions target a contribution level close to the
pre-intervention average. However, while the default decreases high contribution levels, the mandatory minimum contribution does the opposite, and
the recommendation has no such effect, relative to a control group that was
not exposed to an intervention. While at the same time neither the recommendation, nor the default with source information affect average contribution changes, the recommendation without information is more effective
than the recommendation from an expert or politician. The mandatory minimum contribution increases high contributions when initiated by a politician
but not when initiated by an expert, whereas the default decreases high contributions when initiated by a politician but not when initiated by an expert.
Contrary to our expectation, data do not indicate that the mandatory minimum contribution crowds out contributions. Affirming our expectation, neither does the recommendation. However, there is evidence that the default
crowds out contributions for subjects with high intrinsic motivation. The
provision of regulator information, however, does not interact with intrinsic
motivation. The relative effects of interventions do not change depending on
the regulator information provided.
Taken together, these findings suggest that defaults, when set relatively
low, can crowd out highly motivated contributors, contrary to recommendations and mandatory minimum contribution levels. Additionally, this process is a potential explanation for the absence of a default effect that has been
found in earlier contributions. This experiment clearly shows that the default is effective in raising the likelihood that the target level is chosen. Since
this level by coincidence turned out to be close to the pre-intervention level
of contributions, no change in average contributions was observed. The absence of a recommendation effect, however, is likely to be due to the generally
low impact of the intervention. Across the three versions of the recommendation treatment used in this experiment, the changes in contributions was
minimal both compared to the no-intervention group and pre-intervention
levels.
Future research could test whether relative effectiveness of the interventions discussed here is conditional on the promoted values in relation to intrinsic motivation. A higher relative value, for example 80 Credits, might
lead to different conclusions with regards to effectiveness and interaction effects. Furthermore, since we hypothesize that the crowding-out effect of the
default might be due to it working as a tool for effort-reduction, it would
be interesting to investigate whether one would observe similar effects when
the default, or any other type of nudge, does strictly not impose effort on the
decision maker who wants to deviate from the value. However, this might be
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difficult to accomplish since cognitive costs might always be imposed when
subjects need to consider promoted values that deviate from their intrinsic
motivation, e.g. because they view the intervention as a hint to a socially
desirable contribution.
Findings presented here compare a recent and prominent policy-type, a
nudge, to more established policies, i.e. recommendations as pointers, and
mandatory minimum contributions as pushes, within the context of private
public good provision. This comparison is especially relevant to the ongoing
discussion about aspects of autonomy of so-called "libertarian paternalistic"
policies (Sunstein, 2016; Schubert, 2017) used to internalize negative external effects (i.e. to reduce free-riding), as well as to the established discussion
of motivation crowding of economic incentives. Furthermore, it adds to the
literature comparing the cost-effectiveness of behavioral to conventional interventions (Benartzi et al., 2017).
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4 Does proclaimed doubt in media
spill over to doubt in science? A
laboratory experiment in the
context of climate change
Author: Hendrik Bruns
The data and scripts in support of the findings are openly available at OSF under
DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/86SJX.
Abstract: Labeling news as fake is a recent phenomenon occurring predominantly online, and increasingly in political online environments. This paper investigates the influence of proclaimed doubt in media independence
on trust in news- and scientific reports on climate change. Evidence from a
preregistered laboratory experiment does not suggest that reading a mediacritic statement affects perceived trust in the media-, or the scientific source.
Bayesian analyses provide a practical interpretation of the null findings, and
further analyses show that the proclamation decreases trust in the scientific
source when subjects read the media article first. Findings add to the emerging literature on fake news, echo chambers and filter bubbles, suggesting that
labeling stories or outlets as fake news may not affect public opinion. Further
research is needed to substantiate this conclusion.
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4.1

Introduction

Trust and confidence in the mass media among US-Americans has been dropping steadily from 53% in 1997, to 32% in 2016. (Swift, 2016). At the same
time, scientists observe distrust in the natural and social sciences dealing
with climate change, particularly in the causal role of humans (Tollefson,
2010; Dunlap, 2013; Boussalis and Coan, 2016). This development is striking because there is broad scientific agreement that humans contribute to
climate change (Weber and Stern, 2011; Cook et al., 2013; Cook et al., 2016).
Extant literature investigates potential causes for increasing distrust in the
science of climate change (Hmielowski et al., 2014) or environmental degradation (Zhou, 2014), as well as potential repercussions of such developments
(Feldman et al., 2014). However, until now there is no systematic analysis of
the causal influence of statements by "important persons" publicly proclaiming doubt in the independence of news media on public perceptions of the
news media, as well as on public perceptions of scientific topics regularly
discussed in the news, such as climate change.
What is meant in this context by an "important person" can be exemplified by US-President Donald Trump, who publicly engages in official "mediabashing"1 . This behavior is characterized partly by his increasing usage of the
term fake news as a label for certain news media outlets or news stories, on
his official Twitter account (see Appendix C.2 for Panel A in Figure C.2). The
fact that he does so in up to 9.5% of his tweets (December 2017) which get
read and discussed extensively (Robinson, 2017), potentially increases public
distrust in the news media. Of course, public discussion of his statements
concerning fake news include criticism as well as endorsement, but they appear to have the potential to motivate (a sub group of) people to strengthen
their beliefs and attitudes if they correspond to those expressed by Donald
Trump. Similarly, statements and actions by the President of Turkey, Recep
Tayyip Erdoğan on and against allegedly dependent media outlets (Waldman and Caliskan, 2017) have fueled discussion of the impact of such statements on the general populations’ attitudes and skepticism towards news
media (Daily Sabah, 2017).
Public denunciation of news media is often motivated by partisan attitudes. For example, Donald Trump primarily labels democratic-oriented
news outlets as fake news, because they predominantly tend to oppose his
political views. These outlets often take a particularly acknowledging stance
on the occurrence of manmade climate change, a topic towards which Donald Trump is skeptical. This is indicated by his alleged ban of the term
"climate change" in the US Department of Agriculture (Milman, 2017), the
election of an alleged climate change denier, Scott Pruitt, as the head of the
Environmental Protection Agency (Davenport and Lipton, 2016), as well as
the United States withdrawal from the Paris Agreement (Shear, 2017). Consequently, labeling a subset of news outlets as fake news may decrease the
1 Here

defined as a harsh, usually derogative and dismissive form of referring to news
articles, or news outlets.
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trust in these outlets, and potentially the trust in the science underlying climate change, which they report. The fact that he uses predominantly negative wording, according to the AFINN sentiment score (Nielsen, 2011), in
tweets referring to fake news highlights the importance and emotionality of
this topic (see Appendix C.2 for Panel B in Figure C.2).
This paper asks whether increasing the salience of doubt in media-independence causes a short-term reduction of the perceived source trustworthiness of a news media and a scientific article on climate change. Evidence comes
from a laboratory experiment, in which subjects read two largely identical articles from a news- resp. scientific source, on recent events in climate change.
After having read each text, respondents indicate their credibility-ratings of
the respective source and content of the article. Participants in the treatment
group do so after having read a non-fictional sentence challenging the independence of news media.
Findings do not suggest that perceptions of the media, or the scientific
source change due to a primed elicitation of distrust in media by means of
exposition to a sentence expressing doubt in media independence. The same
holds for other outcome variables measuring perceived source trust, source
expertise, and content credibility. Further analyses of heterogeneous treatment effects reveal a significant interaction between the treatment and order
in which participants were exposed to the news articles.
The study contributes to the recent literature on fake news, echo chambers
and filter bubbles by investigating an additional potential explanation for the
contemporary increase in media- and science-skepticism, especially in the
context of man-made climate change. It also provides an important vantage
point for further analyses that may focus on the role of social networks and
partisan source-characteristics on doubt proclamations.
The article is structured as follows: Section 4.2 will outline the relevant
literature and hypotheses. Section 4.3 describes the laboratory experiment.
Section 4.4 provides descriptive and inferential findings, while Section 4.5
discusses and concludes.

4.2

Relevant literature and hypotheses

This section outlines literature relevant to answer two questions: First, why
could reading a statement expressing doubt in the independence of news
media affect one’s trust in a specific news media source? Second, why could
such an expression of doubt in media- independence affect one’s trust in a
specific scientific source?
The two-step flow model (c.p. Katz et al., 2005) explains the procurement
of information as a process of information traveling through media, from
"opinion leaders" using such media (step 1) to less engaged "opinion followers" (step 2). Although this model was built way before the dawn of online social networks, or even the internet, its predictions are consistent with
contemporary observations in these environments. Recent research indicates
that a person, especially one with high influence via social network paths,
i.e. high centrality, can exert profound influence on how news is processed
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and their credibility is perceived by other people in their network. More precisely, Turcotte et al. (2015) find that, the more a friend is perceived as an
opinion leader, the higher the trust in the news media outlet responsible for
the article shared by the friend. Also, consumers indicated to be more willing
to seek future information of a person they viewed as an opinion leader. Perceptions of likewise received news can interact with the receiver’s attitude
towards and perceptions of the sender, using these as heuristic cues in order
to assess the information provided by the sender (Chaiken, 1980). Together,
these processes predict that the majority of opinion followers get trusted information from leaders of whom they have a positive attitude because of the
proximity in their social network. This process can create "echo chambers",
referring to a framework of positive feedback mechanisms that mutually reenforce existing opinions, especially in the context of climate change (Walter
et al., 2018).
Additionally, cognitive heuristics simplifying the processing of information, such as confirmation bias, ingroup bias, and negativity bias, are hypothesized to lead to an increasing tendency of consumers to reduce their
personal set of trusted news outlets to those echoing their pre-existing beliefs and attitudes (Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2015; Knobloch-Westerwick
et al., 2017).2 The existence of confirmation bias, defined as selective exposure to and interpretation of information in alignment with pre-existing attitudes (Nickerson, 1998), is especially interesting in this respect, given that
it may lead to a biased information environment created by the consumer,
in response to a perceived bias in or independence of news media coverage.
Extreme and solidified attitudes and misinterpretation of facts about current
events, as well as the false consensus effect, which suggests that people overestimate the degree to which their believes, opinions, etc. are representative
of those of others, are potential negative outcomes of such a process (Stroud,
2008; Leviston et al., 2013). Repercussions of confirmation bias are intensified by contemporary possibilities to choose attitude-consistent news from an
abundant and diverse set of online media and social networks, catering to all
beliefs and attitudes. Mechanisms on social network sites, such as Facebook,
contribute to this with algorithms determining the order in which users are
exposed to articles in their News Feed, based, for example, on past behavior,
and a user’s social network (Bakshy et al., 2015; Knobloch-Westerwick et al.,
2017; Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017).
Such a selective exposition to and consumption of news, in combination
with an expressive dissemination of distrust in the independence of news
media by focal people, defined as central nodes having many (outgoing)
paths in a social network, could interact, thus amplifying the false consensus effect. This interaction potentially causes a non-negligible reduction of
consumers’ trust in certain news media outlets, especially those propagating
views contradicting their own.
2 Ingroup

bias describes information procurement as an outcome of social identity attributions, whereas negativity bias predicts that negative news get more attention than positive
news (Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2017).
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While less trust in certain news media outlets, as well as reservation regarding their independence may be perfectly adequate, both states bear potential for negative consequences. These consequences are worthy of scientific investigation since public attitudes towards the credibility of news, and
the media in general can influence public opinion on policy matters (Page
et al., 1987). Consequently, discrediting the independence or credibility of
news media may constitute a promising strategic lever for politicians or other
policy-makers to generate, or steer public support of their policies.
How does this relate to trust in science? For many people, (online) news
media are an important source of information on scientific discoveries, especially related to the science on climate change (Schäfer and Schlichting,
2014). For example, the website "Climate Debate Daily"3 links to more than
5,000 articles published between 2008 and 2016, supporting or doubting the
existence of global climate change. There are many more to be found on the
internet. While such an abundance of media articles is important for the formation of opinions, it also bears potential risks. News media often make
scientific discoveries, e.g. those on climate change, easier to comprehend for
non-experts (Moser, 2010). However, since the distrust in the news media
increases, and their independence may further be questioned publicly by influential "opinion leaders", not just credibility in the news media, but also
in the topics they are writing about, and ultimately also the sources of those
topics, i.e. climate science itself, may lose credibility as perceived by parts of
the public. A link between "opinion leaders" that discredit news media, and
ultimately spur doubt in the underlying science could explain why public
trust in climate science stagnates or decreases.
A conceptual model outlining this process analytically predicts that, stated
disbelief in the independence of news media reporting scientific results on
climate change might induce consumers to generalize such distrust to the
content (climate change), as well as to the source of the content (science), for
reasons of consistency. In other words, the content and source of a scientific
climate change article might suffer in its perceived credibility and trustworthiness because of externally motivated distrust in the independence of the
news media source reporting the same, or similar evidence.4
This article proposes that exposition to expressed distrust in the independence of news media primes suspicion of the news source. Furthermore,
it proposes that, even though such a statement explicitly voices suspicion
of the media because of its alleged lack of independence, a motivation for
consistency leads consumers to experience an increased general skepticism
and consequently lower trust in a comparable article that, however, has been
here: www.climatedebatedaily.com.
solution aversion model can serve for an allegory: solution aversion, which is a
type of motivated skepticism, explains the tendency of people to negate the existence of
a problem because they do not support the policies that are primarily advocated to solve
the problem (Campbell and Kay, 2014). Similarly, people might negate a scientific source
reporting a problem because they do not support the source of a news article reporting the
same problem.
3 Accessible
4 The
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published by a scientific source. From the above reasoning follow two hypotheses:
H1: Increasing the salience of doubt in the independence of media reduces
perceived trustworthiness of the source of the media article on climate change.
H2: Increasing the salience of doubt in the independence of media reduces
perceived trustworthiness of the source of the scientific article on climate
change.
Note that the experiment described in the remainder of this article is not
designed to differentiate between the potential causal underpinnings of the
empirical regularities proposed in the two hypotheses. This is further elaborated on in the discussion section of the paper.

4.3

Experiment

The experimental paradigm randomly allocates subjects to treatment before
they read two articles. After having read each of them, information on dependent variables is gathered by asking subjects to indicate their level of agreement with adjectives describing the content and source of the articles. Central
parts of the experimental design and statistical analyses were pre-registered
via AsPredicted on 22 August 2017 (#5219) and made publicly available on
27 February 2018. The pre-registration document is in Appendix C.3.5 As
outlined in the pre-analysis plan, an a priori power analysis was conducted
in order to decide on the number of participants. Since I am not aware of similar experiments that would allow to specify an expected standardized effect
size, I decided on a minimum power of 80 % in order to detect a medium
standardized effect size Cohen’s d = 0.4, given a conventional alpha level of
5 %, an independent samples Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney U test, and a one-sided
hypothesis.6

4.3.1

Experimental design and manipulation

Subjects, irrespective of treatment assignment, read two articles, the order
of which varied randomly between subjects. One article was taken from the
online portal of the German newspaper outlet ZEIT ONLINE (Zeit Online,
2016), while the other was taken from the website of the National Oceanic
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, 2016). The newspaper article is largely based on the NOAA
article. The topic of both articles is climate change, which is a relevant topic
report can also be accessed online: https://aspredicted.org/w98wj.pdf.
often abstain from or criticize the use of one-sided tests because it might
indicate that they were used to turn non-significant results significant by dividing the pvalue by two and accordingly re-formulate the hypotheses, see for example Cho and Abe
(2013). This inflates the alpha error. Since this analysis is pre-registered, this is not a problem
here.
5 The

6 Researchers
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with respect to the interplay between media, science, and external influence
on credibility perceptions (Dunlap, 2013). Both texts, translated and in the
respective original language, are in Appendix C.1. The NOAA article was
translated into German for the experiment. After reading each article, subjects indicate their credibility ratings of the source and content for the respective article. Subjects are randomly allocated to the treatment. Participants in
the treatment group read a quote taken from an interview of the newspaper
DIE ZEIT with the Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdoğan:
"I don’t believe there is such a thing as ’independent media’ anywhere in the world.
At some level, they are all – whether print or broadcast media – dependent, either
ideologically, or they are pursuing their own interests. If there were such a thing as
independent media, we wouldn’t have all these problems. We see things quite clearly:
They head in whichever direction the wind is blowing. The German media is no different. Nobody can say that isn’t the case. We know very well that’s how things are."
(Di Lorenzo, 2017)
At this point, participants were not told that the quote was from the Turkish president. They were told after the experiment. This design aspect is
discussed in the remainder of this article.

4.3.2

Outcome measures

The primary outcomes measure subjects’ perceived trustworthiness of the
source of either article. These variables consist of responses to a 5-point semantic differential item that is part of a scale used to measure celebrity endorsers’ perceived expertise, trustworthiness, and attractiveness (Ohanian,
1990). Subjects also indicated their perceptions regarding the sub-scales on
perceived source expertise and trustworthiness, which are secondary outcome measures. A further secondary outcome is perceived content credibility. This construct is measured via four 5-point semantic differential items
of a content credibility scale based on Gaziano and McGrath (1986). Additionally, participants in the treatment group indicate their level of agreement
with the treatment-quote on a 5-point Likert scale. The questionnaire is in
Appendix C.3.

4.3.3

Participants

Participants are drawn from a pool primarily consisting of undergraduate
students from the University of Hamburg, Germany. All potential subjects
voluntarily signed up to participate in laboratory experiments. They are invited to experiments conducted in the lab regularly and are free to choose
whether they want to participate, or not. The 194 participants7 that participated in this experiment have a mean age of 24.81 years (SD = 5.02, Median
= 24), 60.82 % are female, and 28.35 % are from the faculty of economic and
7 2 observations were dropped from further analysis, because the subjects took less than
two standard deviations than the mean duration to read one of the news articles.
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social sciences, 14.95 % social sciences, 13.4 % from management, 6.19 % history, 5.67 % law, 1.03 % philosophy, 30.41 % others.

4.3.4

Procedure

Experimental sessions took place between 23 August 2017 and 6 November
2017. Subjects participated in the experiment after participating in another,
quite short, experiment in which they were endowed with money and then
asked to decide if they wanted to donate any amount to climate protection
(see Bruns et al., 2018). After filling out a post-experimental questionnaire
from the previous experiment, subjects were kindly asked to participate in
the follow-up experiment, while their private payments were prepared. Participants did not get any financial compensation for participating in the second experiment. However, their expected payouts in the first experiments
were higher than usual for this subject pool. While they could earn up to 10
Euro ($ 11.89) in the experiment, which lasted up to 30 minutes, subjects from
this pool normally expect to earn on average 10 Euro for 60 minutes. The second experiment was not announced to subjects before the first experiment
ended. Subjects read instructions on the computer screen in front of them,
before being able to proceed in their own pace. After reading each of the two
articles, and possibly the treatment manipulation, subjects had to conform
that they read and understood the text before they could proceed to the next
stage. This was implemented in order to increase the likelihood that subjects fully comprehended what they were reading, and to remind them that
thorough reading and comprehension was important. Subjects in the treatment group, after having read the quote, indicated their level of approval of
it. After having read either article in random order, subjects provided their
respective content and source credibility ratings. At the end, subjects were
briefed about the origin of the treatment sentence they read at the beginning.
They were informed that it was a quote from the Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdoğan from an interview with the German newspaper outlet DIE
ZEIT from the 5th of July, 2017. Participants were located in small booths
in a laboratory. Visual, as well as verbal communication between participants was not allowed and/or possible during the experiment. The study
was conducted using the experimental software z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007).
Participants were recruited via hroot (Bock et al., 2014).

4.3.5

Statistical analyses

The statistical procedures outlined in the pre-analysis plan were conducted to
test the hypotheses. The treatment effects on the two main outcome variables
trustworthiness of media source (H1) and trustworthiness of scientific source (H2)
are tested with one-sided Chi-squared tests, Mann-Whitney tests, as well as
ordinal logistic regression. Additionally, Bayesian ordinal logistic regression
(Gelman et al., 2014; Kruschke, 2015) is used in order to quantify the relative
evidence of the hypothesis that there is a treatment effect vs. no effect, resp.
whether the treatment effect is negative vs. positive (Beard et al., 2016; Heino
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et al., 2018). The following models are estimated, respectively for the two
dependent variables measuring trust in the media, resp. the scientific source:
MTrusti = β 0 + β 1 Ti + β 2 Xik + ei

(4.1)

STrusti = β 0 + β 1 Ti + β 2 Xik + ei

(4.2)

For each individual i = 1, ..., n, MTrust indicates the ordinal trust response
in the media, STrust in the science source. Ti is an indicator of treatment
assignment, whereas Xik is a vector of k covariates, and ei the error term.
Generally, the Bayesian approach allows for a straightforward interpretation of evidence for an hypothesis given the data p( H | D ), whereas the
Frequentist approach estimates the probability of observing data given a hypothesis, usually the null hypothesis p( D | H ). In order to estimate p( H | D )
by applying Bayes Theorem, one needs to specify a prior for the investigated
effect p( H ). A prior distribution reflects the subjective knowledge, uncertainty, or belief for the parameters before the researcher sees the data. Bayes
Theorem then states:
p( H | D ) =

p( D | H ) × p( H )
p( D )

(4.3)

Here, the ratio on the left is the posterior probability, the left probability in
the numerator the likelihood, which is multiplied with the prior, and the
denominator is the marginal likelihood, which is a constant:
p( D ) = p( D | H0 ) × p( H0 ) + p( D | H1 ) × p( H1 ) = const.

(4.4)

Consequently, expression (3) can be reduced to:
p( H | D ) = p( D | H ) × p( H )

(4.5)

Based on this equation, it is possible to calculate the ratio, i.e. relative likelihood of two hypotheses.
p( D | H1 )
p( H1 )
p( H1 | D )
=
×
p( H0 | D )
p( D | H0 )
p( H0 )

(4.6)

Here, the term on the left side is called the posterior odds, the term on the
outer right the prior odds, and the middle term the Bayes factor (BF10 ).8
Thus, a Bayes factor is the weighed ratio of two likelihoods, i.e. a likelihoodratio.
For point hypotheses the BF10 is the likelihood of data given the alternative hypothesis, divided by the likelihood of data given the null hypothesis
(BF10 ) (Heino et al., 2018). It is computed via the Savage-Dickey density ratio
method, i.e. the ratio of the posterior density at the point of interest divided
by the prior density at that point (see Wagenmakers et al., 2010). Then, the
8 The
p( D | H0)
p( D | H1 )

index of the BF indicates which hypothesis is the nominator of the ratio: BF01 =
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BF10 indicates to what degree the evidence for the point hypothesis has increased or decreased after seeing the data. For a directed hypothesis it is an
Evidence Ratio, i.e. for an hypothesis test of a > b, it is the ratio of the posterior
probability of a > b and the posterior probability of a < b (Bürkner, 2017).
Intuitively, BF10 = 10 indicates that the data are ten times more likely under
H1 than under H0 . Such statements are not possible within the frequentist
framework. Bayes factors have a range between 0 and infinity.
Per convention, Bayes factors between 31 and 3 present "anecdotal" evidence. Substantial evidence is either indicated in favor of the null hypothesis
when BF10 < 13 or in favor of the alternative hypothesis when BF10 > 3.
BF10 = 1 indicates equal support for both hypotheses. Such weighting of relative evidence is especially helpful for interpreting non-significant results,
because, in a frequentist framework, non-rejection of the null hypothesis
does not automatically allow for a scientific conclusion in its favor (Dienes,
2014; Lakens et al., 2018a).
In order to get a sense of how much the piror-specification influences
the posterior distribution, and therefore the inferences made based on the
Bayesian model, I take into account two alternative prior distributions. The
first is a non-informative ("flat") prior drawn from a uniform distribution
between -10 and 10. The boundaries are set in line with the reasoning of Gelman (2008), who argue that, in logistic regression, a change of 5 on the logistic
scale is equivalent to a probability change from 0.01 to 0.5, or from 0.5 to 0.99.
Consequently, changes of 10 on the logistic scale are rarely occurring because
they would correspond to a change in probability of the outcome variable of
98 percentage points.
The second prior, a Cauchy distribution with center 0 and scale √1 is a
2
default choice in psychological research (Morey et al., 2015). In comparison
to the flat prior it expresses a prior belief in the absence of a treatment effect.
Figure C.1 shows the two prior distributions in comparison with a Gaussian
distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. In all Bayesian regression models shown below, priors of the intercepts are drawn from a Cauchy
distribution with location 0 and scale 10 (see Gelman, 2008).
Bayesian regression is conducted in R with the ‘brms‘ package (Bürkner,
2017), using a cumulative normal response distribution with a logit link function with ordered thresholds (Kruschke, 2015). The model assumes that ordinal responses come from a latent metric variable, which is logistically distributed with mean µ and standard deviation σ. The thresholds θk on the
continuous latent variable determine the corresponding ordinal responses.
The probability of ordinal response k is given by:
p(y = k|µ, σ, θk ) = Λ((θk − µ)/σ ) − Λ((θk−1 − µ)/σ )

(4.7)

where Λ is the standardized cumulative logistic function.
The ‘brms‘ package uses the No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS) (Bürkner, 2017).
The regression provides a posterior distribution which depends on the chosen prior, which is updated by the data using Bayes’ theorem (Heino et al.,
2018). Tests for treatment effects on secondary outcomes, i.e. perceived
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source expertise, trustworthiness, and content credibility, are conducted using linear regression.
The frequentist ordinal logit model is a cumulative logit model with proportional odds in which the dependent variable is the probability that it falls
at or below a particular point. The model assumes that the treatment effect is
identical for all response categories (Agresti, 2007).

4.4
4.4.1

Findings
Descriptive statistics

Table 4.1 shows subjects’ perceptions of trustworthiness of the science, respectively media article source conditional on treatment assignment.9 For
both sources, aggregated as well as disaggregated by treatment the median
perception of trustworthiness is 4. Summary statistics of the secondary outcome variables are in Table 4.2. Violin plots for primary and secondary outcome variables are in Appendix C.2.

TABLE 4.1: Trustworthiness by source and treatment

Media trustworthiness
1

2

No Quote 1 (1.02 %) 8 (8.16 %)
Quote
0 (0 %)
4 (4.65 %)

3

4

5

n

14 (14.29 %)
20 (23.26 %)

45 (45.92 %)
41 (47.67 %)

30 (30.61 %)
21 (24.42 %)

98
86

Science trustworthiness
1

2

No Quote 1 (1.04 %) 2 (2.08 %)
Quote
0 (0 %)
4 (4.6 %)

3

4

5

n

14 (14.58 %)
16 (18.39 %)

36 (37.5 %)
39 (44.83 %)

43 (44.79 %)
28 (32.18 %)

96
87

Notes: Shows the absolute and relative number of subjects per treatment group according to their reported media and science trustworthiness.

4.4.2

Treatment effects on primary outcomes

A Chi-squared test does not indicate that the distributions of media trustworthiness differs significantly between treatments (χ2 (4) = 4.403, p = 0.354).
Likewise, a one-sided Mann-Whitney test does not reject the hypothesis that
media trustworthiness in the no quote condition is equal to or higher than
9 For 10 subjects there is no data for media trust, while for 11 other subjects, there is no
data for science trust. This is due to technical problems during the experiment. Available
data of these 21 subjects is included in the respective analyses.
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TABLE 4.2: Source and content credibility by source and treatment
Media trustworthiness
No Quote
Quote

Content credibility

Mean

SD

Median

Mean

SD

Median

Mean

SD

Median

n

20.3
19.93

3.86
3.27

20
20

18.19
18

4.03
3.87

19
18

15.81
15.22

2.96
2.95

16
15

98
86

Science trustworthiness
No Quote
Quote

Media expertise

Science expertise

Content credibility

Mean

SD

Median

Mean

SD

Median

Mean

SD

Median

n

21.64
20.78

3.55
3.37

22.5
20

22.1
21.82

3.58
3.19

23
22

17.46
17.2

3.04
2.57

18
18

96
87

Notes: Shows means, standard deviations, and medians for the constructed trustworthiness,
expertise, and content credibility indexes by treatment.

in the quote condition in favor of the alternative, that trust in media is lower
after perceiving doubt in media independence (W = 4479.5, p = 0.215, d =
0.06). An ordinal logit regression of media trustworthiness on treatment condition, as well as the covariates age, gender, study area, and contribution
amount in the previous experiment is shown in Table 4.3. A table showing
all estimators of covariates is in Appendix C.2. The one-sided test of the estimated treatment effect on media trustworthiness provides p = 0.239. Overall, there is no evidence in favor of H1.
F1: Increasing the salience of doubt in the independence of media does not
reduce perceived trustworthiness of the source of the media article on climate
change.

TABLE 4.3: Ordinal logistic regression of media and science trustworthiness on treatment and covariates, and treatment-order interaction
Media trustworthiness
B
Treatment
Quote
-0.20
Media first
Quote x Media first
Covariates
1|2
2|3
3|4
4|5
Observations
Pseudo R2
LR-chi2
AIC

-6.63
-4.01
-2.46
-0.33

Science trustworthiness

Media trustworthiness

Science trustworthiness

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

-0.76 0.35

0.478

-0.41

-0.96 0.15

0.152

-0.25
0.15
0.12

-1.06 0.55
-0.65 0.94
-1.02 1.25
Yes

0.536
0.717
0.842

0.18
1.18
-1.02

-0.67 1.03
0.37 1.99
-2.18 0.14
Yes

0.678
0.004
0.085

-6.43
-4.44
-2.51
-0.57

-9.10 -3.77
-6.39 -2.48
-4.32 -0.70
-2.33 1.19

-6.02
-3.39
-1.85
0.29

-8.53 -3.51
-5.05 -1.72
-3.41 -0.28
-1.25 1.83

-5.88
-3.87
-1.900
0.10

-8.50 -3.25
-5.77 -1.96
-3.66 -0.15
-1.63 1.83

Yes
-9.17 -4.10
-5.71 -2.30
-4.06 -0.86
-1.88 1.23
184
0.0287
(df=10) 13.00
467.5

Yes

183
0.035
(df=10) 15.07
441.106

184
0.030
(df=12) 13.51
471.0

183
0.055
(df=12) 23.58
436.6

Notes: Shows point estimates (B), 95 %-confidence intervals (CI95 ), and p-values (p) from the respective ordinal logistic regression model.

Table 4.4 shows findings from the Bayesian ordered logistic model. Using
the flat prior provides a BF10 = 20.74, which suggests that the evidence in favor of no effect after seeing the data is 20.74 times the likelihood of no effect
prior to seeing the data. For the directed hypothesis I observe Evid.Ratio =
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3.3. This suggests that the alternative hypothesis, i.e. that reading the quote
decreases trust in the news media, is 3.3 times more likely than the opposite
treatment effect (Estimate = −0.21, Est.Error = 0.29, CI95 = [−∞; 0.28]).10
With the more informative Cauchy-prior I find that the evidence in favor of
no effect after seeing the data is 2.98 times the likelihood of no effect before
seeing the data. For the directed hypothesis analysis suggests that the hypothesis that reading the quote decreases trust in the news media is 2.81 times
the likelihood of the opposite treatment effect (Estimate = −0.17, Est.Error =
0.27, CI95 = [−∞; 0.27]). Neither the frequentist, nor the Bayesian hypothesis
tests suggest that the data is unlikely under the null model, resp. that the
alternative model is much more credible than the null model. However, the
Bayes factors neither provide strong evidence in favor of the null model, as
it would be the case if BF10 < 1/3.
TABLE 4.4: Bayesian logistic regression of media trustworthiness on treatment and
covariates
Media trustworthiness
Uniform(-10, 10)

Treatment
Quote
Covariates
Intercept 1
Intercept 2
Intercept 3
Intercept 4

Cauchy(0,

√1 )
2

Est.

Est. Err.

CI95

ES

Rhat

Est.

Est. Err.

CI95

ES

Rhat

-0.21

0.29

-0.78 0.37
Yes

3875

1.00

-0.17

0.27

-0.71 0.35
Yes

1706

1.00

-7.13
-4.08
-2.49
-0.31

1.4
0.9
0.85
0.83

-10.16 -4.66
-5.82 -2.33
-4.12 -0.85
-1.95 1.33

2091
3286
3287
3531

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

-7.19
-4.06
-2.46
-0.28

1.42
0.89
0.83
0.81

-10.31 -4.73 1744
-5.79 -2.29 1686
-4.09 -0.83 1763
-1.84 1.30 1911

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Observations
WAIC

184
463.06

184
467.4

Notes: Shows posterior means, standard deviations (analogous to frequentist standard error), 95 % credible intervals, ES for effective sample size describing the number of efficient samples from the posterior distribution, and
Rhat, which is the Rubin-Gelman convergence diagnostic. Samples were drawn with 4 chains, each with 2000
iterations, and 1000 warmup iterations, resulting in 4000 random draws from the posterior distribution. Samples
were drawn using NUTS sampling. WAIC is the widely applicable information criterion. Findings are robust to
the inclusion of covariates.

For H2, a Chi-squared test does not suggest that the distribution of science
trustworthiness differs significantly between treatments (χ2 (4) = 4.658, p =
0.324). A Mann-Whitney test rejects the hypothesis that science trustworthiness in the no quote condition is equal to or higher than in the quote condition in favor of the alternative, that trust in science is lower after perceiving
doubt in media independence (W = 4733, p = 0.048, d = 0.22). An ordinal
logit regression of science trustworthiness on treatment condition, as well
as age, gender, study area, and contribution amount in the previous experiment is shown in Table 4.3. The one-sided test of the estimated treatment
10 Note that the

CI95 is the 95 % credible interval, which is the Bayesian version of the 95 %
confidence interval. The former is a range of values on the posterior probability distribution
that includes 95 % of the probability. After seeing the data, one believes with a certainty of 95
% that the true treatment effect is inside this interval, as opposed to a particular confidence
interval, for which this probability is either 1 or 0 (Heino et al., 2018).
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effect on science trustworthiness provides p = 0.076, which indicates nonsignificance.
Of the three frequentist tests, only the MWU is significant at 5 %, indicating that, given some assumptions on the underlying distributions, the medians are different. However, when controlling for covariates, the ordinal logit
model does not indicate that reading the quote decreases trust in the science
source.
F2: Increasing the salience of doubt in the independence of media does not
reduce perceived trustworthiness of the source of the scientific article on climate change.
Table 4.5 shows the respective Bayesian models to gain insights in the
strength of the evidence in favor of either hypothesis. The flat prior provides BF10 = 10.54, which suggests that the evidence in favor of no effect
after seeing the data is 10.54 times the likelihood of no effect prior to seeing the data. Testing the directed hypothesis suggests that reading the quote
decreases trust in the news media is 12.29 times more likely than the opposite effect (Estimate = −0.41, Est.Error = 0.29, CI95 = [−∞; 0.06]). With the
more informative prior, the evidence in favor of no effect after seeing the
data is 1.69 times the likelihood of no effect before seeing the data. Testing
the directed hypothesis suggests that reading the quote decreases trust in the
science source is 9.44 times more likely than the opposite treatment effect
(Estimate = −0.34, Est.Error = 0.27, CI95 = [−∞; 0.09]). Although the frequentist tests do not unanimously reject the null-hypothesis, Bayesian analyses suggest that the evidence in favor of the directed alternative is stronger
compared to the evidence in favor of the respective null hypothesis.

TABLE 4.5: Bayesian logistic regression of science trustworthiness on treatment and
covariates
Science trustworthiness
Uniform(-10, 10)

Treatment
Quote
Covariates
Intercept 1
Intercept 2
Intercept 3
Intercept 4
Observations
WAIC

Cauchy(0,

√1 )
2

Est.

Est. Err.

CI95

ES

Rhat

Est.

Est. Err.

CI95

ES

Rhat

-0.41

0.29

-0.97 0.15
Yes

4000

1.000

-0.34

0.27

-0.88 0.16
Yes

2692

1.00

-7.1
-4.58
-2.56
-0.58

1.54
1.02
0.93
0.91

-10.55 -4.45 2395 1.000
-6.60 -2.64 4000 1.000
-4.41 -0.76 4000 1.000
-2.39 1.20 4000 1.000

-7.04
-4.52
-2.52
-0.54

1.56
1.03
0.95
0.92

-10.64 -4.35
-6.62 -2.56
-4.46 -0.69
-2.39 1.26

2105
2040
2041
2063

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

183
443.37

183
442.84

Notes: Shows posterior means, standard deviations (analogous to frequentist standard error), 95 % credible intervals, the effective sample size describing the number of efficient samples from the posterior distribution, and Rhat,
which is the Rubin-Gelman convergence diagnostic. Samples were drawn with 4 chains, each with 2000 iterations,
and 1000 warmup iterations, resulting in 4000 random draws from the posterior distribution. Samples were drawn
using NUTS sampling. WAIC is the widely applicable information criterion. Findings are robust to the inclusion
of covariates.
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Overall, while the data do not unanimously suggest that the quote negatively affects participants’ trust in the media or science source, it is surprising
that the quote appears to have a qualitatively stronger negative effect on trust
in the science source, compared to the media source.
Further analyses reveal that subjects trust the science source more than
the media source, aggregated over treatment condition (V = 2256, p = 0.007).
While this is also true in the no-quote condition (V = 814, p = 0.005), this
within-subject difference is not significant in the quote condition (V = 366.5,
p = 0.376).11 This fits the observation of a relatively and qualitatively stronger
negative effect of the quote on science trust, compared to media trust. An expost rationalization of this finding is that the higher within-subjects trust in
science (compared to media) allows for more wiggle-room to decrease this
trust in light of the quote (between-subjects).
Furthermore, there are order effects. Trust in the science source is higher
for subjects that read the media article prior to the science article, compared
to those that read the science article first (aggregated over treatment conditions) (W = 3292, p = 0.012). This pattern is not apparent for trust in the
media source (W = 3901.5, p = 0.327). Dis-aggregating by treatment condition reveals that the order effect for science trust is only occurring among
subjects that do not read the quote (Table 4.3). One post-hoc interpretation
of this pattern is that, if people read about climate change in the news media
before they read an identical article in a scientific context, they tend to have
higher trust in the scientific source afterwards. However, if distrust in the dependence of news media is salient, this relative trust-advantage of a scientific
source appears to vanish. A possible explanation of this finding is discussed
in the last section.

4.4.3

Treatment effects on secondary outcomes

Findings from linear OLS regression of factor-based scores for source trustworthiness, source expertise, and content credibility on treatment condition,
including covariates, both for media and science source, are shown in Table
4.6 and Table 4.7, respectively.12 As can be inferred from the tables, none
of the treatment estimates are significantly different from zero at the conventional alpha level. Consequently, reading the quote does neither affect
subjects’ overall ratings of perceived source trustworthiness or expertise, nor
the perceived content credibility of either the news media, or the scientific
article. These findings are consistent with those presented in the previous
section, corroborating the conclusion that there is no treatment effect. Tables
with all estimators of covariates are in Appendix C.2.

11 These

explicit tests have not been pre-registered.
alphas, as internal consistency measures of reliability of these tests are 0.91,
0.9, and 0.87 for media trustworthiness, expertise, and content credibility, respectively. For
respective science tests, they are 0.92, 0.92, and 0.89, respectively.
12 Cronbach’s
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TABLE 4.6: OLS-regression of media trustworthiness, expertise, and content credibility on treatment
Media trustworthiness scale
Intercept
Treatment
Quote
Covariates

Media expertise scale

Media content credibility

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

21.48

18.94 – 24.02

<.001

19.54

15.86 – 23.23

<.001

15.78

13.12 – 18.44

<.001

-0.33

-1.43 – 0.77
Yes

0.553

-0.19

-1.43 – 1.04
Yes

0.76

-0.52

-1.41 – 0.36
Yes

0.245

Observations
R2 / adj. R2
F-statistics
AIC

184
.065/ .011
1.212
1003.039

184
.051/ -.004
0.931
1040.645

184
.070/ .017
1.308
931.385

Notes: Shows point estimates (B), confidence intervals (CI95 ), and p-values (p) from the respective OLS regression
model. Robust confidence intervals.

TABLE 4.7: OLS-regression of science trustworthiness, expertise, and content credibility on treatment
Science trustworthiness scale
Intercept
Treatment
Quote
Covariates
Observations
R2 / adj. R2
F-statistics
AIC

Science expertise scale

Science content credibility

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

22.51

18.40 – 26.62

<.001

22.51

19.31 – 25.72

<.001

17.01

14.40 – 19.62

<.001

-0.71

-1.76 – 0.34
Yes

0.182

-0.27

-1.33 – 0.79
Yes

0.617

-0.22

-1.08 – 0.64
Yes

0.612

183
.069/ .015
1.269
985.736

183
.043/ -.012
0.782
981.385

183
.036/ -.020
0.648
915.423

Notes: Shows point estimates (B), confidence intervals (CI95 ), and p-values (p) from the respective OLS regression
model. Robust confidence intervals.

4.5

Discussion and Conclusion

This paper outlines an experimental study investigating the impact of proclaimed doubt in the independence of media on the perception of trustworthiness of a media and science article about climate change. Findings do
not suggest that being confronted with such a proclamation of doubt negatively affects perceived trust in the source of either a media or scientific article
on climate change. Therefore, the data do not indicate that proclamation of
doubt leads to declining trust in media, and also does not appear to spill over
to trust in science. Findings concerning the secondary outcome variables corroborate this interpretation.
Further analyses reveal two things: First, further research needs to check
whether these are really null results, because Bayesian analyses do not unambiguously rate the null hypothesis as more credible than the alternative
hypothesis, especially for H2. Second, although the overall trust in the scientific source is larger than in the media source, trust in the former relies
on exposition to the media source prior to the scientific source. A post-hoc
rationalization, and at the same time a caveat to inferences based on this
experimental design, is that the subjects, i.e. German undergraduate students, were likely familiar with the news media source, but less likely so
with the scientific source. If subjects read about the topic in a source they
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know first, they also trust the less well-known one, compared to when they
don’t encounter the well-known source first. Furthermore, there is marginal
evidence that this interacts with the treatment effect, which appears to exert
a negative influence on science trust only when the media article was consumed first. This could be explained after the fact with a priming of distrust
in less-familiar sources due to the quote. Further experiments need to control
for the familiarity with different sources to get unconfounded, i.e. unbiased
estimates of the treatment effect.
There is evidence that distrust in the media, or perceived media bias is
especially prevalent among strongly conservative or Republican US citizens,
especially when they are politically cynic (Lee, 2005). I believe it is fair to say
that the sample of German, primarily undergraduate students does not correspond to these characteristics (Engels et al., 2013).13 Because I expect that
people with a prior believe in the systematic bias of media, as well as a profound distrust in the media, are most likely to respond to our treatment with
a spillover of distrust in science, testing the treatment effect with German
students is a very stringent and conservative test for this hypothesis.
There are some additional caveats to this experiment and some possible
paths for future research. Because subjects were not informed that the quote
was actually from a publicly and politically relevant person until after the experiment, further research should probe whether the hypothesized effects occur if subjects have such knowledge. Although thus, the experimental design
at hand was the strictest test of the hypotheses, hypothesized effects could
occur if doubt is proclaimed by a person with a central location in the recipient’s social network. This is a promising starting point for future research
that investigates the spillover potential of doubt proclamations conditional
on the relative position of the sender in the social network of the receiver
(see Turcotte et al., 2015). More precisely, interactions of treatment effects
with party preferences of participants, or their political alignment with the
source of the distrust-statement would be interesting to test. Additionally,
in line with research on identity protective cognition (Kahan, 2010; Kahan,
2017), which describes a tendency of individuals to rate evidence conditional
on the beliefs that predominate in their group, cultural similarities of consumers and sources of distrust-statements could be interesting research foci.
This is especially the case since cultural similarities are fundamental components of echo chambers and filter bubbles, which are defined by the cohesion
among their members with respect to beliefs, attitudes, and views on different matters, e.g. politics or climate change. Trust in news media and in the
science on climate change strongly correlate with consumers’ partisan predispositions and ideologies (Hmielowski et al., 2014; Ziegler, 2017) Additionally,
future research could investigate effects of such statements in a more realistic environment. For example, the impact of similar statements via Twitter
on consumers, or via Facebook could serve as interesting data sources to be
13 Data

on party preferences from another experiment (not yet published) based on the
same population of potential participants shows the following distribution of party preferences: 21.07 % green, 18.87 % social democrats, 16.67 % christian democrats, 16.67 % left,
13.72 % non-voters, and 12.99 % others.
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analyzed via means of text, and more specifically sentiment analysis (Bakshy
et al., 2015; Quattrociocchi et al., 2016).
Altogether, findings presented here contribute to the emerging literature
on fake news (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017), which is currently fueled by its
role in the 2016 US-presidential campaign, and due to the terms’ contemporary loose usage by people in important political positions. Findings add to
this literature insofar as they indicate to what extent people in such a position
potentially affect public perceptions of media and science when expressing
their personal, possibly motivated doubt in media independence. Specifically, evidence suggests no impact on the perception on the globally relevant
issue of global man-made climate change of others facing such expressions.
However, further research is needed to substantiate this conclusion.
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5 Conclusion
Informed by behavioral environmental economics, this dissertation experimentally deals with two important aspects of a recent globally and socially
relevant challenge: climate change. First, it investigates contemporary behavioral instruments that aim to motivate individual climate protection. Second, it investigates factors underlying the skepticism towards the news and
science on climate change. Specifically, the thesis contributes to the extant literature by advancing the still relatively young science on pro-social nudges.
It does so by answering questions on their effectiveness under specific conditions relative to conventional instruments, as well as by contributing to
the still young research on factors underlying climate skepticism, especially
prevalent in online environments.
The experimental studies presented here use advanced methodology to
make causal claims, and to contribute to a positive long-term development
of empirical science. This is not just important for the sake of science itself,
but also for the credibility of social scientific findings and their perception in
the public. It is crucial within the context of climate change science, which,
in combination with public support, forms an important ground for policymakers to create and advance climate protection policies.
Specifically, the three papers presented here entail the following most important conclusions: First, pro-environmental nudges can be efficient, even
when they are implemented transparently by openly communicating their
purpose and likely behavioral influence, even when people do not like their
behavioral autonomy threatened. Second, conventional and behavioral instruments, i.e. defaults, recommendations, and mandatory minimum contributions to induce voluntary individual climate protection can be ineffective,
especially when being not ambitious enough for highly intrinsically motivated individuals. While information on the source of the respective intervention may have an impact on their effectiveness, neither does source information cause motivation crowding, nor does it change the relative intervention effects. Third, while proclaimed doubt in the independence of news
media does not appear to influence others in their trust-perceptions with respect to a news-, as well as scientific climate change article, further evidence
needs to be collected in order to substantiate this conclusion.
There is still much research to be done on pro-social and pro-environmental nudges, and on factors influencing skepticism towards climate change.
Specifically, while the effectiveness of defaults complemented by transparency
information has been consolidated by several studies, further research could
investigate whether this holds for all nudges, or only a specific sub-group.
For example, social norms, or framings, might be affected by transparency,
even if this is not the case for defaults. This is especially interesting since
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the underlying working mechanisms, which can also overlap, differ between
these instruments. Additionally, one could think of different types and intensities of transparency, potentially resulting in dissimilar impacts. With
respect to the second paper discussed in this thesis, future research could
investigate further into the optimal size of defaults relative to intrinsic motivation in pro-environmental decision contexts, since these appear to be the
cause of unintended side-effects, such as motivation crowding-out. Also,
changes in the underlying working mechanism of the default could lead to
changes in their relative performance, as well as the potential interaction
with source information. For example, source information might play a role
if the interventions are interpreted by decision makers as implicit recommendations coming from interested, or (un-) informed parties (see Altmann et
al., 2015). Following from the findings presented in the third paper, future
research could take social networks, artificially created in the lab, or prior existing real-world networks in consideration as factors affecting how subjects
respond to devaluations of the credibility of news outlets with respect to their
attitudes towards news media and scientific articles on climate change. Especially partisan networks are of interest because of the likely dominant role
of partisan beliefs on climate skepticism, particularly in the US (see Kahan,
2017).
In general, most of the findings from laboratory experiments, including
those presented here, will profit from investigations in more realistic field
experimental environments (Levitt and List, 2009). These can be artefactual
field experiments using a more representative sample, or natural field experiments investigating a representative sample of decision makers in real
decision situations with real consequences in natural decision environments
(see Harrison and List, 2004). Realistic contexts are especially important for
the investigation of nudges, which are commonly viewed as being effective
because they rely on decision-making heuristics that developed during thousands of years of natural decision making. As such, nudges are most likely effective in contexts unlike artefactual laboratory experiments, where decision
heuristics may be displaced by heuristics characteristic of laboratory contexts
(Kraft-Todd et al., 2015).
Methodologically, future empirical and experimental research should take
seriously the current developments following from the reproducibility-crisis in the field of (social) psychology and empirical economics. Preanalysis
plans, a priori power analyses, as well as adequate statistical procedures allowing for a more thorough interpretation of findings should become a standard in the empirical and experimental sciences in order to increase their
credibility and societal value. While this thesis strives to include such best
practices, further improvements are necessary and possible. For example,
the application of equivalence testing can be powerful, especially in combination with the application of Bayes factors, in order to reject the presence
of a meaningful effect (instead of no effect) in hypothesis tests (Lakens et al.,
2018a). Equivalence tests are extremely valuable complements for Bayes factors, since the latter’s potential to quantify the evidence for the null is limited.
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The Bayes factor always depends on the specification of the alternative hypothesis, and since there is an infinite number of alternative hypotheses it is
logically flawed to infer from a specific Bayes factor that the null hypothesis
is supported. The specific null and alternative hypotheses are just not all possible hypotheses that could be tested (Schimmack, 2018). These procedures,
especially in combination with preregistered study designs, including a definition of the smallest effect size of interest, as well as an adequate a priori
power analysis, have the potential to vastly improve the quality of empirical
findings and inferences.
To conclude, finding solutions to climate change remains one of the biggest
challenges for society on a global scale. However, the experimental papers
presented in this thesis provide a humble effort to improve the understanding of behaviorally informed interventions that foster the voluntary individual mitigation of CO2 emissions underlying climate change, as well as the
current understanding of factors underlying the skepticism towards climate
change. This is important for public acceptance of public policies, the underlying science, as well as science as a whole.
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A
A.1

Experimental design

Instructions
Welcome and thank you very much for participating in this experiment. This
experiment is about decision-making. Please read the following instructions
carefully. Everything that you need to know in order to participate in this
experiment is explained below. If you have any difficulties in understanding
these instructions please raise your hand and I will come to you. Please note
that communication between participants is strictly prohibited during the
experiment. Communication between participants will lead to the exclusion
from the experiment. The experimental procedure will be as follows. You
will receive 10 Euro. Please decide how much of the 10 Euro you would like
to spend on climate protection. You can choose freely how much, if any, you
contribute to climate protection (whole numbers between 0-10). Should you
decide to contribute, we will realize your contribution to climate protection
by buying and retiring carbon emission licenses from the European Union
Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) at the end of the experiment (please
read the respective paragraph below for a description). By this, you have
the possibility to make a real contribution to climate protection. The rest of
the money is your private pay-out that you will receive in cash at the end of
the experiment.
After making the decision you will be kindly asked to complete a short
questionnaire. Please note that your decisions in this experiment are anonymous and will not be revealed at any stage to the other participants. (If relevant) a confirmation of the aggregated real payment to the climate protection
fund will be sent to all participants at the end of the whole experiment.
The Climate Protection Fund
If a person wants to protect the climate, emitting climate gases such as CO2
should be avoided. But it is possible to do even more: Individuals can buy
and delete emission certificates from the EU Emission Trading System (ETS)
through certified organizations and NGOs. By doing so, a private person reduces the amount of CO2 which can be emitted by European industries, protects the environment and ensures that the development of climate-friendly
technologies is accelerated. In this experiment, the participants’ contributions to the climate protection fund will be used to buy real carbon dioxide (CO2 ) emission licenses on the market of the European Union Emissions
Trading Scheme (EU ETS) via the website "TheCompensators.org". It is one
example of an NGO that allows ordinary people to directly participate in the
EU ETS scheme, and where they can make decisions on CO2 reductions.
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The following table shows how much kilograms of carbon you reduce
with your payment, and how much money you receive for yourself. The far
right row indicates the respective amount of reduced CO2 relative to a Dutch
citizens’ average of 9163 kg of CO2 emitted per year.

Payment to retire CO2allowances

Private
payout €

CO2 abated
[kg]

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10 €
9€
8€
7€
6€
5€
4€
3€
2€
1€
0€

0
181
362
542
723
904
1,085
1,266
1,447
1,627
1,808

Share of average emissions per
year per person
[%]
0%
2%
4%
6%
8%
10%
12%
14%
16%
18%
20%

For example, with a payment of 3 Euro to retire carbon licenses, you retire
542 kg CO2 . This corresponds to approximately 6% of the average emissions
per capita per year of a Dutch person. As a private pay-out you get 7 Euro.
With a payment of 8 Euro to retire carbon licenses, you retire 1,447 kg CO2 .
This corresponds to approximately 16% of the average emissions per capita
per year of a Dutch person. As a private pay-out you get 2 Euro.

A.1. Experimental design

F IGURE A.1: Experimental screen for Control

Notes: The figure shows the decision screen shown to participants in
the Control group. They could choose any integer between 0 and their
endowment of 10 EUR. By clicking on the red OK button, subjects
went to the next screen, providing them with information about the
consequences of their decision, i.e. their payoff, their contribution, as
well as kg of CO2 offset.
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F IGURE A.2: Experimental screen for Default + transparency

Notes: The figure shows the decision screen shown to participants in
the Default groups. They could choose to contribute the default value
of 8 EUR by clocking on the respective red button, or they could click
on the button below to choose any other amount. The transparency
message was written where indicated in the figure. The following
screen provided subjects with information about the consequences of
their decision, i.e. their payoff, their contribution, as well as kg of
CO2 offset.

A.2. Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses
F IGURE A.3: Distribution of contributions

0.35
0.30
0.25
Fraction

A.2
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0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
0

1

2

3

4
5
6
7
Contribution [EUR]

8

9

10

Notes: Shows the distribution of contribution amounts, more precisely the fraction of subjects contributing the respective amount. The
dashed line indicates the default value.

TABLE A.1: P-values for pairwise MW tests of Contribution

Control
Default
Default+Info
Default+Purpose
Default+Info+Purpose

0.001
<0.001
0.032
0.046

Default
Default +Info
0.665
0.843
0.785

0.591
0.606

Default
+Purpose

0.91

Notes: P-values of pairwise Mann-Whitney tests for equality of distributions of contributions to the climate protection fund. Comparisons
are indicated by the treatment names provided in the first column
and first row, respectively. Significance levels: p < 0.05 in bold, p <
0.1 in cursive.
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F IGURE A.4: Default and transparency effects on contributions
for different base-categories

Treatment effects:

Treatment effects:

Control

Control

Default

Default

Default+Info

Default+Info

Default+Purpose

Default+Purpose

Default+Info+Purpose

Default+Info+Purpose

Rotterdam

Rotterdam

Hamburg

Hamburg
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

Treatment effects:
Default
Default+Info
Default+Purpose
Default+Info+Purpose

Treatment effects:
Control
Default
Default+Info

Reactance effect:
Reactance

Default+Purpose

Reactance interaction:
Default
Default+Info
Default+Info+Purpose
Default+Purpose

Default+Info+Purpose
Rotterdam
Hamburg
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

Notes: The figure graphically depicts results from some of the findings from the Tobit models. Dots with horizontal lines indicate point
estimates with 95% confidence intervals. Dots on the zero line without confidence intervals denote the reference category. Models (3)
and (8) in Table 2.4 display the underlying regression results. The
top left panel refers to finding F1, the top right panel to F2 and F3,
the bottom left panel to F4, and the panel on the bottom right to F6.
Covariates are not shown.
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F IGURE A.5: Default and transparency effects on perceived
Threat to freedom

Treatment effects:

Default

Default+Info

Default+Purpose

Default+Info+Purpose

-.1

-.05

0

.05

.1

Notes: Dots with horizontal lines indicate point estimates with 95%
confidence intervals from marginal effects of ordered logistic models.
Dots on the zero line without confidence intervals denote the reference category. Model (4) in Table 2.5 displays the underlying regression results (albeit not showing marginal effects). It refers to finding
F5. Covariates are not shown.

F IGURE A.6: Default and transparency effects on Anger

Treatment effects:

Default

Default+Info

Default+Purpose

Default+Info+Purpose

-.1

-.05

0

.05

.1

Notes: Dots with horizontal lines indicate point estimates with 95%
confidence intervals from marginal effects of ordered logistic models.
Dots on the zero line without confidence intervals denote the reference category. Model (5) in Table 2.5 displays the underlying regression results (albeit not showing marginal effects). It refers to finding
F5. Covariates are not shown.
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Comparing subjects from Rotterdam and Hamburg

We conducted experimental sessions in two different cities. Findings from
the first eleven experimental sessions relied on data solely from Rotterdam,
while additional observations where gathered in Hamburg primarily in order to increase the reliability of the null result presented in F2 (and to a minor
degree F3-F4 by increasing the n in the control group). The number of additional observations gathered in Hamburg relied on an a priori power analysis. Based on this analysis we conducted additional sessions to gather 284
additional observations for the Control, Default, and Default+Info groups.
The experimental protocol in all sessions was identical.
Table A.2 shows summary statistics of the main outcome variables disaggregated by treatment and location of the experiment. Contribution distributions in the Control (W = 795.5, p = 0.329), Default (W = 3053.5, p = 0.528),
and Default+Info (W = 2119.5, p = 0.092) groups do not differ by location.
The same is true for the remaining outcome variables. Figure A.7 shows
the mean contributions disaggregated by location and treatments, including bars indicating 95 % confidence intervals. Mann-Whitney tests indicate
that, while the default effect is significant in the Rotterdam sample (W =
707.5, p = 0.007), but not the Hamburg sample (W = 2040.5, p = 0.074),
this is reversed with respect to the Default+Info effect, which is significant in
Hamburg (W = 1732.5, p = 0.009), but not in Rotterdam (W = 769.5, p =
0.084). Differences between Default and Default+Info are insignificant in
both samples (R: W = 1113, p = 0.302; H: W = 6799, p = 0.24)
Table A.3 shows summary statistics of the covariates included in the regression models disaggregated by treatment and location of the experiment.
Aggregated over treatments, participants in Hamburg are on average older
than participants in Rotterdam (M = 24.94(SD = 4.81) vs. M = 22.16(SD =
3.45), t(494.84) = −7.517, p < 0.001), less likely to be male (M = 39.08 vs.
M = 57.01, χ2 (1) = 15.038, p < 0.001), and also have a different distribution of study areas (χ2 (6) = 156.65, p < 0.001). Additionally, participants
in Hamburg are more likely than their Rotterdam colleagues to rate climate
protection as (very) important (χ2 (1) = 37.06, p < 0.001). They do not differ
with respect to prior experience in experiments (chi2 (1) = 0.16, p = 0.69) or
their views regarding the effectiveness of the EU ETS (χ2 (1) = 0.002, p =
0.961).
Aggregated over location, subjects are not balanced among treatments
according to some variables. Subjects’ ratings of the importance of climate
protection correlate with the treatment (χ2 (4) = 34.37, p < 0.001). So does
age (H (4) = 16.294, p = 0.003), and the distribution of study areas (χ2 (6) =
156.65, p < 0.001).
Figure A.8 shows standardized effect sizes and 95 % confidence intervals
of the relevant pairwise comparisons for which we gathered additional data.
While the effect size of the default effect (Con vs. Def) included zero in the
Hamburg sample, it does not include zero in the Rotterdam- and the aggregate sample. The default+info effect size (Con vs. Def+Inf) is different
from zero in the Hamburg and aggregated sample, but not in the Rotterdam sample. Although the standardized effect sizes for the Def vs. Def+Inf
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comparison is opposite between Hamburg and Rotterdam, neither those nor
the aggregated sample exclude an effect size of zero. Figure A.9 shows the
regression coefficients and 95 % confidence intervals from Tobit model (3).
These are qualitatively similar to the respective effect sizes, with the exception that the standardized effect size for the Con vs. Def comparison in Hamburg includes zero, whereas this is not the case for the respective regression
coefficient.
TABLE A.2: Descriptive statistics of all outcome variables by experimental group
and location

Contribution
Group
Control
Control
Default
Default
Default+Info
Default+Info
Default+Purpose
Default+Info+Purpose

Contributed

Picked
default

Location

Mean

SD

Mean

Mean

R
H
R
H
R
H
R
R

1.67
2
3.24
2.84
2.49
3.24
2.92
2.85

2.68
2.66
3.21
2.9
2.95
2.98
3.19
2.95

46.67
57.5
73.91
69.6
67.44
76.47
71.79
65.85

0
0
19.57
9.6
6.98
8.4
15.38
17.07

n

45
40
46
125
43
119
39
41

Notes: The table reports summary statistics (means and standard deviations) of
different outcome variables, as well as the number of subjects per experimental
group. Outcome variables are: contributions to the climate protection fund, the
percentage of subjects contributing a positive amount, as well as the percentage of subjects contributing the default value. Statistics are disaggregated by
experimental group and location of the experiment.
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TABLE A.3: Descriptive statistics of covariates by experimental group and location
Gender Impor- No exp. EU ETS
(Male)
tance
Expnot
of CP erience effective

Age
Group
Control
Control
Default
Default
Default+Info
Default+Info
Default+Purpose
Default+Info+Purpose

Location

Mean

SD

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

R
H
R
H
R
H
R
R

21.8
25.95
22.02
24.95
22.07
24.59
22.28
22.68

3.08
5.7
2.79
4.48
2.96
4.81
4.65
3.72

60
35
60.87
36.8
51.16
42.86
53.85
58.54

57.78
97.5
78.26
84
79.07
91.6
51.28
63.41

31.11
15
30.43
29.6
20.93
27.73
20.51
19.51

57.78
62.5
60.87
60
53.49
57.98
64.1
58.54

Notes: The table reports summary statistics (means and standard deviations) of different covariates per experimental group. Covariates are: age of participants, percentage of males, percentage of subjects perceiving climate protection as (very) important, percentage of subjects without
prior experience with experiments, as well as the percentage of subjects judging license retirement as an ineffective mean for climate protection. Statistics are disaggregated by experimental
group and location of the experiment.

F IGURE A.7: Mean contributions by experimental group and
location

Contribution [EUR]

5
4
3
2
1
0
Control

Default
Experimental group

Default+Info

Location
Rotterdam
Hamburg
Notes: Shows mean contributions by experimental group and location, including 95 % confidence intervals.
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F IGURE A.8: Effect sizes by location and for aggregated data

Experimental group

Def vs.
Def+Inf
Con vs.
Def+Inf
Con vs.
Def
-0.50

-0.25

0.00
0.25
Cohen’s d

0.50

0.75

1.00

Location
Aggregated
Hamburg
Rotterdam
Notes: Shows Cohen’s d for each pairwise comparison for which additional data in Hamburg was gathered, including the 95 % confidence intervals.

F IGURE A.9: Coefficients from tobit model by location and for
aggregated data

Experimenteal group

Def vs.
Def+Inf
Con vs.
Def+Inf
Con vs.
Def
-3

-2

-1
0
1
2
Tobit regression coefficient

3

4

Location
Aggregated
Hamburg
Rotterdam
Notes: Shows estimated coefficients from Tobit model (3) for effect for
which additional data in Hamburg was gathered, including the 95 %
confidence intervals.
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A.3

Questionnaire

Questionnaire on covariates
What is you gender? O Male O Female
What is your age?
Have you participated in other experiments before today? O Yes O No
How important is climate protection for you? Please circle the most suitable answer.
O Not important at all O Not important O Indifferent O Important O Very
important
Do you think that buying real carbon dioxide (CO2 ) emissions licenses on
the market of the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) is an
effective method to contribute to climate protection? O Yes O No
Questionnaire on state reactance
Please indicate to what extent do you agree with the following statements
on a 5-point response scale that ranges from the statement – "strongly disagree" to the statement – "strongly agree". (Perceived threat to freedom)
• The default value threatened my freedom to choose.
• The default value tried to make a decision for me.
• The default value tried to manipulate me.
• The default value tried to pressure me.
Please indicate to what extent do you agree with the following statements
on a 5-point response scale that ranges from the statement – "Not at all" to the
statement – "Very". (anger)
• Please indicate how irritated you were with regard to the given default
value.
• Please indicate how angry you were with regard to the given default
value.
• Please indicate how annoyed you were with regard to the given default
value.
• Please indicate how aggravated you were with regard to the given default value.
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Questionnaire on trait reactance
Please indicate to what extent do you agree with the following statements
on a p-point response scale that ranges from the statement – "strongly disagree" to the statement – "strongly agree".
• Regulations trigger a sense of resistance in me.
• I find contradicting others stimulating.
• When something is prohibited, I usually think, "that’s exactly what I
am going to do".
• The thought of being dependent on others aggravates me.
• I consider advice from others to be an intrusion.
• I become frustrated when I am unable to make free and independent
decisions.
• It irritates me when someone points out things, which are obvious to
me.
• I become angry when my freedom of choice is restricted.
• Advice and recommendations usually induce me to do just the opposite.
• I am content only when I am acting on my own free will.
• I resist the attempts of others to influence me.
• It makes me angry when another person is held up as a role model for
me to follow.
• When someone forces me to do something, I feel like doing the opposite.
• It disappoints me to see others submitting to standards and rules.
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B
B.1

Experimental design

B.1.1

Experimental screens (translated)
F IGURE B.1: Test question

Notes: The amount of MarketPoints (Credits) used in the quiz varies
randomly between 10 and 90 Credits. Text in yellow reads "Your answer has to be in between 0 and 100." and "Only integers are allowed
to be entered into this field."
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F IGURE B.2: Information about the source of the respective intervention (political)

F IGURE B.3: Decision screen for baseline contribution

Notes: Text in yellow reads "Your answer has to be in between 0 and
100." and "Only integers are allowed to be entered into this field."

B.1. Experimental design

F IGURE B.4: Decision screen for recommendation intervention
(with source information)

Notes: The respective text for the recommendation without source information reads "It is recommended to spend 35 Credits for climate
protection". Subjects could click a button labeled "Information about
the person (from the previous page)" not shown here. Text in yellow reads "Your answer has to be in between 0 and 100." and "Only
integers are allowed to be entered into this field."

F IGURE B.5: Decision screen for default intervention (with
source information)

Notes: The respective text for the default without source information
reads "35 Credits were set as the default contribution to climate protection". Subjects could click a button labeled "Information about the
person (from the previous page)" not shown here.
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F IGURE B.6: Decision screen for restriction intervention (with
source information)

Notes: The respective text for the restriction without source information reads "35 Credits were set as the mandatory minimum contribution to climate protection". Subjects could click a button labeled
"Information about the person (from the previous page)" not shown
here. Text in yellow reads "Your answer has to be in between 35 and
100." and "Only integers are allowed to be entered into this field."
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B.1.2
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Instructions (translated)

Welcome. Thank you very much for deciding to participate in this study.
Please read the following instructions carefully. Everything you have to
know will be explained on the following screens. Participation will take approximately 5-10 minutes. The course of this study will be as follows: You
will receive 100 MarketPoints. During the course of this study you will be
asked to indicate how much of these you want to donate to climate protection
(you will receive a thorough explanation during the remainder of this study).
Everything you do not donate will be added to your Lightspeed account. After stating your decision we ask you to will out a short questionnaire. The
information you give in this study are anonymous. During data analysis we
will not be able to assign your name to your answers and decisions. We assure you that this study and the data will be treated acknowledging data privacy. Data analysis will be done anonymously and findings will only be used
for science. If you wish, you will receive certification of the overall reduced
amount of carbon dioxide emissions made in this study within a month after
the end of this study. Please note that the creator of this study committed to
make only truthful statements.
How will climate protection be realized?
If you decide to donate money to climate protection in this study, we will
buy the corresponding amount of emission rights and subsequently delete
them. Thereby we reduce the European emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2 ).
That way you protect the climate. What you do in this study will thusly have
a real effect on the climate. For every donated MarketPoint, 10kg CO2 will be
avoided.
The following table shows, by means of examples, how MarketPoints are
translated to avoided CO2 emissions, how many MarketPoints are transferred to your account, and how much CO2 (in kilograms) you avoid with
this. Die right column shows how many percent of yearly CO2 emissions of
an average German citizen you avoid with the respective donation.
An example: With a donation of 20 MarketPoints you would reduce European emissions by 200 kg. This would translate to 2.14 % of yearly emissions
of an average German citizen. You would take 80 MarketPoints for yourself.1
If you would like to know how exactly CO2 emissions will be averted,
please keep on reading. However, for the remainder of this study it is only
important that your decisions are about real CO2 emissions and real MarketPoints.
1 The

example donation is randomly drawn from the interval of integers [1, 9] × 10 with
the remaining values calculated accordingly.
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Payment to retire CO2allowances

Private
payout €

CO2 abated
[kg]

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10 €
9€
8€
7€
6€
5€
4€
3€
2€
1€
0€

0
181
362
542
723
904
1,085
1,266
1,447
1,627
1,808

Share of average emissions per
year per person
[%]
0%
2%
4%
6%
8%
10%
12%
14%
16%
18%
20%

Information about the European emissions trading scheme and CO2
emission rights
When burning natural gas, oil, gasoline, or coal to gain energy, carbon
dioxide, so-called CO2 emissions occur. CO2 is regarded as one of the primary causes of man-made climate change. Hence, the European Union launched an emission trading scheme in 2005. It is based on a simple idea: a
previously defined upper limit of CO2 emissions for certain industry sectors
is not allowed to be overstepped. These sectors consist of power production industries, industries with high energy consumption, as well as air traffic within Europe. The state hands out an appropriate amount of emission
rights to the companies.
Every regulated company has give an emission right for each ton of emitted emissions to the state, without getting any money in return. Companies
are allowed to trade emission rights with each other. Due to trade between
companies a price for emission rights emerges. Consequently, emitting CO2
costs money. If a company does not own any more emission rights, it is not
allowed to emit any CO2 any more. If it does nonetheless, it has to pay 100 A
C
per ton CO2 penalty.
As soon as the amount of emission rights gets reduced, the amount of CO2
emissions allowed to be emitted also decreases. Buying emission rights and
subsequently deleting them reduces CO2 emissions that are overall emitted
from the affected industries, with the same amount. Deletion is done by the
NGO "TheCompensators".
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TABLE B.1: Descriptive statistics of reactance proneness, environmental orientation,
political orientation, and attitudes towards license retirement

Control
No Source
Recommendation
Default
Restriction
Expert
Recommendation
Default
Restriction
Politician
Recommendation
Default
Restriction
Aggregated

Trait Reactance

NEP

score

score

Party affiliation
CDU

SPD

Green

Left

AfD

Retirement
FDP

Pirate

NPD

n.a.

n

not effective

M

SD

M

SD

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

35.27

5.52

19.69

2.35

21.33

26.67

10.67

8.00

10.67

6.67

1.33

1.33

13.33

13.33
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35.33
35.07
34.83

6.54
5.89
5.58

19.01
19.45
19.36

2.60
3.21
2.37

31.11
27.71
29.07

14.44
13.25
17.44

1.11
10.84
13.95

14.44
12.05
5.81

11.11
13.25
13.95

5.56
2.41
2.33

5.56
0.00
2.33

1.11
1.20
0.00

15.56
19.28
15.12

13.33
14.46
12.79

90
83
86

34.31
35.08
35.25

5.91
6.21
6.89

18.53
19.60
19.68

2.38
2.21
2.54

19.48
27.40
22.78

22.08
12.33
15.19

10.39
8.22
8.86

11.69
12.33
8.86

16.88
16.44
12.66

2.60
2.74
1.27

1.30
2.74
3.80

0.00
1.37
3.80

15.58
16.44
22.78

12.99
10.96
8.86

77
73
79

36.06
35.44
35.54

5.75
5.47
7.04

19.59
19.68
19.23

2.58
2.28
2.15

18.07
18.52
24.05

19.28
18.52
17.72

16.87
9.88
3.80

13.25
20.99
10.13

14.46
12.35
17.72

0.00
1.23
6.33

1.20
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
1.27

16.87
18.52
18.99

12.05
17.28
18.99

83
81
79

35.22

6.08

19.38

2.50

24.07

17.62

9.43

11.79

13.90

3.10

1.86

0.99

17.25

13.52

806

Notes: Shows summary statistics for covariates and their distribution across treatments, as well as aggregated over treatments. M = mean, SD = standard deviation. Distributions of trait reactance do not vary between treatments (H (9) = 4.18, p = 0.899), neither does the NEP (H (9) = 14.305, p = 0.112), Party affiliation (χ2 (72) = 83.062, p = 0.175),
nor answers given to the question whether participants regard carbon retirement via the EUETS as ineffective (χ2 (9) = 5.155, p = 0.821).

14.93
15.16
14.65

15.00
15.43
16.23

52.26
50.62
49.54

49.06
50.10
47.72

49.90

Aggregated

51.86

48.19
54.32
60.76

42.86
43.84
56.96

50.00
62.65
52.33

45.33

%

(Female)

0.38

0.00
2.47
0.00

0.00
0.00
1.27

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00

%

In school

33.75

31.33
38.27
29.11

25.97
34.25
37.97

32.22
37.35
36.05

34.67

%

Low

33.37

26.51
32.10
39.24

41.56
34.25
29.11

35.56
30.12
32.56

33.33

%

Mid

Education

14.76

16.87
12.35
12.66

15.58
17.81
11.39

12.22
14.46
17.44

17.33

%

High

17.74

25.30
14.81
18.99

16.88
13.70
20.25

20.00
18.07
13.95

14.67

%

Uni

15.79

17.33
10.53
19.12

11.43
15.15
23.08

19.23
14.47
16.46

11.59

%

< 600

21.47

20.00
17.11
29.41

18.57
24.24
32.31

19.23
19.74
15.19

21.74

%

600
-999

20.36

21.33
17.11
29.41

24.29
18.18
26.15

19.23
17.11
16.46

15.94

%

20.50

14.67
15.79
29.41

14.29
21.21
29.23

25.64
18.42
20.25

17.39

%

1,000 1,250
-1,249 -1,499

26.18

30.67
17.11
33.82

21.43
21.21
33.85

30.77
25.00
22.78

26.09

%

26.18

24.00
21.05
25.00

20.00
28.79
43.08

28.21
23.68
27.85

21.74

%

25.35

22.67
17.11
23.53

27.14
25.76
41.54

28.21
19.74
26.58

23.19

%

1,500 2,000 2,500
-1,999 -2,499 -2,999

Income category

20.36

14.67
15.79
27.94

15.71
16.67
33.85

30.77
19.74
15.19

14.49

%

18.56

17.33
19.74
23.53

20.00
16.67
26.15

21.79
17.11
12.66

11.59

%

16.34

16.00
10.53
20.59

18.57
12.12
23.08

23.08
13.16
11.39

15.94

%

3,000 3,500 4,000
-3,499 -3,999 -4,999

16.90

18.67
10.53
16.18

18.57
16.67
24.62

23.08
13.16
12.66

15.94

%

> 5, 000

806

83
81
79

77
73
79

90
83
86

75

n

Notes: Shows summary statistics for covariates and their distribution across treatments, as well as aggregated over treatments. M = mean, SD = standard deviation. Distributions of age do not vary between treatments
(H (9) = 6.727, p = 0.666), neither does education (χ2 (36) = 30.11, p = 0.744), nor income category of the household (χ2 (90) = 82.638, p = 0.697).

15.66

16.51
15.77
16.76

48.60
52.42
49.17

SD

16.04

M

49.75

Control
No Source
Recommendation
Default
Restriction
Expert
Recommendation
Default
Restriction
Politician
Recommendation
Default
Restriction

Age

Gender

TABLE B.2: Descriptive statistics of gender, education, and income
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TABLE B.3: P-values from pairwise Mann-Whitney tests for equality of contribution
changes between experimental groups (excluding restriction treatments)

Experimental group
Experimental
Control
group
Rec-No
Rec-Exp
Rec-Pol
Def-No
Def-Exp
Def-Pol

0.092
0.389
0.883
0.599
0.668
0.367

Rec-No

Rec-Exp

Rec-Pol

Def-No

Def-Exp

0.014
0.048
0.329
0.233
0.014

0.421
0.284
0.231
0.807

0.545
0.548
0.333

0.873
0.231

0.236

Notes: Shows p-values of pairwise Mann-Whitney tests with contribution changes as
the dependent variable. Does not include treatments with a restriction on contribution
levels. However, for these groups all pairwise comparisons to other interventions are
significant at p < 0.01, while contributions among themselves are non-significant.

TABLE B.4: P-values from pairwise Mann-Whitney tests for equality of contribution
changes > 35 between experimental groups
Experimental group
Experimental
Control Rec-No Rec-Exp Rec-Pol
group
Rec-No
Rec-Exp
Rec-Pol
Def-No
Def-Exp
Def-Pol
Res-No
Res-Exp
Res-Pol

0.888
0.137
0.363
0.016
0.146
0.008
0.015
0.244
0.037

0.166
0.459
0.022
0.182
0.011
0.011
0.199
0.025

0.442
0.274
0.920
0.221
<.001
0.007
<.001

0.055
0.494
0.034
<.001
0.025
0.001

Def-No Def-Exp
0.287
0.958
<.001
0.001
<.001

0.223
<.001
0.009
0.001

Def-Pol

Res-No

Res-Exp

<.001
<.001
<.001

0.156
0.705

0.291

Notes: Shows p-values of pairwise Mann-Whitney tests with contribution changes > 35 as the dependent variable.
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TABLE B.5: Linear regression models of intervention type and interaction with baseline contributions on contribution changes (> 35) without source information
Contribution change >35
Intercept
Intervention type
Recommendation
Default
Restriction
BaseCon (a.)
BaseCon (n.a.)
Interactions
Rec. x BaseCon (a.)
Def. x BaseCon (a.)
Res. x BaseCon (a.)
Rec. x BaseCon (n.a.)
Def. x BaseCon (n.a.)

Contribution change

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

0.86

-2.31 – 4.04

0.593

-0.44

-4.63 – 3.74

0.834

0.39
1.48
3.65
-0.2

-3.44 – 4.21
-2.51 – 5.47
-0.94 – 8.24
-0.41 – 0.01

0.842
0.466
0.119
0.063

4.16
3.31

-1.12 – 9.45
-2.37 – 8.99

0.122
0.252

-0.22 -0.41 – -0.04

0.017

-0.09 -0.32 – 0.15
-0.42 -0.66 – -0.19

0.469
<.001

-0.18
-0.76
-0.16

Observations
R2 / adj. R2
F-statistics
AIC

-0.50 – 0.15
-1.01 – -0.50
-0.49 – 0.17

0.287
<.001
0.344

334
.391 / .378
29.893***
2717.228

248
.347 / .333
25.697***
2176.986

Notes: Shows point estimates (B), 95 % confidence intervals (CI95 ), and p-values (p) from robust
OLS-regression. Control is the baseline for intervention type. Base contributions are median
centered. (a.) means that baseline contributions are adjusted, i.e. that base contributions below
35 were set to 35. (n.a.) indicates no adjustment.

TABLE B.6: Linear regression models of source type and interaction with baseline
contributions (> 35) on contribution changes (> 35), conditional on intervention
types
Recommendation
Contribution change >35
Intercept
Sourcetype
Control
Expert
Politician
BaseCon (a.)
BaseCon (n.a.)
Interactions
Con. x BaseCon (a.)
Exp. x BaseCon (a.)
Pol. x BaseCon (a.)
Con. x BaseCon (n.a.)
Exp. x BaseCon (n.a.)
Pol. x BaseCon (n.a.)
Observations
R2 / adj. R2
F-statistics
AIC

Default

Contribution change

Contribution change >35

Restriction
Contribution change

Contribution change >35

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

1.25

-0.88 – 3.38

0.249

3.72

0.50 – 6.94

0.024

2.34

-0.07 – 4.75

0.057

2.87

-0.97 – 6.71

0.143

4.51

1.20 – 7.82

0.008

-0.39
-0.74
-1.71
-0.38

-4.21 – 3.44 0.842
-3.28 – 1.80 0.567
-4.18 – 0.75 0.172
-0.62 – -0.13 0.003

-4.16
-5.07
-4.99

-9.44 – 1.11
-8.96 – -1.17
-8.50 – -1.48

0.121
0.011
0.005

-1.48
-1.19
-2.13
-0.96

-5.47 – 2.51
-4.06 – 1.68
-4.92 – 0.65
-1.09 – -0.82

0.466
0.416
0.133
<.001

-3.31
-1.68
-3.21

-8.99 – 2.36
-6.65 – 3.28
-8.05 – 1.64

0.252
0.505
0.194

-3.65 -8.24 – 0.95
-1.46 -6.23 – 3.32
-1.99 -5.96 – 1.97
-0.36 -0.62 – -0.10

0.119
0.549
0.323
0.006

-0.31

-0.45 – -0.17

<.001

-0.65

-0.80 – -0.50

<.001

0.18
-0.13
0.11

-0.15 – 0.50
-0.49 – 0.22
-0.21 – 0.43

0.76
0.23
0.21

0.50 – 1.01
-0.08 – 0.54
-0.08 – 0.51

<.001
0.14
0.157

0.16
0.08
0.1

0.344
0.653
0.564

0.287
0.457
0.508
0.09
-0.02
0.13

325
.311 / .296
20.476***
2571.043

-0.15 – 0.32
-0.23 – 0.18
-0.05 – 0.31
325
.255 / .238
15.465***
2758.528

0.469
0.837
0.144

0.42
0.15
0.11
312
.612 / .603
68.448***
2413.36

0.19 – 0.66
-0.07 – 0.37
-0.13 – 0.34
312
.450 / .437
35.483***
2691.361

-0.17 – 0.49
-0.26 – 0.42
-0.24 – 0.44

<.001
0.194
0.363
319
.169 / .150
9.034***
2592.237

Notes: Shows point estimates (B), 95 % confidence intervals (CI95 ), and p-values (p) from robust OLS-regression. No source is the baseline for source type. Base contributions are median centered. (a.) means that
baseline contributions are adjusted, i.e. that base contributions below 35 were set to 35. (n.a.) indicates no adjustment.
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TABLE B.7: Linear regression models of intervention type and source type, including
interaction, on contribution changes (> 35)

Contribution change >35
Intercept
Intervention type
Recommendation
Restriction
Source type
Expert
Polititian
Interactions
Rec. x Exp.
Res. x Exp.
Rec. x Pol.
Res. x Pol.

Contribution change

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

-8.31

-12.85 – -3.77

<.001

-4.07

-9.85 – 1.71

0.167

4.66
8.09

-0.95 – 10.26
2.15 – 14.04

0.103
0.008

4.22

-2.95 – 11.39

0.248

0.09
-0.29

-6.18 – 6.37
-6.18 – 5.60

0.977
0.923

-0.64 -8.41 – 7.13
-3.42 -11.00 – 4.15

0.872
0.375

-4.1
-0.99
0.03
-0.09

-12.26 – 4.06
-9.09 – 7.12
-7.05 – 7.11
-7.58 – 7.39

0.324
0.811
0.993
0.98

-6.39

-16.24 – 3.47

0.203

-0.2

-9.21 – 8.80

0.964

Observations
R2 / adj. R2
F-statistics
AIC

731
.040 / .029
3.736***
6181.43

487
.015 / .005
1.467
4348.455

Notes: Shows point estimates (B), 95 % confidence intervals (CI95 ), and p-values (p) from robust
OLS-regression. Default is the baseline for intervention type. No source is the baseline for source
type.

TABLE B.8: Linear regression model for carryover effects

Contribution
Intercept
Two
Default
Two x Default
Observations
R2 / adj. R2
F-statistics
AIC

B

CI95

p

27.07
8.23
-0.63
-7.61

20.72 – 33.42
-1.97 – 18.42
-8.64 – 7.39
-20.05 – 4.83

<.001
0.113
0.878
0.229

313
.017 / .007
1.745
2977.866

Notes: Shows point estimates (B), 95 % confidence
intervals (CI95 ), and p-values (p) from robust OLSregression. Two is a dummy taking the value 1 if
there was a baseline decision, 0 otherwise. Default
takes the value 1 if the treatment was a default, 0
otherwise.
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Information on participant selection

Overall, 2,305 panelists from a German panel company were invited to the
first stage of the experiment. They had participated in online surveys more
or less frequently before, and were thus accustomed to similar types of surveys. Between November 29th, 2016 and December 7th, 2016, 1,436 panelists
filled out the questionnaire (Stage 1). The other 869 panelists did not complete the questionnaire, which can be for two reasons: First, a subject can
simply decide to not finish, or forget to finish the questionnaire, at any point.
Second, a subject can be screened out based on its gender, education, and/or
age, depending on whether the respective quota had already been reached.
Quotas, i.e. upper limits for the number of observations satisfying certain criteria with respect to age, gender, and education level were implemented in
order to achieve a sample representative of the German internet using population. If subjects had a combination of age, gender, and education that
had already the necessary number of observations, they were "screened-out"
of the experiment, meaning that they could not participate. Although expost we cannot infer the reason for not participating for each subject, we can
definitely exclude the second explanation for the 37 participants that do not
drop out directly after the socio-demographic questions. The remaining 832
drop-outs occurred either due to reached quotas, or due to voluntary dropouts. However, we know by monitoring the experiment that the majority
was screened-out shortly before Stage 1 ended, while "filling" the last quotas. Of all subjects in Stage 1 that did not choose to drop out and that were
not screened out, 19 subjects completed the questionnaire in less than 20 seconds. These subjects were not expected to participate attentively and were
therefore excluded.
Of the participants that filled out the questionnaire in Stage 1, 472 were
later randomly assigned to Block 1, and 945 were assigned to Block 2 of Stage
2. Block 1 included two experimental groups (Control and Def-Exp) each in
two versions (once with and once without baseline contribution decision).
This part of the experiment was used to decide on an experimental parameter (assessing baseline contributions, or not) for the actual experiment (see
section 3.4 for more detail). Block 2 included the remaining treatments that
included the baseline contribution decision. By means of permuted block
randomization, the four treatments in Block 1 were assigned to subjects, and
the eight treatments in Block 2 were assigned to the remaining subjects.
Between December 14th, 2016 and January 2nd, 2017, 365 panelists participated in Block 1. Reminders to participate for all those that had not yet
started or completed were sent per mail at the 19th, 27th, and 30th of December. Of all invited to this block, 107 (22.67 %) never started the survey. Of all
that started the survey, 48 (13.15 %) did not finish.2 Of all subjects that did
not choose to drop out in the first block, 2 subjects were labeled as speedsters, meaning that they completed the questionnaire in less than 40, resp. 50
2 Overall,

37 (77.12 %) of those that did not finish quit before or on the screen showing the
test question, i.e. after or on the screen explaining the experiment and how carbon dioxide
emissions were going to be retired, but before the (first) contribution decision.
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seconds, depending on the treatment.
Between January 5th, and January 19th, 2017, 770 panelists participated in
the second block of Stage 2. Reminders were sent to all those that had not yet
started or completed the questionnaire at the 10th, 13th, and 16th of January.
Of all invited to this block, 175 (18.52 %) never started the survey. Of all that
started the survey, 105 (13.64 %) did not finish. There were no respondents
that finished too fast.
Overall, of the 1,417 participants that were invited to Stage 2, 982 (69.30
%) completed the experiment (317 (67.16 %) in Block 1 and 665 (70.37 %) in
Block 2). This amounts to an overall attrition rate between both stages of
31.70 % (32.84 % in Block 1 and 29.63 % in Block 2). Note that attrition is the
sum of subjects that drop out and that do not start the survey, divided by the
number of invited subjects.
We tested if subjects that dropped out of the experiment significantly differ from subjects that do not. We have socio demographic data on 143 subjects that dropped out. On average, drop-outs are older (50.13 vs. 54.78;
t(183.22) = −3.275, p < 0.01), but do not differ with respect to the distribution of gender (χ2 (1) = 1.320, p = 0.251), education (FE test: p = 0.873), or
income category (χ2 (10) = 12.082, p = 0.280).
We cleaned the data from non-completes, speedsters, as well as from participants that indicated they knew the source of the intervention, i.e. the
German politician, from before the experiment.3 The latter was the case for
9 subjects. Additionally, we did not include participants from the first block
that faced only one contribution decision (165 observations). Consequently,
final data consist of 806 full observations, for which we are able to match
measures from both stages of the two-round version of the experiment.4 Table B.2 shows the distributions of these covariates disaggregated by experimental group and aggregated (last row). Table B.1 shows the distributions of
answers given to central questions from the questionnaire. On average, the
median participant took 3 minutes in the first stage to finish the questionnaire. In Stage 2, the median participant took 7 minutes.

3 The

reason is that in this case we lose control over the source-manipulation, because
subjects may be influenced by other factors of the source than those we elicit.
4 In our pre-analysis plan, we planned to invite 1,370 subjects. Assuming an attrition rate
of 30 %, we expected to have 960 final observations.
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B.3

Questionnaire

B.3.1

Pre-experimental questionnaire (Stage 1)

Trait reactance
Please indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements.
(Not agree at all, Not agree, Undecided, Agree, Strongly agree)
Order was randomized
• I find contradicting others stimulating.
• It makes me angry when another person is held up as a role model for
me to follow.
• Regulations trigger a sense of resistance in me.
• When something is prohibited, I usually think, "that’s exactly what I
am going to do".
• I consider advice from others to be an intrusion.
• I become frustrated when I am unable to make free and independent
decisions.
• It irritates me when someone points out things, which are obvious to
me.
• I become angry when my freedom of choice is restricted.
• Advice and recommendations usually induce me to do just the opposite.
• I resist the attempts of others to influence me.
• When someone forces me to do something, I feel like doing the opposite.
New ecological paradigm (NEP)
Please indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements.
(Not agree at all, Not agree, Undecided, Agree, Strongly agree)
Order was randomized
• The balance of nature is strong enough to cope with the impacts of modern industrial nations.
• Humans have the right to modify the natural environment to suit their
needs.
• Humans are severely abusing the environment.
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• Humans were meant to rule over the rest of nature.
• The balance of nature is very delicate and easily upset.
• Plants and animals have as much right as humans to exist.
Political orientation
Irrespective of how you expect the upcoming German federal election 2017
to end we would like to know, what you wish will happen. What would you
prefer, personally: Which party shall get the most votes?
• CDU/CSU
• SPD
• FDP
• Die Linke
• Bündnis 90/Grüne
• Piratenpartei
• AfD
• NPD
• I don’t want to say
• Other party
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Post-experimental questionnaire (Stage 2)

Beliefs
How much do you think other participants contribute on average to climate
protection?
Actor specific questions Only the second question was asked to all subjects,
whereas the remaining questions were only shown to subjects in source-treatments.
• Did you know the previously mentioned person before participating in
this experiment? (Yes/ No)
Possible answers for following questions: Not agree at all, Not agree, Undecided, Agree, Strongly agree
• Reducing carbon emission rights is an effective way to reduce carbon
emissions.
• The previously mentioned person is knowledgeable and competent with
respect to climate protection.
• The previously mentioned person tries to influence me in my free decision.
• The previously mentioned person tries to reduce carbon emissions.
State reactance
Please indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements.
(Not agree at all, Not agree, Undecided, Agree, Strongly agree)
Threat to freedom
• The intervention type threatened my freedom to choose.
• The intervention type tries to make a decision for me.
• The intervention type tries to manipulate me.
• The intervention type tries to pressure me.
Anger
• The intervention type irritated me.
• The intervention type made me angry.
• The intervention type annoyed me.
• The intervention type aggravated me.
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Instructions and materials

Instructions
German (original): Wir bitten Sie im Verlauf dieses Experiments 2 bis 3 Texte zu lesen. Bitte lesen Sie die Texte ausführlich und in Ruhe durch. Lassen
Sie sich dafür ausreichend Zeit. Nach jedem Text bitten wir Sie darum, uns
Ihre Eindrücke zum Inhalt und Autor von zwei Texten anzugeben. Sie werden dazu Ihre Zustimmung zu bestimmten, den Textinhalt und den Autor
beschreibenden Adjektiven angeben. Sollten Sie Fragen haben, machen Sie
bitte mit einem Handzeichen auf sich aufmerksam. Achten Sie bitte darauf,
dabei andere Teilnehmer nicht zu stören. Wenn Sie die Anleitung verstanden
haben, klicken Sie bitte auf OK und beginnen Sie mit dem Experiment.
English (translated): For the following experiment we ask you to read two
to three texts. Please read all of them thoroughly and carefully. Give yourself
enough time for that. After each text we kindly ask you to tell us your impressions regarding the content and source of two texts. You will express your
level of agreement to different adjectives describing the content and source
of the article. If you have a question please raise your hand and someone
will assist you. Please make sure that you do not disturb other participants.
IF you understood these instructions please click on OK and start with the
experiment.
Media article
German (original): Dürren, Zyklone, schrumpfende Gletscher
2015 war das wärmste Jahr seit Beginn der Messungen – mit gravierenden
Folgen. Diese gehen laut US-Klimabehörde auf den Klimawandel und das
Wetterphänomen El Nino zurück. Die Rekordtemperaturen des vergangenen
Jahres haben an vielen Orten der Welt gravierende Folgen nach sich gezogen.
Wie die US-Klimabehörde NOAA mitteilte, zählten dazu Dürren, schrumpfende Gletscher, Fischwanderungen und Zyklone. Die Durchschnittstemperatur über Landflächen habe den Rekord von 2014 um mehr als 0,1 Grad
Celsius übertroffen. Dazu habe auch das Klimaphänomen El Niño beigetragen, das aufgrund von veränderten Luft- und Meeresströmungen weltweit
Wetterbedingungen verändert. Demnach gab es im vergangen Jahr auch die
bislang höchste gemessene Konzentration von Treibhausgasen in der Luft. So
überschritt laut NOAA die Durchschnittskonzentration von Kohlendioxid an
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der Messwarte am Mauna Loa auf Hawaii erstmals 400 ppm (Teile pro Million Teile). Auch die Durchschnittstemperatur der Meere war 2015 so hoch
wie nie zuvor seit Messbeginn.
NOAA-Direktor Thomas Karl sagte, der jährliche "ärztliche Check-up"der
Erde zeige, dass der langfristige Klimawandel und El Nino das vergangene
Jahr geprägt hätten. Zu den Symptomen zählt die NOAA eine riesige schädliche Algenblüte im nordöstlichen Pazifik mit deutlichen Auswirkungen auf
die anderen Meereslebewesen und die davon abhängenden Menschen. Zudem seien die Berggletscher nach vorläufigen Daten weiter geschrumpft –
das 36. Jahr in Folge. Die Zahl der tropischen Zyklone nahm deutlich zu: Mit
insgesamt 101 Zyklonen lag sie deutlich über dem Schnitt, der zwischen 1981
bis 2010 noch 82 betrug.
Auch die Tiere der Arktis seien von den Entwicklungen beeinflusst worden, heißt es in dem Bericht. So zögen sich Walrossherden beispielsweise auf
das Land zurück, anstelle auf Eis über dem Meer zu bleiben. In der Barentssee nördlich von Norwegen zögen die steigenden Temperaturen Warmwasserfische an und vertrieben andere einheimische Arten. Für den jährlichen
Bericht werteten mehr als 450 Wissenschaftler aus rund 60 Ländern Daten
aus.
English (translated): Droughts, Cyclones, shrinking glaciers.
2015 was the warmest year since the beginning of measurements - with grave
consequences. Based on a US-climate agency these consequences are caused
by global warming and the weather phenomenon El Nino.
Record temperatures in the last year had grave consequences on many places
in the world. The US-climate agency NOAA reported that droughts, shrinking glaciers, fish migration, and cyclones were part of this development. Average temperatures above land broke the record of 2014 by more than 0.1
degrees Celsius. The weather phenomenon El Nino, affected by the changing air- and sea-currents, contributed to that.
According to that, the last had the highest concentration of greenhouse
gases measured so far in the air. NOAA reported that the average concentration of carbon dioxide measured at the control room in Mauna Loa, Hawaii
exceeded 400 ppm (parts per million) for the first time. The average temperature of the sea was as high as never before in 2015, as well.
The director of the NOAA, Thomas Karl, said the annual "check-up" for
the plant shows that long-term climate change and El Nino shaped the preceding year. The NOAA counts a giant algae bloom in the northeastern Pacific Ocean with its obvious consequences for other marine organisms and
people depending on them to these symptoms. Moreover, the mountain
glaciers, based on preliminary data, proceeded to shrink for the 36th consecutive year. The number of tropical cyclones increased considerably: With
101 cyclones it was significantly higher than the average of 82 that was measured between 1981 to 2010.
Also the animals in the Arctic were supposedly influenced by these developments, writes the report. For example, walrus flocks retreated to the
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land instead of remaining on the sea ice. In the Barents Sea north of Norway increasing temperatures supposedly attracted warm water fishes and
displaced domestic species. For the annual report more than 450 scientists
from roughly 60 countries analyzed data.
Science article
German (translated): Internationaler Report bestätigt, dass die Erde heiß ist
und heißer wird.
2015 löst 2014 als wärmstes Jahr seit Beginn der Messungen ab - mit Hilfe
von El Nino.
Ein jährlicher Klimabericht hat bestätigt, dass 2015 das Jahr 2014 als wärmstes Jahr seit mindestens Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts ablöst. Laut über 450 zu
dem Bericht beitragenden Wissenschaftlern resultiere die Rekordhitze des
vergangenen Jahres aus einer Kombination des langfristigen Klimawandels
und des stärksten seit 1950 gemessenen El Nino. Sie fanden außerdem, dass
die meisten Indikatoren des Klimawandels weiterhin den Trends einer globalen Erwärmung entsprächen.
Weitere relevante Erkenntnisse:
• Es wurden die bisher höchsten Konzentrationen von Treibhausgasen
gemessen. Die bedeutendsten Treibhausgase, Kohlenstoffdioxid (CO2 ),
Methan und Distickstoffoxid stiegen 2015 auf neue Rekordwerte. Die
globale CO2 Konzentration in diesem Jahr betrug 399.4 ppm (Teile pro
Million Teile), ein Anstieg um 2,2 ppm im Vergleich zu 2014.
• Die globale Oberflächentemperatur war die höchste seit Beginn der
Aufzeichnung. Begünstigt durch den starken El Nino betrug die jährliche globale Oberflächentemperatur 0, 42 ◦ C - 0, 46 ◦ C mehr als der Durchschnitt zwischen 1981 - 2010 und löste damit den bisherigen Rekord
von 2014 ab.
• Die Durchschnittstemperatur der Meere war die höchste seit Messbeginn. Die globale Durchschnittstemperatur der Wasseroberfläche war
0, 33 ◦ C - 0, 39 ◦ C höher und löste damit den bisherigen Rekord von 2014
ab.
• Der Wärmeinhalt der oberen Ozeanschichten war ebenso auf Rekordhöhe und spiegelte die ansteigende Konzentration von Wärme in den
oberen Ozeanschichten wieder.
• Der weltweite Wasserspiegel erreichte 2015 einen neuen Rekord. Mit
70mm höheren Werten als in 1993, als die Aufzeichnung durch Satelliten der globalen Wasserspiegelanstiege begann.
• Die Anzahl tropischer Zyklone lag insgesamt deutlich über dem Schnitt.
Mit 101 tropischen Zyklonen über allen Ozeanen in 2015 lag die Anzahl
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deutlich über dem Schnitt von 82 zwischen 1981 und 2010. Im östlichen/zentralen Pazifik gab es 26 Stürme, die meisten seit 1992. Im Vergleich hatte der Atlantik weniger Stürme als in den meisten Jahren der
letzten zwei Jahrzehnte.

• Die Arktis würde zunehmend wärmer. Die Menge an Seeeis blieb gering. Die 2015 dort gemessenen Oberflächentemperaturen waren 1, 2 ◦ C
über dem Schnitt von 1981 - 2010. Damit teilt es sich den ersten Platz
des wärmsten Jahres mit 2007 und 2011. Die höchste Konzentration an
arktischem Meereis wurde im Februar 2015 gemessen, war aber das
Geringste der 37 jährigen Satellitenaufzeichnungen. Die geringste gemessene Meereiskonzentration im September war die viertkleinste seit
Beginn der Messungen.
Über den State of the Climate 2015 -Report:
Dieser jährliche "check up"für den Planeten wird vom "National Center for
Environmental Information"geleitet und besteht aus Beiträgen von mehr als
450 Wissenschaftlern aus 62 Ländern. Es wurde als spezielle Ergänzung zum
"Bulletin of the American Meteorologial Society"veröffentlicht.
English (original): International report confirms Earth is hot and getting hotter
2015 topped 2014 as warmest year on record with help from El Nino.
An annual State of the Climate report has confirmed that 2015 surpassed 2014
as the warmest year on record since at least the mid-to-late 19th century.
Last year’s record heat resulted from a combination of long-term global
warming and one of the strongest El Nino experienced since at least 1950,
according to the more than 450 scientists that contributed to the report. They
found that most indicators of climate change continued to reflect trends consistent with a global warming.
Notable findings from the report include:
• Greenhouse gases were the highest on record. Major greenhouse gas
concentrations, including carbon dioxide (CO2 ), methane and nitrous
oxide, rose to new record high values during 2015. The 2015 average
global CO2 concentration was 399.4 parts per million (ppm), an increase
of 2.2 ppm compared with 2014.
• Global surface temperature was the highest on record. Aided by the
strong El Nino, the 2015 annual global surface temperature was 0.76 0.83 ◦ F (0.42 ◦ C - 0.46 ◦ C) above the 1981 - 2010 average, surpassing the
previous record set in 2014.
• Sea surface temperature was the highest on record. The globally averaged sea surface temperature was 0.59 - 0.70 ◦ F (0.33 ◦ C - 0.39 ◦ C) above
average, breaking the previous mark set in 2014.
• Global upper ocean heat content highest on record. Upper ocean heat
content exceeded the record set in 2014, reflecting the continuing accumulation of heat in the ocean’s top layers.
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• Global sea level rose to a new record high in 2015. It measured about
2.75 inches (70 mm) higher than that observed in 1993, when satellite
record-keeping for global sea level rise began.
• Tropical cyclones were well above average, overall. There were 101
tropical cyclones total across all ocean basins in 2015, well above the
1981 - 2010 average of 82 storms. The eastern/central Pacific had 26
named storms, the most since 1992. The North Atlantic, in contrast,
had fewer storms than most years during the last two decades.
• The Arctic continued to warm; sea ice extent remained low. The Arctic
land surface temperature in 2015 was 2.2 ◦ F (1.2 ◦ C) above the 1981-2010
average, tying 2007 and 2011 as the highest on record. The maximum
Arctic sea ice extent reached in February 2015 was the smallest in the 37year satellite record, while the minimum sea ice extent that September
was the fourth lowest on record.
About the State of the Climate 2015 Report
This yearly "check-up" for the planet, led by NOAA’s National Centers for
Environmental Information, is based on contributions from more than 450
scientists from 62 countries around the world. It published as a special supplement to the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society.
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Statistical analyses
F IGURE C.1: Two prior distributions, and a Gauss distribution
for reference
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Gauss(0,1)

Cauchy(0,1/sqrt(2))

Notes: Shows two prior distributions. The prior with the Cauchy
distribution with scale 2 is uninformative, while the Cauchy distribution with scale √1 incorporates a higher prior belief in the absence of
2
a treatment effect. For reference, a Gaussian distribution with SD of 1
is shown as well.
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F IGURE C.2: Trends related to usage of the term ’fake news’ by
Twitter account of Donald Trump

Percentage of tweets
using the term ’fake news’

A: Usage of term ’fake news’ in tweets
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8
6
4
2
0
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B: Sentiment score, including and excluding ’fake news’-tweets

AFINN
sentiment score

0

-1

-2
Excluding FN

-3

Only FN

Feb 2017 May 2017 Aug 2017 Nov 2017 Feb 2018

Notes:
Panel A shows the percentage of tweets including the term ’fake news’ from his first occurance on.
Panel B shows the AFINN sentiment score for all tweets,
resp.
for only the tweets mentioning ’fake news’.
Data
is from the Twitter Account @realDonaldTrump.
Source:
http://www.trumptwitterarchive.com/data/realdonaldtrump/.
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F IGURE C.3: Violin plots of trust in media and science
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Notes: Shows ordinal level trust in media (left) and science (right)
conditional on treatment condition.

TABLE C.1: Ordinal logistic regression of media and science trustworthiness on
treatment and covariates

Media trustworthiness
B
Treatment
Quote
-0.201
Covariates
Age
-0.039
Male
-0.224
Economics
-0.440
History
-0.801
Law
-0.663
Management -0.373
Social Science 0.031
Philosophy
13.522
Contribution
0.016
1|2
2|3
3|4
4|5
Observations
Pseudo R2
LR-chi2 (10)
AIC

-6.63
-4.01
-2.46
-0.33

Science trustworthiness

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

-0.76 0.35

0.478

-0.405

-0.96 0.15

0.152

-0.09 0.02
-0.80 0.35
-1.16 0.28
-2.02 0.42
-1.91 0.58
-1.31 0.56
-0.84 0.90
-1818.8 1849.6
-0.08 0.11

0.162
0.443
0.231
0.199
0.296
0.435
0.944
0.987
0.730

-0.029
-0.318
0.100
-0.784
-1.239
0.195
-0.390
16.029
0.019

-0.09 0.03
-0.91 0.28
-0.65 0.85
-2.18 0.61
-2.53 0.05
-0.72 1.11
-1.24 0.46
-1769.1 1798.8
-0.07 0.11

0.364
0.294
0.793
0.269
0.060
0.674
0.366
0.987
0.686

-6.433
-4.44
-2.51
-0.57

-9.10 -3.77
-6.39 -2.48
-4.32 -0.70
-2.33 1.19

-9.17 -4.10
-5.71 -2.30
-4.06 -0.86
-1.88 1.23
184
0.0287
13.00
467.5

183
0.035
15.07
441.106

Notes: Shows point estimates (B), 95 %-confidence intervals (CI95 ), and p-values (p)
from the respective ordinal logistic regression model.
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F IGURE C.4: Violin plots of perceptions of trust, expertise, and
content credibility in media and science
25
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16
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Notes: Shows ordinal level of secondary outcome scales for media
(left) and science (right) conditional on treatment condition.
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TABLE C.2: OLS-regression of media trustworthiness, expertise, and content credibility on treatment and covariates
Media trustworthiness scale
Intercept
Treatment
Quote
Covariates
Age
Male
Economics
History
Law
Management
Philosophy
Social Science
Contribution

Media expertise scale

Media content credibility

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

21.48

18.94 – 24.02

<.001

19.54

15.86 – 23.23

<.001

15.78

13.12 – 18.44

<.001

-0.33

-1.43 – 0.77

0.553

-0.19

-1.43 – 1.04

0.76

-0.52

-1.41 – 0.36

0.245

0.528
0.495
0.235
0.07
0.477
0.443
<.001
0.955
0.589

-0.05
-0.6
0.29
-1.97
-0.9
0.4
3.63
1.04
0

0.451
0.341
0.736
0.076
0.605
0.672
0.011
0.261
0.971

0
-0.57
-0.14
-1.62
-0.66
-0.14
1.98
0.71
0.12

-0.03
-0.39
-0.81
-2.6
-1.16
-0.73
4.51
0.05
0.05

Observations
R2 / adj. R2
F-statistics
AIC

-0.12 0.06
-1.50 0.73
-2.15 0.53
-5.42 0.21
-4.39 2.06
-2.59 1.14
3.19 – 5.83
-1.58 1.68
-0.12 0.21
184
.065/ .011
1.212
1003.039

-0.19 0.08
-1.84 0.64
-1.38 1.95
-4.14 0.21
-4.31 2.52
-1.46 2.26
0.84 6.42
-0.78 2.85
-0.20 0.19
184
.051/ -.004
0.931
1040.645

-0.10 0.09
-1.50 0.35
-1.36 1.08
-3.65 0.40
-2.31 1.00
-1.84 1.56
-5.71 9.66
-0.73 2.15
-0.03 0.27

0.936
0.225
0.82
0.116
0.435
0.868
0.613
0.332
0.109

184
.070/ .017
1.308
931.385

Notes: Shows point estimates (B), confidence intervals (CI95 ), and p-values (p) from the respective OLS regression model.
Robust confidence intervals.

TABLE C.3: OLS-regression of science trustworthiness, expertise, and content credibility on treatment and covariates
Science trustworthiness scale
Intercept
Treatment
Quote
Covariates
Age
Male
Economics
History
Law
Management
Philosophy
Social Science
Contribution
Observations
R2 / adj. R2
F-statistics
AIC

Science expertise scale

Science content credibility

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

B

CI95

p

22.51

18.40 – 26.62

<.001

22.51

19.31 – 25.72

<.001

17.01

14.40 – 19.62

<.001

-0.71

-1.76 – 0.34

0.182

-0.27

-1.33 – 0.79

0.617

-0.22

-1.08 – 0.64

0.612

0.721
0.22
0.61
0.384
0.227
0.913
0.041
0.922
0.666

0
-0.44
-0.56
-0.54
-1.87
0.45
2.76
0.52
0

0.937
0.448
0.455
0.671
0.271
0.58
<.001
0.47
0.967

0.01
-0.39
0.63
-0.69
-0.81
0.61
2.77
0.42
0.02

-0.03
-0.72
0.35
-1.59
-2.06
-0.09
3.15
-0.07
0.04

-0.18 0.13
-1.88 0.44
-1.01 1.72
-5.18 2.00
-5.41 1.29
-1.79 1.61
0.13 6.18
-1.58 1.43
-0.14 0.22
183
.069/ .015
1.269
985.736

-0.12 0.11
-1.57 0.70
-2.02 0.91
-3.06 1.98
-5.21 1.47
-1.15 2.04
1.51 4.01
-0.90 1.95
-0.19 0.18
183
.043/ -.012
0.782
981.385

-0.08 0.10
-1.33 0.56
-0.53 1.80
-3.64 2.26
-3.31 1.69
-0.90 2.12
1.76 3.78
-0.82 1.67
-0.13 0.16

0.821
0.418
0.286
0.643
0.523
0.427
<.001
0.505
0.824

183
.036/ -.020
0.648
915.423

Notes: Shows point estimates (B), confidence intervals (CI95 ), and p-values (p) from the respective OLS regression model.
Robust confidence intervals.
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Questionnaire

• To what extent do you agree with the assertion of the quote? (on a
5-point Likert scale)
– Not agree at all - Fully agree
• The source ZEIT ONLINE appears to me as (on a 5-point Likert differential scale)
– Undependable - Dependable
– Dishonest - Honest
– Unreliable - Reliable
– Insincere - Sincere
– Untrustworthy - Trustworthy
– Not an expert - Expert
– Inexperienced - Experienced
– Unknowledgeable - Knowledgeable
– Unqualified - Qualified
– Unskilled - Skilled
• The content appears to me as (on a 5-point Likert differential scale)
– Inaccurate - Accurate
– Unbelievable - Believable
– Opinionated - Factual
– Untrustworthy - Trustworthy

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR PEER-REVIEW ONLY
Spillover of distrust - Hamburg, 2017, HB (#5219)
Created: 08/22/2017 06:13 AM (PT)
Shared: 08/22/2017 06:20 AM (PT)
This pre-registration is not yet public. This anonymized copy (without author names) was created by the author(s) to use during peer-review. A
non-anonymized version (containing author names) will become publicly available either when an author makes it public, or three years from the
“Shared” date at the top of this document (whichever comes first). Until that time the contents of this pre-registration are confidential.
1) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?
H1: Increasing the salience of doubt in the independence of media reduces perceived trustworthiness of the source of a media article.
H2: Increasing the salience of doubt in the independence of media reduces perceived trustworthiness of the source of a scientific article.
2) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.
Trustworthiness item (5-point semantic differential item) from a semantic differential scale to measure celebrity endorsers' perceived expertise,
trustworthiness, and attractiveness (Ohanian, 1990, Journal of Advertising).
3) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?
4 conditions in a mixed design laboratory experiment. Participants will be randomly assigned to one of two conditions: subjects will either read a
statement expressing doubt in the independence of media, or not read a quote (2 between subjects conditions). After that, all subjects will read two
articles that differ with respect to the source, i.e. scientific source, or media source (2 within subjects conditions). The order of articles in the within
subject condition is randomized.
4) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.
To take into account the ordinal nature of the 5-point semantic differential response items, I use non parametric Chi-squared tests, and Mann
Whitney tests to test the null hypotheses that perceived source trustworthiness in the quote condition is equal to or higher than in the no quote
condition, both for the media article (H1) and the scientific article (H2). Based on the formulated hypotheses, I conduct one-sided tests.
Additionally, I will estimate the respective ordered logistic regression models with treatment assignment as the respective independent variable, plus
control variables (amount contributed to climate protection in the preceding experiment), and socio-demographic variables (field of study, gender,
age).
5) Any secondary analyses?
I will also test for treatment effects on two sub-scales of an index measuring perceived source credibility, i.e. perceived source trustworthiness (5
items), and perceived source expertise (5 items) (Ohanian, 1990, Journal of Advertising).
I will also test for effects on perceived content credibility (4 items) (Gaziano and McGrath, 1986, Journalism Quarterly)
6) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the
number will be determined.
75 observations per group (no quote/ quote) allow to detect a medium standardized effect size d = 0.42 with 80% power, assuming an alpha level of
0.05 and an independent samples Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney U test. The tested hypotheses are directional:
H0: perceived trustworthiness of the source in the quote-condition is equal to or higher than in the noQuote-condition;
HA: perceived source trustworthiness in the quote-condition is lower than the noQuote-condition.
I will collect observations until having at least 150 observations in total, with equal allocation ratio.
7) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., data exclusions, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)
In case of non-significant results I will compute Bayes Factors in order to quantify the relative evidence in favor of the null hypothesis and the
alternative hypothesis. I will also test for order effects, i.e. whether media, resp. science articles are rated differently with respect to perceptions of
trustworthiness depending on their order of being read.
Subjects that take less than the mean time minus two standard deviations to read the respective articles are excluded from the analysis.
8) Have any data been collected for this study already?
No, no data have been collected for this study yet

Verify authenticity:http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=kd27pd
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